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Abstract 
Virtual reality (VR) simulation and robotic surgery represent two focus areas for 
research and development in Otolaryngology-Head & Neck Surgery. This thesis was 
driven by a desire to deliver improvements in surgical training and patient care. The 
development and long-term prospective clinical evaluation of three novel robotic 
applications in Head & Neck surgery were investigated.  The results suggest that robotic 
assisted thyroidectomy and robotic assisted parathyroidectomy are safe, feasible 
alternatives to conventional surgery.   The primary advantage is the avoidance of a neck 
scar.  The approach occupies a niche role that is justified in patients who have cultural 
or biological drivers to avoid a neck scar. Improvement in surgical exposure was 
necessary.  A novel soft-tissue retractor was designed and manufactured to address this 
issue.  Transoral robotic surgery represents a promising treatment option for patients 
with obstructive sleep apnoea who cannot tolerate or fail all the other treatment 
modalities.  Biometric measures represent an important tool when assessing patient 
suitability for TORS.  Only those who have undergone appropriate training, proctoring 
and licensure should perform robotic surgery.  Safe implementation is essential.  The 
studies of VR temporal bone simulation served as a preparatory to introducing VR 
simulation for robotic head and neck surgery. The face, content and construct validation 
of a novel temporal bone simulator was demonstrated.  Further studies were conducted 
to benchmark and pilot a VR skills curriculum and assess the role of case specific 
surgical rehearsal.  Simulation training represented a useful adjunct.  This body work 
demonstrates that both technologies can be integrated to deliver effective robotic 
surgical training to enhance surgical performance and improve patient care. 
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1.1 Motivation for the thesis 
This work was driven by a desire to target two technological developments that would 
deliver improvements in patient care and surgical training. A Department of Health 
publication in 2011 entitled Innovation Health and Wealth, Accelerating Adoption and 
Diffusion in the NHS outlines an ambition for the NHS that is exemplified by the ethos 
motivating this body of work. It is reflected by a commitment to surgical innovation 
and successful dissemination into clinical practice.  
Robotic surgery and Virtual reality (VR) simulation represent two focus areas for 
research and development in Otolaryngology-Head & Neck Surgery. Advances in this 
surgical speciality are historically linked with developments in surgical technology, 
perhaps more so than many other surgical specialties. An editorial published in 2007 
entitled Robots and simulators: the future of Otolaryngology? surmises that these 
technologies have the potential to “improve surgical preparation and education, 
precision, patient care and safety and to influence the Otolaryngologic practice of the 
future” (Sataloff 2007). 
‘Disruptive’ innovation relates to radical, innovation-driven changes that challenge and 
ultimately change long-established practices in organisations or systems (Christensen 
et al, 2008). The innovation adoption curve of Rogers is a model that classifies the rate 
of adoption based on the premise that different groups of individuals will be open to 
adoption to a greater or lesser degree (Figure 1-1). The different categories are as 
follows: innovators, early adopters, the early majority, the late majority and finally, the 
laggards. Delivering surgical innovation within the National Healthcare Service is a 
somewhat daunting challenge as the impact of technological advances can be 
challenging to evaluate.  
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Figure 1-1: Rogers adoption/innovation curve (source: Everett Rogers diffusion of 
innovation model; courtesy of Wikimedia Commons) 
 
Nevertheless, technological advances often provide the foundation for disruptive 
innovation and usually a point is reached when the innovation reaches the critical mass. 
Therefore, the reason why it was important to undertake this work was in order to assess 
the impact of two innovative technologies on surgical practice, patient outcome and 
surgical training. The over-riding motivation was to optimise patient care. 
The primary driver was to investigate whether robotic technology could be successfully 
applied to improve surgical practice and patient outcome in Otolaryngology-Head & 
Neck Surgery. The reason for choosing VR simulation was as preparatory to 
introducing VR simulation for robotic head and neck surgery. 
The selection of both technologies is deliberate. The application of neither one has been 
investigated before and the evidence emerging from other surgical specialities at the 
time suggested that there were potential applications in Otolaryngology-Head & Neck 
Surgery. 
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1.2 Innovation in head & neck surgery 
Telerobotic surgery was developed by NASA in 2001 and initially envisaged for use in 
the battlefield by the US Department of Defence. Imperial College London has been at 
the forefront of developing and assessing clinical applications in the UK since 2004 
(Deeba et al, 2006; Rockall et al, 2003; Undre et al, 2004). 
The daVinci surgical system is a master-slave telerobotic platform comprising a 
console, surgical cart and manipulator unit (Figure 1-2). The console surgeon views a 
three-dimensional magnified image and controls 4 endowristed robotic arms that 
enhance manual dexterity (Moorthy et al, 2004). The wristed instruments have 7 
degrees of freedom. These are specific, defined modes in which a mechanical device or 
robotic system can move. The number of degrees of freedom equates to the total 
number of independent movements that can be performed; three for translation, three 
for rotation, and one grasping. 
The surgeon’s hand movements are motion scaled and physiological hand tremor is 
abolished. The ability to recreate an open surgical experience, minimize surgical trauma 
and improve precision are the primary advantages. This may translate to improved 
patient care suggested by a growing body of evidence in several specialties including 
urology, gynaecology, cardiothoracic and general surgery (Anderson et al, 2011; 
Anderson et al, 2012; Ficcara et al, 2012; Geetha et al, 2012; Kent et al, 2013; Li et al, 
2013; Modi et al, 2008; Nix et al, 2009). 
In head and neck surgery, the application of robotic technology has not been 
investigated in the UK. Certain applications are envisaged that have the potential to 
improve patient care by addressing existing limitations in clinical practice.  For 
instance, issues with scar cosmesis following thyroid and parathyroid surgery can be a 
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major cause of concern particularly amongst women. There is potential morbidity 
associated with hypertrophic scar formation particularly in a visible area such as the 
anterior neck (Lawrence et al, 2004). 
 
 
Figure 1-2: daVinci SI system 
This, combined with the higher incidence of thyroid and parathyroid disease in women, 
has led to several ‘scar-less in the neck’ endoscopic techniques being devised. 
However, the existing endoscopic techniques have several limitations that have 
precluded their widespread adoption.  In endoscopic thyroid and parathyroid surgery 
these include video camera platform instability, restricted motion of straight endoscopic 
instruments, 2-dimensional imaging and suboptimal operator ergonomics (Ikeda et al. 
2002). Similar limitations have been described and overcome by the use of robotic 
technology in other surgical specialities and therefore it is reasonable to hypothesise 
that the same may be possible in thyroid and parathyroid surgery.  
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Another potential application is minimally invasive head and neck surgery. This is 
desirable in order to reduce the morbidity associated with open surgery. The 
introduction of transoral laser microsurgery (TOLM) was a major step forward in this 
regard and Steiner is attributed with pioneering the approach to treat head and neck 
malignancies including the larynx and pharynx (Steiner et al, 1991). Transoral robotic 
surgery (TORS) represents a potential further advance particularly with respect to the 
oropharynx and supraglottis.  
As with urological surgery, the inherent anatomical constraints that do not occur in 
open cavities are evident with transoral endoscopic surgery resulting in a confined 
operative field. Limited range of instrument motion, line of sight issues and suboptimal 
depth perception are perceived limitations with TOLM and may be addressed by the 
technological advances associated with the robotic platform. Significant adaptation to 
the positioning of the robotic arms, operating room reconfiguration and the 
development of retractor devices that permit the existing daVinci robot to access the 
target region in head and neck surgery may be necessary in order to use a robot system 
that was not designed for this region. Finally, the ideal environment for education and 
training of this novel application needs to be considered. For this purpose, I will assess 
the application of VR temporal bone simulation as a preparatory to introducing VR 
simulation for robotic head and neck surgery as a potential solution to training in robotic 
Head & Neck surgery. 
1.3 Need for innovation in temporal bone surgery training  
A three-dimensional (3D) understanding of the temporal bone anatomy and skills 
rehearsal are both essential components of postgraduate training in Otolaryngology. 
ENT surgeons have traditionally developed the skills to perform temporal bone surgery 
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by using cadaver temporal bones before progressing to the operating room. Limitations 
with this approach are that temporal bone laboratories are both costly and resource 
intensive. Skill assessment is subjective and the process requires considerable trainer 
supervision. Furthermore, the cadaver temporal bone is usually devoid of pathology 
that limits this method of training to an appreciation of generic temporal bone anatomy.  
The Alder Hey organs scandal that involved the unauthorized removal, retention and 
disposal of human tissue between 1988 and 1995, resulted in the introduction of the 
UK Human Tissue Act in 2004. Since this time, cadaver temporal bones have become 
less readily available in the UK and consequently trainees perform less cadaver 
temporal bone dissection than in previous generations (Fennessy et al, 2009). In 1997, 
all four Royal Colleges of Surgeons in the UK raised concerns regarding inadequate 
anatomy instruction (Green 1998). Similar concerns have been re-iterated by surgical 
trainees in an era of growing training pressures resulting from a reduction in training 
hours associated with the European Working Time Directive and Accreditation Council 
for Graduate Medical Education (Chikwe et al, 2004; (Warterston et al, 2005).  
Training programme directors face the considerable challenge of delivering streamlined 
training that produces a competent generation of surgeons in a shorter timeframe. The 
modern medical curriculum has eroded anatomy cadaver instruction to less than half of 
what was delivered 25 years ago (Older 2004). Obtaining surgical proficiency with 
temporal bones or actual patients provides a non-standardized paradigm of skills 
acquisition that lacks objective feedback. Operating time constraints due to limited 
faculty reimbursement, growing complexity in surgical workload and patient safety are 
key issues.  
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Exposing patients to novice operators increases the potential for medical errors related 
to training (Cuschieri et al, 2000). This is particularly relevant in temporal bone surgery 
given the complex neurovascular anatomy encountered. In 1998, between 44,000 and 
98,000 deaths were attributable to medical error (Kohn et al, 1999; Turney et al, 2007). 
In recent years there has been a 7-fold increase in anatomical-error based claims to the 
UK Medical Defence Union (Ellis 2002; Rowland et al, 2011). Optimising patient 
safety and ensuring appropriate safeguards are in place is therefore of the utmost 
importance.  
The need for a shift in training methods has been advocated across the Atlantic 
(Department of Health Chief Medical Office (CMO) Annual report, 2008; Carter et al, 
2006). The 2008 CMO report on ‘Safer Medical Practice’ concluded that simulation-
based training should be integrated within surgical training programmes. A few years 
later, this sentiment was re-iterated by the current President of the Royal College of 
Surgeons of England in the Innovation Health and Wealth report stating that innovation 
should be “hard-wired into educational curricula, training programmes and 
competency frameworks at every level” (Liddell et al, 2011). More recently, following 
the Mid-Staffordshire enquiry, the Francis Report was published in February 2013 and 
made 290 recommendations with the over-riding priority of patient safety and “putting 
the patient first” (Francis 2013). 
All of these reports emphasise the need for better methods to teach technical skills more 
effectively in a safe, standardized environment. The application of virtual reality (VR) 
simulation in surgical training was first proposed in 1993 to deliver reproducible, 
consistent models that permit unlimited practice using standardised anatomy (Satava et 
al, 1993). Training surgical tasks and basic surgical skills through repetitive, proctored 
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sessions has been shown to improve both detection and analysis of surgical error 
(Aggarwal et al, 2010; Zerey et al, 2010). 
The desire to improve patient safety and training may be addressed by VR simulation 
in Otolaryngology. VR simulation training represents an innovative development in this 
specialty that has not been evaluated for temporal bone surgery.  
1.4 Evidence based review of robotic surgery in Otolaryngology-Head 
& Neck Surgery 
The purpose of this review is to evaluate the existing clinical applications, assess their 
advantages in terms of patient benefit and identify areas for potential application in 
ENT-Head and Neck surgery.  
1.4.1 Method  
A narrative review was performed of articles in the English language following 
keyword searches of PubMed, Medline and the Cochrane database. The search terms 
used were; telerobotic/robotic/robotic-assisted otorhinolaryngology, ENT, head and 
neck, thyroid and parathyroid surgery. These included prospective clinical trials, case 
series and case reports. Preclinical studies (cadaveric and animal studies) and non-
clinical review articles were excluded. The specific aspects that were evaluated 
included existing clinical applications and feasibility, exclusion criteria, morbidity, 
mortality, length of stay, cost and the learning curve. The references of relevant papers 
were evaluated as a source of further study. Personal communication of unpublished 
clinical data was sought from experts in the field of ENT-Head and Neck Surgery and 
from the American Cancer Society Department of Surveillance and Health Policy 
Research. A limitation was placed on the publication year to cap publications to those 
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before January 1 2010. This was when the research plan was registered at Imperial 
College London.  
1.4.2 Results  
There were 29 publications in the timeframe (prior to Jan 1 2010) comprising 9 case 
reports, 17 case series and 3 review articles (Table 1-1). The largest series contained 
338 patients (Kang et al, 2009).  
 
Table 1-1. Results of literature search  
 
The first clinical applications were reported in 2005 for thyroidectomy and TORS to 
remove a benign oropharyngeal lesion (Lobe et al, 2005; McLeod et al, 2005). The 
application of TORS in head and neck cancer was published the following year 
(O’Malley et al, 2006). TORS accounted for over half the total number of publications. 
There were 12 TORS case series/reports in head and neck cancer and 2 for benign 
lesions. There were 6 case series/reports of robotic-assisted thyroidectomy and 5 reports 
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of robotic-assisted thorascopic parathyroidectomy al for a mediastinal adenoma (2 
cases in total). In the other sub-specialties, there is 1 case report of robotic-assisted skul 
based surgery. 
TORS: Head & Neck Oncology  
Twelve studies report 195 cases of oral cavity, oropharyngeal, hypopharyngeal and 
laryngeal malignancy treated with TORS. Oropharyngeal and oral cavity cancer 
account for 85% of cases and the majority of these were stage II or IV disease (Figure 
1-3 and 1-4).  
 
Figure 1-3: Stage distribution of oropharyngeal & oral cavity cancer treated with 
TORS 
Stage I
6%
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ge 
I
9%
Stage II
27%Stage IV58%
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Figure 1-4: T-stage distribution of oropharyngeal & oral cavity cancer treated 
with TORS 
 
 
Table 1-2. Summary of 3 major clinical series 
Table 1-2 summarises the 3 largest TORS studies published at the time (Boudreaux et 
al, 2009; Iselia et al, 2009; Moore et al, 2009).  The mean folow-up of these was 
approximately 13 months. Failure due to suboptimal access was reported approximately 
6% of cases. Contributing factors included a narow mandible, ful dentition, 
T1
33%
T2
49%
T3
12%
T4
6%
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retrognathia and trismus. Exclusion criteria included lateral or posterior tumour 
fixation, tumour adjacent to the carotid artery or involvement of the nasopharynx, 
lateral pterygoid muscle or mandible. Complications include one neck haematoma 
necessitating return to theatre and development of an oro-cutaneous fistula (n=4). A 
temporary tracheostomy was performed in 14% of cases. There was an equal 
distribution of tracheostomy irrespective of T stage (Moore et al, 2009). Predictive 
factors of poor swallow were an advanced T stage, preoperative nasogastric feeding 
and recurrent/ 2nd primary tumour resection (Iselia et al, 2009). Resumption of oral 
intake occurred in approximately 70% of patients within 2 days increasing to 83% two 
weeks following surgery. At 12 months, 17% of patients were percutaneous endoscopic 
gastrostomy (PEG) tube dependent. PEG dependent patients all had T4 disease and 
90% of these involved the tongue base. There were no peri-operative deaths reported. 
One study reported one (2%) contralateral tongue cancer and three (7%) regional neck 
recurrences (Moore et al, 2009). Regarding adjuvant therapy, a smaller dose of adjuvant 
chemo-radiotherapy was used compared to their standard protocol although the precise 
dose was not stated (Moore et al, 2009).  
The application of a flexible CO2 laser with TORS has been reported in 8 patients with 
early oropharyngeal or laryngeal tumours (Desai et al, 2008; Solares et al, 2007).  
Robotic-assisted free flap reconstruction in the oral cavity and oropharynx was reported 
in 2 cases (Mukhija et al, 2009). Image guided TORS using the Brain LAB AG 
navigation system was reported in 1 oropharyngeal and 2 parapharyngeal tumours 
(Desai et al, 2008).     
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TORS: Benign Head & Neck  
The first clinical application published in 2005 was marsupialisation of a vallecular cyst 
(McLeod et al, 2005). In 2007, its application in paediatric ENT surgery for laryngeal 
cleft repair was reported in 2 patients. (Rahbar et al, 2007).  
Robotic-assisted Thyroidectomy  
The literature consists of 1 case report, 5 case series and 1 review article. The 
transaxillary robotic technique was first described in 2005 for a hemithyroidectomy in 
a paediatric patient (Lobe et al, 2005). In 2008, the same team reported a bilateral 
axillary approach for total thyroidectomy in 2 paediatric patients (Miyano et al, 2008). 
In adults, the largest experience is from South Korea where Woong Youn Chung 
pioneered the gas-less transaxillary technique. In 2009, his team published a 
preliminary series of 100 cases for patients with thyroid cancer (Kang et al, 2009). This 
was followed by a larger series of 200 patients (Kang et al, 2009). In the same year, an 
even larger series of 338 patients was published that incorporated the previous 200 
reported cases (Kang et al, 2009). An alternative robotic technique that uses a bilateral 
transaxillary approach with CO2 insufflation has also been reported (Lee et al, 2009). 
Table 1-3 gives an overview of the different techniques and clinical outcomes of the 2 
main case series reported in the literature.       
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Table 1-3. Robotic thyroidectomy: summary of 2 major clinical series  
Robotic-assisted Parathyroidectomy 
In 2004, the first report of robotic-assisted mediastinal parathyroidectomy using 
thoracoscopic ports was published (Bodner et al, 2004). The parathyroid adenoma, 
located in the aortopulmonary window, was successfully removed although the patient 
developed temporary recurrent laryngeal nerve (RLN) paresis.  This case was 
subsequently re-published as part of a larger case series highlighting the robotic-
assisted mediastinal approach in the thoracic literature (Augustin et al, 2006; Bodner et 
al, 2004; Profanter et al, 2004). There is 1 further case report describing the trans-
thoracic approach for mediastinal parathyroidectomy with no complications 
(Timmermann et al, 2008). 
Other applications  
Skull base surgery has been evaluated in preclinical studies using a transnasal approach 
to the sella and TORS to access the craniocervical junction and atlantoaxial spine 
(Kupferman et al, 2009; Steinhart et al, 2004). There is one case report in the literature 
(O’Malley et al, 2007). TORS has been used to excise 3 parapharyngeal space tumours 
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avoiding the morbidity associated with splitting the mandible for access (Desai et al, 
2008). 
1.4.3 Synopsis of findings 
Robotic-assisted surgery is a new, rapidly evolving field in Otolaryngology-Head & 
Neck Surgery. In December 2009 Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approval was 
granted for TORS in the oral cavity, oropharynx, hypopharynx and larynx.  
TORS 
Conventional transoral surgery can be technically challenging due to suboptimal target 
visualisation. Conversely, an open approach can involve debilitating surgery. In TORS, 
two 5 or 8mm wristed instrument arms and a central 3D 8.5 or 12mm endoscope are 
inserted transorally via a Boyle Davis mouth gag or FK retractor.  The instruments are 
controlled by the console surgeon to perform multi-planar, en bloc resection. The 
primary application to date has been oropharyngeal and oral tumour resection. 
Weinstein et al (University of Pennsylvania) established the first TORS programme in 
2004 and have the largest clinical experience. Their preliminary results suggest 
equivalent rates of loco-regional recurrence compared with conventional treatment. 
The other case series reported here confirm the feasibility and suggest that potential 
advantages compared to conventional surgery may include less blood loss, reduced 
postoperative stay and improved functional outcomes.  Notably, none of the series 
include comparative data of conventional surgery or primary (chemo-) radiotherapy. 
Furthermore, the follow up period reported in all studies is short. 
The majority of TORS cases reported in the literature were in the T1 and T2 category. 
This is not surprising as approximately 60% of patients with advanced stage 
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oropharyngeal cancer recorded in the 2007 American National Cancer Database were 
T1 and T2. This is in addition to all patients with Stage I and Stage II disease that are, 
by definition, T1 or T2 tumours. Therefore, the key issue regarding disease specific 
survival is not T stage but rather the N stage. This drives the overall staging in 
oropharyngeal cancer and determines the need for adjuvant therapy following TORS or 
the use of chemotherapy and radiation if non-surgical therapy is used for the primary 
treatment modality.  
Several meta-analysis studies report that the prognosis for locally advanced 
oropharyngeal disease with surgery and/or radiotherapy is 30-35% at 5 years (Pignon 
et al, 2000). There is an additional survival benefit with altered fractionated 
radiotherapy and concurrent chemotherapy (Bourhis et al, 2006; Pignon et al, 2009).  
Recent studies involving a primary surgical approach for T1 and T2 tumours with 
adjuvant radiotherapy when indicated report local control rates of 87% to 98% 
(Dosoretz et al, 2010; Moncrieff et al, 2009; Walvekar et al, 2008). The 5-year local 
control rate for T1-T3 oropharyngeal carcinoma with N0 and N1 neck disease using 
transoral laser microsurgery (TLM) alone is reportedly over 90% (Grant et al, 2009) 
and it therefore remains to be seen how TORS compares to this figure. 
The University of Pennsylvania has not yet published 5-year data although a publication 
in early 2010  (just after the timeframe of this literature review) report that at 2 years 
the disease-specific survival in 47 patients who underwent TORS was 97%. The series 
was comprised entirely of Stage III and IV disease. Some of this cohort also received 
post-operative IMRT (Intensity modulated radiotherapy) and/or adjuvant 
chemotherapy. Their rationale for a tri-modality treatment using TORS for 
oropharyngeal cancer resection is outlined in this publication (Quon et al, 2010). TORS 
permits en bloc resection that is sometimes not possible with TLM. This improves the 
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ability to interpret the adequacy of the resection margins, which is an important factor 
for determining whether adjuvant therapy is indicated. Compared with open resection 
TORS is associated with less morbidity. An additional benefit is the avoidance or dose 
reduction of adjuvant radiotherapy and chemotherapy due to clear resection margins 
and effective pathological risk stratification that a staged approach to the neck permits. 
In patients treated using TORS with N1 disease in the neck there was an 86% avoidance 
of cisplatin post-operatively. This decreased to 30% for N2 disease (Quon et al, 2010). 
In their series, approximately 98% of patients swallowed normally at 12 month follow 
up. Similar outcomes have been reported in other centres including Moore et al. who 
reported a zero PEG dependency rate in their series. In comparison, swallowing 
complications at 2 years following primary chemo-radiotherapy for oropharyngeal 
cancer has been reported as 13-43% (Caudell et al, 2009; Langendijk et al, 2009; 
Machtay et al, 2008). Randomised studies, which compare TORS with established 
treatments such as transoral laser surgery and primary chemo-radiotherapy, are needed 
to further evaluate these potential advantages. The feasibility of performing randomised 
clinical trials will be discussed in the final chapter. 
The application of TORS in OSA has not been reported and given the advantages 
evident with respect to accessing the oropharynx and supraglottis, this is an application 
which merits further investigation. Appropriate case selection is important because 
inadequate access precludes TORS in at least 6% of cases. Triaging potential candidates 
with panendoscopy reduces this figure (Weinstein et al, 2009). However, patients with 
snoring and obstructive sleep apnoea require a different assessment strategy and 
biometric measures which are able to predict TORS feasibility would be a useful 
adjunct to the existing methods used for case selection.  
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The combination of flexible CO2 laser with TORS has been reported Desai et al, 2008; 
Solares et al, 2007). The laser tip is a few millimetres from the target and the flexible 
delivery system improves dissection capability. Advantages include less peripheral 
thermal injury compared to monopolar diathermy. However, existing laser fibres are 
fragile and require an integrated delivery channel. Nevertheless, the ability to perform 
ablative tongue base reduction is a potential application for selected patients with OSA 
due to tongue base collapse. This has not been reported and merits further investigation.   
Scar-less in the neck surgery: the patient perspective 
Despite the fact that various scar-less in the neck approaches for performing 
thyroidectomy have been described, there is very little known about the perception of 
scars following conventional thyroid (and parathyroid) surgery. The relationship 
between a patient’s subjective scar evaluation and evaluation by a healthcare 
professional is also poorly understood. Far from being ‘minimally’ invasive, the extra 
cervical approach to the thyroid gland involves additional dissection and the potential 
risk to neurovascular structures not typically associated with the conventional 
approach. Consequently, before offering this approach in a UK population, it is 
important to understand the patients’ perceptions and attitudes regarding the 
importance of scar cosmesis. Issues such as preferences for scar location, the size of the 
scar and how an anterior neck scar impacts on their quality of life are important to 
address.  
Evolution of thyroid surgery 
After a century of performing thyroidectomy in a similar fashion to that described by 
Kocher in 1912, thyroid surgery has evolved (Tan et al, 2008; Terris et al, 2006). The 
standard approach uses an anterior neck (‘collar’) incision, which is usually 6-8cm long. 
Sub-platysmal flaps are raised before separation of the strap muscles in the midline to 
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access the thyroid gland. In experienced hands, the conventional approach leads to high 
success rates with almost zero mortality. However, concerns regarding the morbidity 
of this approach exist due to hypertrophic scar formation in a visible area such as the 
anterior neck and discomfort due to fibrosis and adhesions. This, combined with the 
higher incidence of thyroid disease in women, has fuelled the development of surgical 
techniques to reduce the morbidity associated with thyroid surgery (Terris et al, 2006).  
In 2005 the lateral open approach was described (Palazzo et al, 2005). This utilises a 
smaller incision compared to the conventional surgical approach. A 2.5cm transverse 
skin crease incision is made laterally either over the nodule or the middle of the thyroid 
lobe to straddle the medial margin of the sternocleidomastoid muscle (SCM). 
Subplatysmal flaps are raised and the investing layer of deep cervical fascia incised to 
expose the lateral border of the strap muscles. Successful dissection is very dependant 
on adequate retraction of the skin incision to allow access to the upper and lower poles 
and the trachea and isthmus. Patient selection is crucial and the main indication reported 
for this approach is for patients with a solitary nodule less than 30mm with 
indeterminate cytology. The complication rate is reported as similar to the open 
approach, although an evidence-based review of the approach found a significantly 
increased temporary recurrent laryngeal nerve (RLN) palsy rate (p=0.02) (Alvarado et 
al, 2008). There is no evidence to suggest any benefit in relation to postoperative pain, 
tissue trauma or patient satisfaction regarding scar cosmesis. 
In 1999, minimally invasive video-assisted thyroidectomy (MIVAT) was first reported 
(Miccoli et al, 1999). It is a ‘partial’ endoscopic assisted technique that does not require 
neck insufflation. The MIVAT technique utilises a 1.5cm anterior neck incision placed 
2cm above the sternal notch in the midline. It requires a primary surgeon and 2 
assistants to provide adequate external retraction. A 30-degree 5mm endoscope inserted 
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through the skin incision is used to facilitate certain steps in the dissection. A meta-
analysis of five randomised controlled trials that compared MIVAT to conventional 
open thyroidectomy showed MIVAT to be a safe procedure with no significant 
differences between the groups for post-operative hypocalcaemia, RLN palsy and 
intraoperative blood loss (Radford et al, 2011). Post-operative pain scores and cosmesis 
were significantly improved in the MIVAT groups but operative time was significantly 
longer. The dimension of the thyroid gland being excised limits the application of 
MIVAT. Only thyroid nodules 30mm or less are generally accepted to fulfil the criteria 
for MIVAT although proponents of the technique suggest lesions up to 5cm may be 
safely excised (Ruggieri et al, 2007). 
The first ‘totally’ endoscopic thyroidectomy was reported in 1997. This utilized a 
smaller less visible neck incision compared to the conventional approach placed 1cm 
above the sternal notch (Hüscher et al, 1997; Ikeda et al, 2002). However, three further 
incisions are also required. These are made along the anterior border of the SCM to 
allow the placement of instruments and an endoscope. A minor variation of this was 
reported using a skin crease incision of 1-1.5cm just lateral to the carotid artery, more 
superior than a traditional Kocher incision, in addition to three cervical incisions 
(Inabnet et al, 2003). In 2006 the endoscopic lateral approach for thyroid lobectomy 
was described. This avoids a midline incision by using 3 trocars that are all placed 
laterally in the neck (Henry et al, 2006; Sebag et al, 2006). The creation of an adequate 
working space between the fascial planes in the neck is one of the key requirements of 
the endoscopic approach. This is achieved through CO2 insufflation deep to platysma. 
An insufflation pressure between 15-20mmHg was initially reported but was 
subsequently reduced to minimise the risk of the potential complications developing 
such as hypercarbia and subcutaneous emphysema.   
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Thyroid nodules and low-risk papillary thyroid carcinomas are mostly encountered in 
young females (Slotema et al, 2008). This patient group is conscious of a visible neck 
scar that invariably occurs following the aforementioned cervical approaches. This 
concern is particularly evident in countries of the Far East such as Korea, Japan and 
China where there is a negative connotation associated with a horizontal scar in the 
neck because it is considered to denote death.  This has been a significant driving force 
in the development of “scar-less” (in the neck) endoscopic thyroidectomy (SET) (Tan 
et al, 2008). A variety of skin lifting retractors have also been devised as an alternative 
means to insufflation.  
In 1998 an approach that shifted the scar of a thyroidectomy from the neck to a remote 
site was described for the first time (Shimizu et al, 1998). This involved the use of an 
endoscope and a 30mm incision in the skin below the inferior border of the clavicle on 
the ipsilateral side to the pathology. A skin flap was then raised and the neck entered 
through the natural dehiscence of the sternal and clavicular heads of the SCM. 
Additional 5mm ports were inserted laterally to the main incision and the working space 
maintained either with CO2 insufflation or a skin-lifting retractor. This approach allows 
the removal of thyroid tumours up to 7cm in size (Shimizu et al, 2003).  
In 2000, the breast endoscopic approach was first described (Ohgami et al, 2000). The 
thyroid is accessed through bilateral infraclavicular or upper circumareolar incisions. 
Elevation of skin flaps is performed in a similar fashion to the infraclavicular approach 
but in this technique the anterior border of the SCM is dissected out and the strap 
muscles divided longitudinally. Low-pressure (6mm Hg) CO2 insufflation and the 
Harmonic scalpel were used in all cases. The cosmetic results have been described as 
satisfactory (Ohgami et al, 2000).  
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The axillary approach was first described in 2001, (Ikeda et al, 2001). This involves a 
30mm axillary incision (ipsilateral to the operative site) and a second 12mm incision 4-
5cm medial to the inferior end of the axillary wound. Twelve and 5mm trocars are 
inserted through the two incisions respectively and a flap is raised superficial to the 
pectoral fascia all the way to the thyroid gland. Under endoscopic visualisation, a 
lateral-to-medial thyroidectomy is possible. If a total thyroidectomy is required, the 
contralateral lobe can be removed in a medial-to-lateral approach through the same 
incision. Cosmetic results have been reported as excellent with this approach although 
concerns regarding poor access led to the development of the axillo-bilateral-breast 
approach (ABBA) (Shimazu et al, 2003). This was followed in 2007 by the bilateral 
axillo-breast approach (BABA) that constitutes a hybrid approach with the addition of 
a contralateral axillary port, the use of a flexible endoscope and low pressure (6mm Hg) 
CO2 insufflation (Choe et al, 2007). The approach allowed a level VI neck dissection 
making this a potential treatment option for low-risk papillary thyroid carcinoma. In 
2009, the post-auricular and axillary endoscopic insufflation approach (PAA) was 
described in order to avoid breast dissection (Lee et al, 2009).  
SET purports to give a superior cosmetic outcome with equivalent cure and 
complications compared to conventional surgery (Ikeda et al, 2002; Tan et al, 2008).  
However, there are limitations with the endoscopic approach. These include restricted 
instrument movement and suboptimal depth perception, which necessitates multiple 
assistants. Imprecise tissue manipulation also makes remote access endoscopic 
thyroidectomy a technically difficult procedure to perform (Ikeda et al, 2002).  
 
Advent of robotic thyroidectomy 
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Robotic surgery was developed to address the limitations associated with endoscopic 
surgery (Ahmed et al, 2009; Arora et al, 2011; Ikeda et al, 2002). The dual channel 
endoscope gives a 3-dimensional view of the operative field with superior depth 
perception compared to single-channel endoscopy. Wristed robotic instruments operate 
with 7 degrees of freedom. This improves surgical dexterity by allowing precise multi-
planar manipulation of tissue and is further enhanced by the tremor-filtering and 
motion-scaling features. Operating within the confined space of the anterior neck 
compartment from a remote location should theoretically be technically easier to 
perform compared to the endoscopic approach.  
The first described case report was limited to a thyroid lobectomy and required the use 
of CO2 insufflation (Lobe et al, 2005). Subsequently, Chung et al designed the 
eponymous external retractor (Chung retractor) that removed the need for gas 
insufflation. It achieved this through its spatula-like shape that allowed the creation of 
a working space by raising and tenting the skin flap (Holsinger et al, 2010; Kang et al, 
2009). Initially, in addition to the 5-6cm axillary incision, a 0.8cm incision is made on 
the medial side of the anterior chest wall for the fourth robotic arm (Kang et al, 2009). 
Since this time several hundred operations have been performed in South Korea. 
However, the rationale for surgical intervention in this part of the world is influenced 
by many factors that differ or do not necessarily apply to a UK population. These 
include a national screening program for thyroid cancer, the patient demographics and 
biometrics, the culturally negative connotations associated with a neck scar and finally, 
implications concerning re-numeration based on the surgical approach used. 
Considerable differences exist in the United Kingdom regarding all of these issues.  
Robotic thyroid surgery uses a ‘scar-less in the neck’ rather than the conventional 
anterior neck approach. The ipsilateral arm is abducted at the shoulder to minimise the 
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tunnelling distance between the axilla and neck. Three robotic arms holding the 
endoscope and two 8mm instruments are introduced through an axillary incision. A 4th 
arm, used for thyroid retraction, is inserted through the same incision or via a separate 
anterior chest or peri-areolar nipple incision. The primary advantage appears to be the 
avoidance of a neck scar. A scar in a visible area such as the anterior neck can cause a 
detrimental effect on body image (Lawrence et al, 2004). The arm position can cause 
over-traction and a 0.3% incidence of brachial plexus neurapraxia is reported in the 
largest series (Kang et al, 2009). The 4.3% temporary RLN rate in RT is equivalent to 
conventional surgery. The 0.5% incidence of permanent RLN palsy was attributed to 
pathology greater than 6 cm and thyroiditis. Permanent hypocalcaemia was not reported 
although the incidence of transient hypocalcaemia following total thyroidectomy 
ranged from 20-40% in the 2 major series presented. Blood loss was not recorded but 
only 5 patients (0.5%) developed a muscle flap haematoma and 1 patient required 
surgical intervention. It appears that body habitus plays a crucial factor for performing 
successful RT. Patients with an anterior larynx were technically challenging when a 
total thyroidectomy was attempted robotically due to difficult access to the contralateral 
lobe. Thyroiditis and nodules greater than 6 cm were associated with a higher incidence 
of RLN injury.  
Nevertheless, the preliminary functional outcomes are encouraging. Patient reported 
outcome measures have not been reported using validated assessment tools and studies 
that compare long-term outcome with the conventional approach are needed. Long term 
prospective outcome and randomised clinical studies are warranted to evaluate 
potential advantages. The feasibility of RT in a UK population needs to established as 
all the existing reports are from South Korea where the body habitus and size of the 
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thyroid pathology (8mm mean nodule size) being removed are both small compared to 
the UK.  
Robotic parathyroid surgery 
The literature contains 2 cases reporting a mediastinal or trans-thoracic approach to 
successfully remove a parathyroid adenoma although one case developed temporary 
RLN paresis. Further clinical investigation is required to establish if the robotic 
approach can be applied to treat patients with pHPT and what the optimal scar-less in 
the neck approach is. There is very little published in the literature that evaluates patient 
perception of scars in thyroid and parathyroid surgery. In the last decade, several scar-
less in the neck surgical approaches have been reported (Barlehner et al, 2008; Lee et 
al, 2009; Schardey et al, 2010; Tan et al, 2008).  Whether patients prefer a scar-less in 
the neck approach is an important issue in determining whether these techniques 
become accepted in parathyroid and thyroid surgery. The morbidity associated with 
these approaches must also be shown to be at least equivalent to the established minimal 
access techniques. 
The learning curve  
The learning curve has implications for patient care, clinical workload and training 
(Hernandez et al, 2004). Robotic surgery appears to have a shorter process of skill 
acquisition compared to endoscopic surgery in other specialties (Ahlering et al, 2003; 
Heemskerk et al, 2007). The learning curve for both RT and TORS had not been 
formally published although in individual case series, the setup and docking times 
reduced as clinical experience and familiarisation grew. Regarding TORS, the setup 
time in the first reported case was 75 minutes compared to 9 minutes in Weinstein’s 
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series. (Mcleod et al, 2005; Weinstein et al, 2007). The learning curve during adoption 
needs to be further evaluated both in TORS and other applications.   
Limitations 
It is important to acknowledge the limitations of our methodology and also the robotic 
technology in its present form. This review only included clinical publications in the 
English language. This may introduce exclusion bias and underestimate the number of 
cases that were actually performed.  
Greg Weinstein, the pioneer of TORS, suggests strict selection criteria for patients 
undergoing TORS for oropharyngeal cancer due to the anatomical restrictions. These 
relate to the physical size of the instruments and arms of the daVinci robot. Despite a 
reduction in the size of the original instruments this remains an important limitation in 
ENT surgery. Preoperative endoscopy under general anaesthetic was necessary to 
identify suitable patients, which represents an additional procedure.  
The lack of haptic feedback is not a major limitation although this may contribute to 
the longer initial operating times and the relatively steep initial learning curve (Van der 
Meijden, 2009). The time taken to dock the robot can initially impact and prolong 
operating times. However, several groups report that this quickly improves particularly 
if the robotic programme contains a sufficiently high volume caseload (Weinstein et al, 
2009).  
Cost is a major issue in establishing any clinical robotic programme. The initial outlay 
is £1 million for the da Vinci system in addition to annual service cost which can be  
£100,000. This does not include the costs for consumables amounting to £150 per case. 
Training costs for a robotic surgery unit can be as much as £100,000 depending on the 
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number of individuals. Indirect costs take the form of prolonged initial operative times 
which lead to a reduced caseload (Gerhardus 2003). These may be offset by the 
potential reduction in hospital admission times and the avoidance of HDU/ITU 
admissions. Evidence of cost effectiveness in the ENT literature has not been published 
to date. In Urology, the health economics associated with robotic-assisted 
prostatectomy have been compared with established techniques (Sleeper et al, 2011).  
The directly measurable outcomes were not significantly improved compared with 
laparoscopic or open procedures to offset the substantial increased cost associated with 
robotic surgery.  
The practical aspect of the theatre space required to use the daVinci robot is important 
that may preclude applications when involving units where floor-space is limited. In 
order for robotic surgery to be cost effective the staff using it will need to be proficient 
and experienced in trouble- shooting any technical issues. There is not as yet a 
recognised training programme for surgeons or for theatre staff in the UK.  
1.4.4 Conclusions 
The application of robotic assisted ENT-Head and Neck Surgery facilitates transoral 
and trans-axillary endoscopic techniques. The early evidence points to several potential 
improvements with patient care. These include reducing the morbidity associated with 
oropharyngeal cancer surgery such as the avoidance of a mandibular split, superior PEG 
dependence rates/swallow function and reduced length of hospital admission. In thyroid 
surgery, a robotic-assisted technique allows a scar-less in the neck approach.  
The review highlights the need for further investigation regarding its application in 
several areas. In parathyroid surgery it represents a novel application that needs to 
defined, as no real precedent exists. Issues such as patient selection and the optimal 
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approach need to be established and clinically evaluated. In thyroid surgery, the 
feasibility and case selection are also important issues to address as inherent differences 
exist between the UK and South Korea regarding patient population, treatment rationale 
and the system of healthcare provision. Evaluating the efficacy of a new surgical 
approach requires ethically approved studies that use val idated patient reported 
outcome measures.  
Regarding TORS, this potentially represents a new paradigm for the surgical 
management of patients with obstructive sleep apnoea. Further long-term comparative 
studies are needed to evaluate clinical outcome and patient benefit in the existing 
oncologic applications. Identifying biometric measures which can help the clinician to 
predict TORS feasibility is indicated. Safe implementation is also crucial and a robust 
framework for training safe implementation will ultimately be necessary.  
 
1.5 Evidence-based review of VR simulation in Otolaryngology 
 
Robotic training in Otolaryngology-Head & Neck surgery 
Effective training models address issues such as lack of haptic feedback and are 
essential for optimising surgical outcome (Moles et al, 2009). At the present time, there 
are no reports of any established training programmes for TORS or robotic Head & 
Neck surgery. The University of Pennsylvania is in the process of creating a TORS 
programme which will incorporate a laboratory component that involves practising 
standardised tasks using porcine models and surgeon led cadaver training (Weinstein 
personal communication).  The role of simulator-integrated training has not been 
reported. In the last decade, several VR simulators have been developed aiming to 
produce a high fidelity representation of selected procedures in Otolaryngology. Three-
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dimensional projection, bimanual interaction and haptic (sensory) feedback are all 
features intended to enhance the user’s experience. However, VR simulation is yet to 
be routinely incorporated into Otolaryngology training. The objective of this review is 
to collect and critically analyse the evidence for VR simulation in Otolaryngology 
training with particular reference to demonstrable validity of the simulator platforms. 
1.5.1 Method  
A systematic literature search was performed using Ovid Medline and Embase using 
the search strategy summarised below. A limitation was placed on the publication year 
to cap publications to those before January 1 2010. This was when the research plan 
was registered at Imperial College London. 
 
Table 1-4. Search strategies for Ovid Medline and Embase databases 
The search outcome according to PRISMA guidelines is shown in Figure 1-5. 
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Figure 1-5: Search outcomes of virtual reality surgical training simulation in 
Otolaryngology 
 
Screening, eligibility and selection 
Results from both databases produced a total of 432 citations. After removal of 
duplicates, 409 remained. Two independent reviewers (AA, LL) screened the citations 
based on title and abstract using the criteria outlined in Table 1-5 to determine relevance 
to Otolaryngology and postgraduate education and training. Thirty-six citations 
underwent for full text review and references were hand searched for relevant studies. 
One additional paper (Fried et al, 2007) was included from reference searching. Each 
of these articles had quantitative data on at least one aspect of face, content, construct 
or predictive validity of the simulator. 
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Table 1-5. Criteria for review 
Data extraction, analysis and outcomes 
The author, date of publication, study design, and data from the eligible articles were 
tabulated in Microsoft Excel® (Microsoft Corporation, WA). Papers were stratified by 
simulator and subspecialty type and further classified by validation method: face, 
content, construct and predictive validity.  
 
1.5.2 Results 
As of July 2013, there were 21 articles reporting on 3 main VR applications: temporal 
bone surgery, endoscopic sinus surgery and myringotomy. However, when the search 
criteria is time limited is to January 1 2010, this drops to 8 studies that only report the 
first 2 applications.  
Temporal bone simulation 
There were 3 studies published on temporal bone simulation at the beginning of this 
thesis in January 2010. Each one used a different simulator platform: the VOXEL-
MAN, Mediseus® or Stanford University systems. The Mediseus is the only one with 
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networking capability that allows a mentor to interactively guide the drilling process. 
The VOXEL-MAN is the only commercially available simulator. 
 
VOXEL-MAN temporal bone simulator 
Face validity has not been reported for this platform. There was only 1 study which 
evaluated construct validity in a randomized, blinded assessment study by comparing 
the performance of novice and experienced groups in addition to cadaver temporal bone 
drilling (Zirkle et al, 2007). Subjective assessment and hand motion analysis was used 
to successfully determine differences between individuals. The experienced group 
outperformed the novice group on cadaver models. Simulator derived performance 
metrics could not determine differences between the groups. 
Mediseus® temporal bone simulator 
Content validity was assessed in a study of 3 general surgery trainees with no 
otolaryngology experience and 9 junior trainees. There was a positive consensus 
regarding usefulness for training (O’Leary et al, 2008). The same study assessed 
predictive validity by comparing the performance of locating anatomical landmarks on 
the simulator and a cadaver temporal bone. Trainees were able to identify anatomical 
structures with greater ability after simulation training.  
c. Stanford temporal bone simulator 
In a construct study of 8 experts and 7 novices, all participants performed a 
mastoidectomy on 2 occasions (Sewell et al, 2008). Each procedure was recorded and 
2 experienced surgeons assigned global scores. The mean score of participants with 
prior surgical experience was higher (p<0.0001) than the novices and the majority of 
performance metrics correlated strongly (p<0.05) with the global scores. 
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Table 1-6. Temporal bone simulator platforms available 
The various temporal bone simulators are compared in Table 1-6. Other temporal bone 
simulator platforms were identified but the articles describing these were excluded 
because they did not include quantitative or comparative data outlined in the Method 
section (Table 1-7).  
 
Table 1-7. Non-validated simulators in Otolaryngology 
 
Endoscopic sinus surgery simulation 
Five studies were on endoscopic surgery simulation using the Endoscopic Sinus 
Surgery Simulator (ES3) or Dextroscope simulator. 
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Table 1-8. Validated endoscopic sinus surgery simulators   
 
Endoscopic sinus surgery simulator (ES3)  
Four validation studies were retrieved (Table 1-8). Face validity was assessed by 14 
trainees and 5 trainers (Rudman et al, 1998). The haptic device demonstrated a 77% 
success rate when used to identify structures without the aid of visual cues. Individuals 
who trained on the simulator demonstrated a significant improvement in psychomotor 
skills (r=0.63, p<0.01). In a separate study of construct validity, there was a significant 
correlation between hazards scores on the ES3 when compared to a device that 
measured depth perception (r=0.5 p<0.001) (Arora et al, 2005). Overall scores when 
compared to MIST-VR in executing important surgical tasks (r=0.57, p<0.001) were 
significant in addition to visual-spatial tests using cube and card comparisons (r=0.43, 
p<0.01, r=0.45, p<0.01). 
In a separate construct validation study, 10 medical students 14 Otolaryngology 
residents and 10 experienced surgeons were recruited (Fried et al, 2007). The ES3 
simulator was successfully used to distinguish between different ability levels. 
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Predictive validity was assessed for the ESS in a study that evaluated operating room 
performance in 4 trainees who had prior simulator training (Edmond et al, 2002). The 
endoscopic video-recorded performance of two simulation-trained residents rated 
better than the other two residents across all measures.  
 
Dextroscope Endoscopic sinus simulator 
In a face, content and predictive validation study, two PGY3 residents were trained on 
the Dextroscope simulator before performing the procedure in real and virtual settings 
(Caversaccio et al, 2003). The use of the simulator for learning manual skills was poorly 
rated although it was favourable for surgical anatomy. Simulation training did not 
improve operating room performance (p= 0.19). 
 
1.5.3 Synopsis of findings 
Simulation technology provides the platform from which efficient and objective 
evaluation of technical skills can be implemented. Face and content validation 
represents the first steps in simulator validation. Developers strive to get their platform 
as close as possible to the real life experience and a simulator that provides the user 
with a truly immersive experience is more likely to achieve this. To a large extent the 
degree of realism required depends on the intended task and experience level of the 
intended user. The only commercially available system for temporal bone surgery is 
the VOXEL-MAN simulator yet this has not been evaluated for face or content validity. 
The only validation study was a construct evaluation that did not demonstrate an ability 
to distinguish between different levels of experience, based on simulator-derived 
measures of performance. Since this study, the platform has been updated and therefore 
further validation studies are warranted to assess whether the new system can be 
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incorporated into postgraduate training. The Mediseus temporal bone simulator from 
Australia did not achieve face validity although content validity was positively rated. 
Construct validity was successfully demonstrated in 2 other simulator platforms: the 
Stanford temporal bone simulator and the ES3 sinus surgery simulator. This is the 
fundamental requirement for acceptance of a VR surgical simulator. Simulator-
generated performance measures which reliably discriminate between different 
experience levels included time for task completion, number of injuries and economy 
of hand movement. The former does not necessarily reflect proficiency and should only 
be used in conjunction with other metrics to assess skills development. Construct 
validity studies can also be used to guide which trainee level is likely to benefit the 
most from simulation training. This choice must be specific to each training programme 
due to the variation of expertise, syllabus, goals and pace at which training is being 
delivered. From the articles included in this review the definition of an experienced, 
intermediate and novice group varied, as did the numbers within each group. The latter 
is important because too few numbers in a particular group preclude valid statistical 
analysis. Nevertheless, these studies demonstrate that the more junior the participants 
are, the more likely it is that training using virtual reality models will improve 
knowledge and skills.  
Predictive validity was assessed in 3 studies with conflicting results. Skills acquired in 
simulation do not necessarily transfer to the clinical environment. VR-to-OR skills 
transfer is perhaps best viewed as a means of demonstrating a very deliberately 
designed VR training activity. One study was performed on the Mediseus temporal 
bone simulator but as the study was not designed to test operating room performance, 
robust conclusions cannot be made. The predictive validation studies of VR (ES3) used 
real life operating and assessment as a comparison. Operative performance assessment 
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includes video global assessment applied to live observations or video recordings. 
Although subject numbers were small (n=4) the results suggest simulator training 
translates to improved performance in actual surgery including shorter operating times, 
demonstration of higher confidence, better skills in instrument manipulation and fewer 
technical errors. This finding is in keeping with skills-transfer studies in other surgical 
specialties (Haque et al, 2006).  
Only a small proportion, approximately 5%, of studies addressed the issue of validation 
using robust methodology and were eligible for inclusion. Many studies used small 
numbers and lacked power calculations. Data from experienced surgeons, trainees and 
novices with standardised forms and assessment tools is essential. Without this degree 
of scientific rigour, it is difficult to draw conclusions regarding the usefulness of 
simulator platforms such as those listed in Table 1-7.  
Limitations include a lack of standardisation in the articles so that the results are not 
suitable for pooling which makes interpretation more difficult. Studies conducted by 
individuals who are affiliated with the manufacturer are liable to reporting bias. Results 
may also be affected by selection and performance bias. Voluntary enrolment and 
keeping the number of observers to a minimum minimise this risk but not all studies 
report whether this occurred. 
When testing for face and content validity the subjective nature of evaluation is a 
limitation. Most trainees are supportive, enthusiastic and appreciative of free training. 
Therefore caution must be exercised when interpreting face and content validity data 
by checking for high levels of agreement, large study numbers, anonymity and 
reproducibility. Most construct data do not look to differentiate between years of 
training. It is this information that can be used as evidence for progress or identifying 
trainees who require remediation. Improvements in simulator realism, in conjunction 
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with improved sensitivity of objective metrics are required before this question can be 
answered. 
1.5.4 Conclusions 
Virtual reality simulation is emerging as a powerful training tool that can expedite skills 
acquisition. It offers a potential solution to the challenge faced by program directors in 
delivering effective surgical training. It will never replace the role of real life operative 
experience, which remains the gold standard. It does, however, allow for unlimited 
repetition and un-costly mistakes. Several VR temporal bone platforms have emerged 
and offer the potential for optimising training in temporal bone surgery. The only 
commercially available one has not been evaluated and this is essential to determine 
whether it is worthy of incorporation into postgraduate training. 
 
1.6 Hypothesis 
The hypotheses are as follows: 
1. Robotic technology provides a safe, feasible method for performance of thyroid, 
parathyroid and transoral surgery with evidence of clinical benefit. 
2. Virtual reality simulation is a useful tool for surgical training in temporal bone 
surgery. 
3. Virtual reality simulation can be used as a platform to deliver robotic surgical 
training in order to improve surgical preparation and education. 
1.7 Aim 
The aim of this thesis was to test the above hypotheses by investigating the application 
of two emerging technologies in Otolaryngology-Head & Neck Surgery: robotic 
surgery and VR simulation.  
1.7.1 Robotic surgery 
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A systematic review of the literature identified the areas for further study. The aim was 
to investigate novel applications that may deliver patient benefit. These were identified 
as scar-less in the neck thyroid and parathyroid surgery and transoral robotic surgery 
for patients with obstructive sleep apnoea. It was necessary to explore the justification 
for undertaking scar-less in the neck surgery by assessing the patient view prior to 
assessing the feasibility of performing robotic head & neck surgery. Finally, if the 
safety and feasibility could be established by undertaking careful prospective clinical 
evaluation, the next step would be to conduct long-term comparative clinical evaluation 
in order to assess the patient benefit compared to conventional surgical treatment. In 
doing so, the intention was also to identify and investigate any issues that arose with 
the robotic approach including surgical exposure and patient selection.   
1.7.2 VR Simulation 
A systematic review of the literature identified that there was a need to evaluate 
temporal bone simulation, as the only commercially available simulator has not been 
validated for surgical training. The objective was therefore to conduct separate studies 
of 1) face and content validation, 2) construct validation in order to establish whether 
the simulator platform is robust enough for incorporation into a curriculum. If the 
findings support this, then investigating the application of the VR simulator for 
postgraduate training was intended by developing and piloting a postgraduate 
curriculum and by exploring the role for performing case specific surgical rehearsal in 
temporal bone surgery. By doing so, the objective was that this would be a preparatory 
for introducing VR simulation for robotic head and neck surgery. 
1.8 Chapter summaries and how they relate  
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Chapter 1 details a systematic literature review of robotic surgery and VR simulation 
in Otolaryngology-Head & Neck surgery. The findings demonstrated there were a few 
publications reporting the robotic application to perform thyroidectomy and no 
publications reporting the application in parathyroid surgery and transoral surgery for 
OSA. This was the impetus for undertaking the studies described in Chapters 2-5. The 
VOXEL-MAN temporal bone simulator had not been validated for surgical training. 
This was the impetus for undertaking the studies described in Chapter 6 and 7.  
Chapter 2 evaluates the application of the robotic approach for performing 
thyroidectomy in a UK population. The first study investigated whether a scar-less in 
the neck approach could be justified from the patient perspective. A cross-sectional 
study was conducted of 120 patients who had undergone conventional thyroid or 
parathyroid surgery. Scar-related issues occurred in 15% of cases and were more likely 
in dark skin types. Patients with scar related issues had a significantly worse mean 
quality of life (QoL) score compared to the rest of the group. The majority (75%) 
preferred a scar-less in the neck approach. This justified a prospective comparative 
study of robotic thyroidectomy (RT) and conventional surgery. Mean follow-up was 48 
months. Thyroid lobectomy was performed in 32 patients. RT was safe, feasible and 
achieved superior cosmesis at the expense of time and cost. Accessing the contralateral 
thyroid lobe was not feasible as improvement in exposure was necessary. 
Chapter 3 describes 5 cadaver studies conducted over 2 years in order to develop a 
tissue retractor in order to improve exposure. This culminated in the production of 3 
identical retractors in medical grade stainless steel. The main design feature was 
moving from a table-mounted device to one fixed on the clavicle. The resulting device 
has a much smaller footprint, maintains a larger working space and appears to be more 
stable compared to the available retractors.  
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Chapter 4 describes the development and clinical validation of a novel approach using 
the daVinci robot to perform parathyroidectomy. The clinical efficacy compared to 
conventional surgery was investigated in a prospective, non-randomised comparative 
evaluation. Fifteen consecutive patients were compared to 15 controls. Biochemical 
cure occurred in 29/30 patients (97%). No major complications occurred although there 
was one robotic conversion. RAP took much longer to perform but was associated with 
higher satisfaction with scar cosmesis (p<0.01). 
Chapter 5 describes a novel clinical application of transoral robotic surgery (TORS) 
in patients with moderate-severe OSA who had failed or refused all other available 
treatment options. The primary outcome measures were the apnoea-hypopnoea index 
(AHI) and Epworth sleep score (ESS). TORS was not possible in 1 patient due to 
suboptimal access to the target. Fourteen patients underwent TORS. Success rate was 
64%. TORS was safe, feasible and effective compared to traditional methods. The study 
highlighted the need to investigate whether anatomical biometric measures can be used 
to predict the feasibility of performing TORS. In a second study, 3 surgeons 
independently evaluated feasibility of TORS in 51 soft-fix cadavers. Mandibular body 
height, hyoid-mental length and neck circumference in conjunction with the degree of 
mouth opening could be used to determine suitability for TORS.  
Chapter 6 investigates the face, content and construct validity of the VOXEL-MAN 
temporal bone simulator. Regarding face and content validation 85 subjects were 
recruited. Seventy percent of participants rated anatomical appearance as acceptable. 
Simulation temporal bone training scored highly. Transferability of skills to the 
operating room was rated as uncertain. Although realism of the simulator was found to 
be suboptimal it represents a useful adjunct to existing training methods and is 
particularly beneficial for novice surgeons.  
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Regarding construct validation, a separate prospective assessment study was 
conducted. Sixty-five participants were assessed on a standardised simulated temporal 
bone task. Experts and intermediates outperformed novices on several parameters. 
Simulator-generated objective metrics can be used to differentiate individuals of 
differing levels of experience. This forms the basis to investigate the potential for its 
application in surgical training, which is the focus of the next chapter. 
Chapter 7 reports the development and piloting of a postgraduate curriculum and 
explores the feasibility of performing case specific surgical rehearsal in 2 separate 
studies using the VOXEL-MAN temporal bone simulator. A competency-based 
temporal bone dissection curriculum was devised whereby the trainee is judged relative 
to Consultant performance. Sixteen participants were recruited. The median value for 
each construct valid parameter was calculated in the trainer cohort. Both trainers and 
trainees believed the curriculum was useful particularly for skills training and surgical 
anatomy.  
The feasibility of performing case-specific surgical rehearsal was investigated to 
identify potential clinical applications in temporal bone surgery. A prospective 
assessment study was performed and 16 participants were recruited. Participants 
performed a 90-minute temporal bone dissection on the generic simulation model 
followed by 3 dissection tasks on the case simulation and cadaver models. Suboptimal 
reconstruction occurred in 21% of cases. Case rehearsal rated highly for confidence, 
facilitating planning and surgical training. Potential clinical applications included 
ossicular surgery, cochlear implantation and congenital anomalies.  
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Chapter 8 summarizes the broad conclusions from each chapter and places these 
findings in the wider context of this thesis with reference to the literature, ongoing work 
and specifically how the VR simulation can be used for TORS training.  
 
1.9 Contributions to the field 
1.9.1 Robotic Head & Neck surgery 
In the UK, my supervisor and I were the first team in the UK to establish a clinical 
programme in Robotic Head & Neck surgery. The studies outlined in Chapters 2 - 5 
have culminated in 3 peer-reviewed publications in the literature between 2011-14. 
These are listed in Section 1.9.2 and are included in the Appendix section.  
I am the co-author of a book chapter, have delivered 6 invited national/international 
lectures and have assisted with preparation of 4 additional invited lectures. I am the 
first author of approximately 20 National/International conference proceedings 
(podium or poster presentation) and have been awarded 3 national and 2 international 
best research presentation awards relating to 4 separate studies from this body of work. 
The awards are listed below. I am invited faculty on the Joint European Thyroid and 
Head & Neck Robotic Workshop (JETHROW).   
There are few publications on the patient perception of scar cosmesis.  The work in this 
area adds important information to the existing knowledge and challenges certain 
misconceptions. The report of robotic thyroidectomy represents the longest prospective 
comparative study of any published in the literature to date. A retractor has been 
developed with a novel design for a Western population. This requires clinical 
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evaluation and the anticipation is that it will progress to CE marking and product 
commercialisation.     
The report of robotic assisted parathyroidectomy describes a novel approach and 
represents the 1st description in the literature for neck pathology on the subject.  
The study of TORS for OSA represents the longest prospective study compared to the 
published literature and is the 2nd study to report the application of TORS for isolated 
tongue base and epiglottic collapse. The study of predictive biometrics is the 1st such 
reported in the literature.  
1.9.2 Robotic surgery: list of publications 
1. Determination of biometric measures to evaluate patient suitability for 
Transoral Robotic Surgery (TORS) A Arora, J Kotecha, A Acharya, G Garas, A 
Darzi, DC Davies, N Tolley Head & Neck (accepted May 2014) 
 
2. Clinical Applications of Telerobotic ENT-Head & Neck Surgery A Arora, A 
Cunningham, G Chawdhary, C Vicini, G Weinstein, A Darzi, N Tolley Int J Surg 
2011; 9(4): 277-284 
 
3. Robotic-assisted Parathyroidectomy: A feasibility study. N Tolley, A Arora, F 
Palazzo, G Garas, R Dhawan, J Cox, A Darzi Otol H-N Surg 2011; 144(6): 859-
866 
 
4. A long-term prospective evaluation comparing robotic parathyroidectomy 
with minimally invasive open parathyroidectomy for primary 
hyperparathyroidism. N Tolley, G Garas, F Palazzo, K Chaidas, J Cox, A Darzi, 
A Arora Head & Neck (accepted Dec 2014) 
 
 
Book chapter 
 
1. Garas G, Arora A, Tolley N Robotic Surgery of the Parathyroid Glands in 
Grillone G, Jalisi S Robotic Surgery of the Head and Neck Springer New 
York 2014 ISBN: 978 - 1 - 4939 - 1546 – 0 
 
1.9.3 Research awards  
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1. BAETS research prize 2011 (Robotic assisted parathyroidectomy comparative 
study)  
2. 5th London Surgical Symposium research prize 2011 (TORS feasibility study) 
3. RSM Rhinology Laryngology Section Prize 2013-2014 (TORS and OSA study) 
4. 1st International TORS Conference Prize 2014 (TORS Biometrics study) 
5. 5th World Congress of IFHNOS Poster of Distinction award 2014 (Robotic 
thyroidectomy comparative study) 
 
1.9.4 Temporal bone simulation 
The studies in Chapter 6 and 7 in addition to a systematic review have culminated in 6 
peer-reviewed publications in the literature between 2012-14.  These are listed in 
Section 1.9.5 and the full texts are included in the Appendix section.  
The work highlights which level of trainee will benefit most from VR training. This 
information, along with the other findings summarised above, has been shared with the 
Simulation lead for the Specialist Advisory Committee (SAC) to the Joint Committee 
on Surgical Training (JCST) and will be used to shape the delivery of training on a 
national level.  
The findings of this work have also helped to improve the simulator platform.  The 
VOXEL-MAN group have been responsive to the constructive feedback from the face 
and content publications having taken on board some of the suggestions for change 
which were incorporated in a subsequent design iteration.  
The potential role for case specific rehearsal in temporal bone surgery is the first report 
in the literature and represents a novel application that requires clinical validation.  
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The Royal Society of Medicine has recognized my contribution to the field. I have been 
invited to deliver a lecture to the Otology section in May 2015 on the use of virtual 
reality in temporal bone imaging and surgical training. 
1.9.5 VR simulation: list of publications 
1. Face and content validation of a virtual reality temporal bone simulator. 
Arora A, Khemani S, Tolley N, Singh A, Budge J, Varela DA, Francis HW, 
Darzi A, Bhatti NI. Otol Head Neck Surg. 2012 Mar; 146(3): 497-503 
 
2. Objective skills assessment and construct validation of a virtual reality 
temporal bone simulator. Khemani S, Arora A, Singh A, Tolley N, Darzi A. 
Otol Neurotol. 2012 Sep; 33(7): 1225-31. 
 
3. Objective assessment of learning curves for the Voxel-Man TempoSurg 
temporal bone surgery computer simulator. Nash R, Sykes R, Majithia A, 
Arora A, Singh A, Khemani S. J Laryngol Otol. 2012 May 29:1-7. 
 
4. Virtual reality simulation training otolarnygology Arora A, Awad Z, Lau L, 
Darzi A, Singh A, Tolley N. Int J Surg 2014;12(2):87-94 
 
5. Virtual reality case specific rehearsal in temporal bone surgery: a 
preliminary evaluation Arora A, Swords C, Khemani S, Singh A, Darzi A, 
Tolley N. Int J Surg 2014;12(2):141-5 
 
6. Virtual reality simulation training in temporal bone surgery Arora A, Hall 
A, Kotecha J, Burgess C, Khemani S, Darzi A, Singh A, Tolley N. Clin Otol 
2014 (accepted: in press). 
 
1.9.6 Robotic surgery and VR simulation training 
 
My journey began in 2007 using training facilities in Paris, Strasbourg, Geneva and 
Philadelphia in order to explore the applications in ENT surgery and develop an 
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expertise in robotic surgery. Along the way I encountered many cul-de-sacs! Robotic 
surgery is not for every patient, surgeon or hospital. My supervisor and I am committed 
to safeguarding excellence in robotic training and to this end we have developed a state 
of the art training facility in the Imperial Surgical Innovation Centre at St Mary’s 
Hospital. It is the first of its kind in the UK that allows surgeons to practice robotic 
surgery using soft fix cadavers in an operating theatre environment in addition to using 
virtual reality robotic simulation. It represents a culmination of the work presented in 
this thesis and demonstrates how the 2 technologies can be integrated in order to deliver 
continued improvements in robotic surgical training and practice.  
The one-day course is for head and neck surgeons interested in developing a robotic 
head and neck program in TORS and endocrine surgery. The focus is to deliver high 
quality one to one training and guidance in small group teaching sessions (teams of two 
consultant surgeons and a theatre nurse). Training includes a virtual reality simulation 
session using the Mimic daVinci Skills Simulator. A skills curriculum that is designed 
for developing robotic operative skills in head and neck surgery and TORS is used. 
Tips about patient selection, operating room set up using the daVinci SI (patient cart 
position, docking, instruments and trouble shooting) and a system familiarization 
session are included. Assistant surgeon training is conducted in the operating room 
before moving to the wet-lab for procedure specific console training using soft fix 
cadavers. The objective is to utilize the knowledge gained from this thesis in order to 
pass on our knowledge and expedite skills acquisition for others in preparation for live 
surgery. To date, we have trained Head & Neck Consultants from 2 units in the UK. 
Chapter 8 outlines in further detail the program and VR curriculum.   
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CHAPTER 2 
 
Scar-less in the neck endocrine surgery: 
Patient perception & robotic thyroidectomy 
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2.1 Objective 
The objective of this chapter was two-fold. The first was to investigate the patients’ 
perception of their scar following conventional thyroid and parathyroid surgery in a UK 
population and explore their attitude towards scar-less in the neck surgery.  It was 
envisaged that the findings of this study would inform and guide further investigation. 
On the basis of the results, the second aim was to evaluate the robotic technique to 
establish the feasibility, safety and efficacy of the approach for performing thyroid 
surgery in a UK population.  
2.2 Method 
Two separate studies were conducted: 
Study 1: An evaluation of the patient perspective regarding scar cosmesis 
Study 2: An evaluation of robotic thyroidectomy (RT). 
The methodology, results and a synopsis of key findings will be presented for each 
study prior to a discussion section that unifies the findings of these studies. 
 
2.3 Evaluation of the patient perspective regarding scar cosmesis 
2.3.1 Method 
Patients undergoing conventional thyroid or parathyroid surgery at St. Mary’s Hospital, 
London, UK were surveyed. They were assessed during routine follow up in a joint 
thyroid clinic at St Mary’s Hospital, London over a timeframe of 15 months. Data 
collection comprised three parts: demographic data, patient self-assessment and 
independent evaluation. Information was gathered through a questionnaire that was 
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completed without time constraint. Individuals less than 16 years old or those with a 
history of radiotherapy to the head and neck were ineligible for inclusion. Patients who 
underwent additional lateral compartment neck dissection were also excluded from 
evaluation.  
1. Demographic data: details including age, gender and ethnicity were recorded. Other 
information included time elapsed since surgery, procedure type, histopathology result 
and post-operative complications including incidence of hypertrophic and keloid scar.  
2. Patient assessment: This included the patient’s subjective self-assessment of their 
scar and the perceived impact upon their quality of life. Patients were asked to perform 
a self-assessment of their scar as it appeared at that time. A visual analogue scale (VAS) 
was used in which patients rated their scar where 0 = poor scar (completely unsatisfied) 
to 10 = excellent scar (completely satisfied). The effect of patient and surgical 
characteristics upon the VAS scar score was analysed. Patients were also asked to 
clarify the effect of the scar on their quality of life (QoL) using a VAS where 0 = no 
effect and 10 = major effect.  In the event that there was a problem, patients were asked 
to complete a free response section.   
In addition, patients’ attitudes regarding scar site preference were evaluated using the 
following question: “if all else were equal between these surgical sites (i.e. recovery 
time, complications) which site would you opt for”. A choice was provided between a 
neck and a scar-less in the neck approach. Patients were given a pictorial representation 
of 4 anatomical sites; the upper neck, lower neck, upper chest and axilla and were asked 
to rank the four options from 1 (most preferred) to 4 (least preferred). 
3. Medical professional observer assessment: This involved a scar evaluation by three 
independent assessors: a surgeon, an endocrinologist and a final year medical student. 
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The same VAS tool used for patient self-assessment was employed. The scar scores of 
a subset of 50 patients were recorded. 
Statistical analysis 
The values in the text and figures are mean ± standard deviation. Statistically significant 
differences between various parameters were determined using Mann Whitney’s U test 
for two variables. More than 2 groups were compared using Kruskal Wallis test. The 
Wilcoxon signed rank test was used to assess differences in VAS scar scores between 
patients and one other independent observer (endocrinologist).  P value of < 0.05 was 
considered significant. 
2.3.2 Results 
Demographics 
There were a total of 120 patients who had undergone conventional thyroid or 
parathyroid surgery during the study timeframe.  The demographic characteristics are 
outlined in Table 2-1. Of 120 patients recruited, the majority (84%) were female and 
the average age at the time of surgery was 51.8 ± 14.4 years. Forty-one percent of 
participants had dark skin and described their ethnicity as something other than 
Caucasian whilst, 27% had fair skin and described themself as Caucasian. In the 
remainder, this information was not declared (n=38).  
The surgical characteristics are outlined in Table 2-2. The time elapsed since surgery 
ranged from 1 month - 20 years. The mean time duration was 2.7 years ± 3.9 years. 
Regarding operation type, the majority (80%) of participants underwent thyroid 
surgery. Of these, approximately 35% of the group required a hemi-thyroidectomy, 
60% underwent total thyroidectomy and the remainder underwent completion 
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thyroidectomy. Twenty percent of the group underwent parathyroid surgery for primary 
hyperparathyroidism (pHPT). 
Characteristic Frequency % (n) 
Gender  
 Male 16   (19) 
 Female 84   (101) 
Age at surgery, years Mean (±SD):  51.8   (14.4) 
 0-19 0      (0) 
 20-39 23   (28) 
 40-59 44   (53) 
 60-79 31   (37) 
 >80 2      (2) 
Ethnicity  
 Caucasian  27   (33) 
 Asian 22   (27) 
 Afro-Caribbean 17   (20) 
 South American 2      (2) 
 Not declared 32   (38) 
 
Table 2-1. Demographic characteristics of study cohort 
Twenty-three patients developed post-operative complications (excluding calcium 
related problems which were not recorded). Of these, the most commonly reported 
problem was scar related (n=18). The incidence of hypertrophic scars amongst all 
participants was 12.5% (n = 15). Of these, 27% did not declare their ethnicity (n = 4). 
The majority (82%) of remaining 11 patients with scar related issues were of Afro-
Caribbean or Asian ethnicity. The proportion of hypertrophic scars was higher in 
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patients with dark skin compared to fair skin (19.6% vs. 5.7%) although the difference 
was not statistically significant (p = 0.07). Non-hypertrophic scar related issues were 
cited by 3 patients and included scar discomfort, itching and burning. Amongst the 
patients with hypertrophic scar formation, one or more of these symptoms occurred in 
approximately 25% of the group. 
 
Characteristic Frequency % (n) 
Operation  
 Hemi-thyroidectomy 28.4   (34) 
 Total thyroidectomy 48.3   (58) 
 Completion thyroidectomy 3.3     (4) 
 Parathyroidectomy 20      (24) 
Postoperative complications  
 None 81       (97) 
 Hypertrophic/keloid scar 12.5    (15) 
 Other scar-related 2.5      (3)  
 Vocal cord palsy 2.5      (3) 
 Haematoma  1.5      (2) 
 Calcium related NR 
Histopathology  
 WDTC 47.5   (57) 
 Non-cancerous 52.5   (63) 
Average scar length, cm Mean (±SD):  6.4  (3.2) 
Age of scar at follow up, years Mean (±SD):  2.7  (3.9) 
 
Table 2-2. Surgical characteristics of study cohort (WDTC: well differentiated 
thyroid cancer; NR: not recorded) 
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Three patients in the thyroid cohort developed a temporary vocal cord palsy all of which 
resolved and there were a further 2 patients who required evacuation of haematoma 
following thyroid surgery.  
 
Patient assessment 
The mean VAS score for scar self-assessment across the entire cohort was 6.6 ± 2.9. 
The effect of independent variables on the VAS scar score is listed in Table 2-3.  
Operation type, age of patients and age of scar are evaluated using the Kruskal-Wallis 
test. Gender, histopathology and ethnicity are evaluated using Mann Whitney U’s test. 
The perception of scar appearance improved over time; patients gave their scars a 
successively better rating up to 5 years following surgery (p = 0.007, Kruskal-Wallis). 
Beyond this timeframe, the scar assessment score did not significantly improve. There 
was no difference between males and females regarding their mean scar score (p = 0.39, 
Mann-Whitney U’s test). Skin type had a significant impact upon the patient’s 
perception of scar appearance and those with darker skin were more likely to rate their 
scars worse (p<0.001, Mann Whitney U’s test) compared to those with fair skin. 
The average scar size was 6.4 ± 3.2cm and there was no correlation between scar length 
and patient satisfaction regarding the scar appearance (r = -0.19, Pearson’s coefficient; 
p = 0.29, Wilcoxon signed rank). Regarding the operation type, the mean VAS score 
was significantly higher in patients who underwent parathyroidectomy compared to 
those who underwent thyroid surgery (p = 0.02, Kruskal-Wallis). Regarding the impact 
of diagnosis in the latter group, there was a statistically significant difference between 
the mean VAS score of patients diagnosed with benign and cancer pathology (p = 0.004, 
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Mann-Whitney U’s test). Those with a diagnosis of well-differentiated thyroid cancer 
rated their scar worse than patients with a benign condition.  
 
n Mean VAS SD p value 
Patient characteristics 
    
Gender    0.39 
 
Male 19 6.68 3.08  
 
Female 101 6.6 2.91  
Age, years    0.12 
 
20-39 28 5.75 3.14  
 
40-59 54 6.49 2.87  
 
60-79 36 7.38 2.71  
 
>80 2 8.5 0.5  
Skin type    <0.001* 
 
Lighter skin 35 6.49 2.76  
 
Darker skin 47 5.71 3.1  
Surgical characteristics 
    
Operation    0.02* 
 Hemi-thyroidectomy 34 6.84 3.13  
 Total thyroidectomy 58 5.85 2.92  
 Completion thyroidectomy 4 6 3.54  
 Parathyroidectomy  24 7.49 2.76  
Histopathology    0.004* 
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 WDTC 57 5.82 2.97  
 Benign 63 7.33 2.91  
Age of scar    0.007* 
 < 1 month 15 5.6 2.98  
 1 – 3 months 16 5.06 2.49  
 3 months – 1 year 15 7.27 2.86  
 1 – 5 years 52 7.39 2.79  
 > 5 years 22 6.14 2.86  
 
Table 2-3. Independent variables and scar score (VAS) * signifies a significant 
result whereby p < 0.05. 
 
Across the entire cohort, the mean VAS score for impact on QoL was 1.9 ± 2.4 (higher 
scores indicate a major effect on quality of life). As a general trend, the impact of the 
scar upon a patient’s quality of life reduced with time (p < 0.001, Kruskal-Wallis test). 
Regarding the impact of the diagnosis, there was no statistically significant difference 
between the mean VAS QoL score of patients diagnosed with benign and malignant 
pathology (p = 0.39, Mann Whitney U’s test).  
 
 
n Mean VAS SD p value 
Histopathology    0.39 
 WDTC 43 1.95 2.67  
 Benign 50 1.97 2.41  
Age of scar    <0.001* 
 <3 months 31 2.39 2.39  
 3 months – 1 year 15 1.36 1.97  
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 1 – 5 years 52 1.75 2.35  
 > 5 years 20 1.86 2.5  
Scar related complications    0.005* 
 No complications 102 1.61 2.06  
 Hypertrophic and other scar-related complications 18 3.54 3.4  
 
Table 2-4. Independent variables and impact of scar upon quality of life score 
(VAS) * signifies a significant result whereby p < 0.05. Two patients excluded from 
age of scar group due to incomplete data 
 
The mean QoL score in patients with scar related problems (n=18) was significantly 
higher compared to the rest of the cohort (p = 0.005, Kruskal-Walis test). Regarding 
scar location, the majority of participants (75%) expressed a clear preference for an 
extra-cervical scar (Figure 2-1). This was irespective of ethnic origin (p = 0.739, chi 
square test). Given the choice, most patients (89%) would elect for an axilary approach 
over an infra-clavicular incision. Regarding a cervical approach, the majority (88%) 
prefered a low-sited neck scar as opposed to a high one.   
 
75%
25%
Extra-cervical
Cervical
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Figure 2-1: Patient preference regarding scar location 
 
Independent observer assessment 
The mean VAS self-observed scar score for the subset of patients assessed (n=50) was 
6.0 ± 2.9. The endocrinologist rated the scars significantly beter than the patients (p < 
0.05, Wilcoxon signed rank test) (Figure 2-2). When al 4 groups were compared using 
Kruskal Walis test, the diference was not significant (p=0.44). 
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Figure 2-2: Independent observer assessment of the neck scar Eror bars indicates 
standard error of the mean (SEM). A high score is desirable 
 
2.3.3 Synopsis of findings 
The study provides a cross-sectional ‘snap shot’ of a selected group of patients who had 
undergone thyroid and parathyroid surgery. The results provide a qualitative insight 
into the patients’ perception of their neck scar, the impact on their QoL and their 
preference regarding scar location.   
The demographics of the cohort are broadly in keeping with the profile associated with 
thyroid and parathyroid disorders; predominantly female with a modal age distribution 
in the 4th decade. Over 40% of the group had dark skin and this reflects the ethnic 
diversity of the patient population of the local region. Patients were recruited from a 
joint thyroid clinic where they atended for routine clinical surveilance. A 
multidisciplinary team of ENT, Endocrine surgeon and Endocrinology specialists were 
in atendance. This seting accounts for the relatively high proportion (nearly half) of 
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patients with well-differentiated thyroid cancer (WDTC) and also the high proportion 
(60%) having undergone total thyroidectomy.  
It is notable that the highest reported complication was scar-related (15% of the cohort) 
and that 12.5% of the group were found to have a hypertrophic scar. However, it should 
be acknowledged that the incidence of hypocalcaemia was not recorded. It is not 
surprising that amongst dark skin types, the incidence of scar-related issues was 
approximately three times higher compared to fair skin types. This likely explains why 
patients with dark skin had a significantly worse mean scar rating compared to those 
with fair skin (p<0.001, Mann Whitney U’s test). The mean VAS score for scar self-
assessment across the entire cohort was 6.6 ± 2.9.  
The effect of independent variables on the VAS scar score is listed in Table 4-3. Certain 
interesting findings are worth highlighting. It would appear that the age of the patient 
and the length of the scar does not have a bearing on scar satisfaction and there was no 
difference between males and females regarding scar perception. The perception of scar 
appearance and its impact on QoL both significantly improved over time. Scar maturity 
and changes in biology/shrinkage probably account for these findings and it would 
appear that after 5 years very little further change occurs.  The impact of diagnosis is 
interesting. The mean scar rating of patients with a diagnosis of WDTC was worse than 
patients with benign thyroid disease. The patient’s psyche when faced with a diagnosis 
of cancer, all be it one with an invariably good prognosis, plays a pivotal role that may 
account for this finding. Patients who had parathyroid surgery rated their scar more 
favourably than those who had thyroidectomy. The reason for this difference is not 
immediately clear.  
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Although the mean QoL score across the entire cohort was low (1.9 ± 2.4) suggesting 
that the scar has a limited impact, patients with scar related issues had a significantly 
worse mean QoL score compared to the rest of the group.  
Regarding the issue of scar location, a clear majority (75%) preferred a scar- less in the 
neck approach and between the two options available, an axillary scar was preferred 
because it was perceived as being less visible. The same reason accounted for the 
patient preference for a low rather than a high placed neck scar. Comparison of the 
mean VAS scores between endocrinologist and patient groups revealed that the former 
rated the scar appearance worse than the patient (p=0.02).  It would appear that the 
surgeon is more critical of the scar and perhaps more “in-tune” with the patient in this 
regard. The medical student assessment acted as a control in this regard.   
The interpretation of these results must be done with caution and the overall use of 
these findings is limited because of the inherent selection bias associated with this 
cohort. Scar assessment is an area in which there has been a general lack of a standard, 
all encompassing method, largely because of the broad spectrum of clinical scar types. 
Any assessment technique will be required to possess 4 key features: consistency, 
reliability, feasibility, and validity. The VAS used to report scar cosmesis is validated 
for use in thyroid and parathyroid surgery (Henry et al, 2001; Sywak et al, 2008).  
A much larger multicentre study is needed to validate the results of this preliminary 
evaluation to overcome the primary limitation that relates to too few numbers. The 
perception of a scar is multifactorial and the relative interplay between these factors is 
complex. The difference in the significance of each parameter may be due to individual 
patient characteristics (age, race, sex) and scar characteristics (size, location). Although 
the univariate analyses presented here are a reasonable test of causality, multivariate 
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analysis is necessary to take this one step further by specifying the relationship and 
interdependence of variables. The relationship between QoL and the patient perception 
of the scar needs to be further clarified with studies to examine how these two factors 
interact both in the pre and post-operative period.  
Nevertheless, the results suggest that scar-related issues represent one of the most 
frequently reported problems following thyroid and parathyroid surgery. The impact 
upon QoL is potentially significant and may be underestimated by the clinician. With 
time and scar maturation the issue may become less of a concern but this takes several 
years and therefore long term prospective scar assessment following thyroid and 
parathyroid surgery is essential using validated assessment tools. The preference for a 
scar-less in the neck approach was evident from this cohort and on the basis of this and 
the early clinical data emerging from Korea regarding robotic thyroidectomy, the next 
step was to evaluate the feasibility and efficacy of the approach in a UK population. 
 
2.4 Evaluation of robotic thyroidectomy 
2.4.1 Method 
2.4.1.1 Robotic training, funding and ethics approval 
I accompanied my research supervisor, Mr Neil Tolley, to IRCAD-EITS, Strasbourg, 
France in November 2007 to undertake a training programme in the role of a console 
and bedside surgeon using the daVinci Surgical system. This consisted of didactic and 
practical skills application sessions covering the components and use of the daVinci 
system and the endowrist instruments over 2 days.  Additionally, a training laboratory 
was conducted providing utilization of the system for key surgical skills as a console 
surgeon (Appendix 11). In October 2008 I was awarded a research grant to the value of 
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£50,000 from St Mary’s Paddington Charitable Trust to fund the clinical research in 
robotic ENT surgery (Appendix 12). Support of a designated robotics clinical nurse 
specialist was secured. In November 2008, I was responsible for submitting an 
application to the Moorfields and Whittington Research Ethics Committee to conduct 
an evaluation of the clinical application of Robotics in ENT-Head & Neck Surgery. In 
February 2009 NREC approval (Protocol Reference Number: 08/H0721/97) was 
granted to conduct the 1st clinical robotic ENT surgery research programme in the UK 
(Appendix 13, 14, 15). 
2.4.1.2 Preclinical evaluation 
Before commencing the clinical robotic research programme in thyroid surgery, in 
October 2010 I travelled with my supervisor Mr Neil Tolley to European Ecole 
Chirugie (EEC) training centre in Paris in order to conduct a preclinical feasibility study 
using the daVinci S surgical system and 1 fresh frozen cadaver. Our aim was to become 
familiarised with all aspects of the surgical approach described in the literature prior to 
performing robotic thyroidectomy in the clinical domain. Therefore, we each 
performed the approach and console surgery and assisted one another  (Figure 2-3).  
The optimal cadaver position was supine with the neck extended with a shoulder bolster 
and the ipsilateral arm elevated. A 6cm axillary incision was made on the ipsilateral 
side. Access to the clavicle and sternal and clavicular heads of the SCM was possible 
by dissecting along the pectoralis major fascial plane. Dissection proceeded through the 
dehiscence between the sternal and clavicular insertions to identify the internal jugular 
vein, common carotid artery and ipsilateral omohyoid and sternohyoid muscles. The 
latter was divided and a Chung retractor blade (medium size) used to successfully 
retract the superior flap and strap muscles. This specially designed bed mounted 
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retractor was essential for performing the remaining dissection robotically. It allowed 
sufficient access to the posterolateral thyroid lobe without the need for C02 insufflation.   
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Figure 2-3: Cadaver study of robotic thyroidectomy 
Positioning the patient cart (daVinci S) at angle of 90 degrees to the cadaver on the 
opposite side to the exposure site level with the cricoid cartilage minimised subsequent 
robot arm clashes. A 30-degree down 12mm endoscope introduced via a12mm trocar 
through the axillary incision at a 5-10 degree incline to the horizontal plane gave the 
optimal dissection view. Two 5mm robotic instruments; Maryland dissector and 
scissors were introduced via 5mm trocars to the left and right of the endoscope 
respectively into the axillary incision. The optimal angle for the instrument arms to 
minimize collision was 40-45 degree decline to the horizontal plane. The 4th arm was 
needed to control the 8mm prograsp forceps. This was successfully used to retract the 
thyroid lobe towards the midline. The prograsp was inserted via an 8mm trocar through 
the axillary incision. Less instrument collision occurred when the 4th arm was 
introduced via an ipsilateral peri-areolar or para-sternal incision. The optimal angle of 
introduction was a 10-15 degree incline to the horizontal plane. The ipsilateral thyroid 
lobe and isthmus was successfully excised following identification of the recurrent 
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laryngeal nerve and parathyroid glands. It was not possible to adequately access and 
excise the contralateral thyroid lobe with the described set up. 
2.4.1.3 Clinical evaluation 
In order to perform the approach in patients it was first necessary to procure a tissue 
retractor designed by the surgical team who had pioneered the robotic approach in 
South Korea. In July 2010, Imperial College Healthcare Charity awarded me a research 
grant to the value of £7,500 in order to purchase the Chung retractor which was the 
same tissue retraction device used in the preclinical study (Appendix 16).   
 
2.4.1.4 Study design 
A prospective comparative ethically approved pilot study was conducted. Patients were 
recruited between August 2009 and June 2012 from the Departments of Endocrine and 
Thyroid Surgery, Imperial College Healthcare NHS Trust, London, UK. Sixteen 
consecutive patients with unilateral thyroid disease who underwent RT and 16 
consecutive patients with unilateral thyroid disease who underwent conventional 
thyroidectomy were compared. The selection criteria were the same for the 2 groups as 
described below. Both approaches were offered to all patients that met those criteria 
and the first 16 patients that opted for the robotic approach were compared with the 
first 16 that opted for conventional surgery.  
Inclusion criteria 
Adult patients with a solitary thyroid nodule less than 6cm (by ultrasound dimension) 
confined to one thyroid lobe, were eligible.  
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Exclusion criteria 
Patients with evidence of thyroiditis, previous neck surgery or irradiation and Thy 5 
cytology were not offered the robotic approach and patients with a body mass index 
greater than 35 were also excluded.  
Treatment allocation 
The selection of a robotic versus a conventional approach was based upon patient 
preference. Both approaches were offered to all patients. RT was performed by the 
same console and bedside surgeons (NST and AA respectively). This team also 
performed all the conventional thyroidectomies. The senior surgeon (NST) had 
significant experience in thyroid surgery in excess of 100 cases per annum.  
2.4.1.5 Surgical technique 
Patient position  
The patient is placed in a supine position with a pillow under the head and shoulders. 
Ventilation is provided via a transoral endotracheal tube with electrodes (NIM EMG 
Endotracheal Tube, Medtronic, Inc, Jacksonville, Florida), which permits intra-
operative laryngeal nerve stimulation. Sufficient neck extension is achieved by 
dropping the top head of the operating table 25 degrees to the horizontal plane. A 
modification to the original technique described by Chung was used which relates to 
ipsilateral arm positioning. The arm is positioned whilst awake in order to ensure 
comfort and thus minimize the intraoperative risk of traction on the brachial plexus with 
subsequent neurapraxia. The position involves the back of the patient’s hand touching 
the central portion of the forehead, in an “extended salute” position (Figure 2-4). 
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Figure 2-4: The extended salute position and pre-operative marking 
 
The 5-6cm axillary incision is marked before returning the arm to the neutral position 
to verify that the intended incision is adequately concealed in the axillary skin crease. 
Extreme care is taken to avoid arm hyperextension and to ensure that there is sufficient 
padding around potential pressure points such as the elbow and shoulder. Intravenous 
access is obtained using the contralateral arm (Figure 2-5).   
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Figure 2-5: Patient position for robotic thyroidectomy and biometric 
measurements. C=cricoid S=sternum AI=inferior point of axilary incision 
AS=superior point of axilary incision 
 
Surgical approach 
Folowing infiltration with 10 mL of 1% lignocaine with 1:200,000 adrenaline, a 5-6cm 
longitudinal incision is made in the marked axilary skin crease. Subcutaneous 
dissection proceeds over a broad front in the fascial plane overlying pectoralis major 
muscle using cuting monopolar diathermy. The level of the cricoid cartilage delineates 
the superior limit of dissection. Inferiorly, dissection proceeds until the clavicle, 
suprasternal notch and the sternal and clavicular insertions of the sternocleidomastoid 
(SCM) muscle have been identified. The lateral compartment of the neck is entered 
between the sternal and clavicular insertions of the SCM to identify the internal jugular 
vein. The common carotid artery and ipsilateral omohyoid and sternohyoid muscles are 
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delineated and these strap muscles are usually divided inferiorly using the harmonic 
scalpel to expose the lateral aspect of the inferior thyroid pole. Illuminated retractors 
are used to facilitate surgical access at this stage. The carotid ‘gutter’ is developed until 
the postero-lateral thyroid lobe has been sufficiently exposed along its entire vertical 
distance. The antero-medial plane between the thyroid lobe and overlying strap muscles 
is developed before inserting the Chung retractor into this plane under direct vision.  
The superior skin flap is retracted until a minimum vertical height of 4cm has been 
created to enable sufficient access for docking the robot. Three trocars are inserted 
through the incision made in the anterior axillary line and the patient cart is then docked.  
 
Four arms are utilised with an 8mm Prograsp used to retract the thyroid lobe medially. 
Three arms are inserted through the axillary incision, whilst the fourth arm is inserted 
through a smaller incision, either through a peri-areolar or parasternal location, 
dependent on breast mobility. The remainder of the procedure is performed robotically. 
The initial endo-robotic dissection using 5mm Debakey forceps and Maryland dissector 
exposes the ipsilateral inferior thyroid pole, trachea and RLN (Figure 2-6). A nerve 
stimulator (NIM nerve integrity monitor; Medtronic, Inc.) is routinely used to confirm 
correct identification of the RLN. The superior pole is retracted inferiorly and 
transected close to the gland to avoid injury to the external branch of the superior 
laryngeal nerve. The inferior pole attachments are then separated from the trachea. 
Following this the thyroid is rolled medially to allow identification of the recurrent 
laryngeal nerve and parathyroid glands, which are routinely preserved. 
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Figure 2-6: Intra-operative console view during right robotic thyroidectomy 
recurrent laryngeal nerve (RLN) and internal jugular vein IJV visible. Prograsp used 
to retract the thyroid gland 
 
Upon identifying these structures, the thyroid is dissected from the trachea and 
transected in the midline using a 5mm harmonic curved shears. An edited video of the 
console surgery is atached (Appendix 21). During the procedure, the assistant provides 
suction, retraction and removal of specimens as necessary using laparoscopic 
instruments. 
 
Folowing haemostasis, the da Vinci surgical robot is withdrawn. Drains are not 
routinely inserted. Surgicel (Ethicon Endo-Surgery, Inc.) is placed into the wound 
folowed by 2-layer closure with interrupted 3-0 Biosyn sub dermal sutures, continuous 
4-0 Vicryl Rapide subcuticular sutures and Dermabond (Ethicon Endo-Surgery, Inc.) 
tissue glue. The trocar incisions are closed non-roboticaly in a similar fashion (Figure 
2-7). 
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Figure 2-7: Right axillary closure following robotic thyroidectomy 
 
2.4.1.6 Outcome measures  
Parameters evaluated included operative time, blood loss, scar length and 
histopathology of the excised specimen. Complications and conversions to open in the 
robotic group were recorded. Validated assessment tools were used to evaluate patient 
reported outcome measures (PROMs). These included prospective assessment of pain, 
scar cosmesis, voice disability, swallow and global health using validated assessment 
tools. Pain and scar cosmesis were assessed using a 0 to 100 visual analogue scale 
(VAS) where 100 represented worst imaginable pain and best imaginable scar 
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respectively. Voice disability was assessed using the Voice Handicap Index 2 (VHI-2) 
questionnaire. Swallow function was evaluated using the MD Anderson Dysphagia 
Inventory. Global quality of life (QoL) was assessed using the EQ-5D assessment tool 
that comprises a descriptive system and EQ-VAS. The former comprises 5 dimensions: 
mobility, self-care, usual activities, pain or discomfort, and anxiety or depression. Each 
is self-rated as 1 = no problems, 2 = some problems, and 3 = severe problems. The EQ-
VAS is a 0 to 100 scale where 100 represented best imaginable health state.  
To calculate the area of dissection in the robotic cohort four distances were measured 
that defined the limit of the dissection performed.  Four landmarks were used to define 
these distances; the superior (As) and inferior (Ai) limits of the axial scar, the cricoid 
cartilage (C) and the sternal notch (S).  The distances measured were from As to Ai (a), 
from C to S (b), from As to C (c) and from Ai to S (d) (Figure 2-4). All scar 
measurements were rounded up to the nearest cm at the time of surgery. 
The area of dissection was calculated from the distances listed above using 
Brahmagupta's formula for cyclic quadrilaterals: 
 
A = area of dissection (cm3) 
s = the semiperimeter calculated with the following formula 
 
In the control cohort the area of dissection was calculated using the average cricoid 
cartilage to sternal notch distance recorded in the robotic cohort multiplied by the length 
of scar rounded up to the nearest cm at the time of surgery for each case.  
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2.4.1.7 Statistical analysis 
The values in the text and figures are mean ± standard deviation. The two cohorts were 
compared using a chi-square test (categorical variables) or Mann-Whitney U test 
(continuous variables). A non-parametric test was used due to small number of samples 
used, thus normal distribution cannot be assumed. A logarithmic regression model was 
used to evaluate the robotic learning curve for the time taken to perform the robotic 
procedure. The comparisons were performed using Prism software version 6 (Graphpad 
Inc., California). Statistical significance was accepted when p<0.05. 
2.4.2 Results 
2.4.2.1 Demographics 
The patient demographics, body mass index (BMI), pre-operative ultrasound 
dimensions, cytology and histological results including maximum dimension of nodule 
size for both groups are summarised in Tables 2-5 and 2-6. The groups were matched 
in terms of age (robotic group 42 ± 10.8 years vs. control group 51.7 ± 15 years, 
respectively, p=0.08), gender (robotic group 1/16 males vs. control group 2/16 males 
p=0.54), ethnicity, BMI (robotic group 25.9 ± 5.4 kgm-2 vs. control group 27.7 ± 3.5 
kgm-2, p=0.25), size of nodule (robotic group 30 ± 12.5 mm vs. control group 40.3 ± 
15.1 mm, p=0.08) and co-morbidity.   
2.4.2.2 Operative data 
Thyroid lobectomy was performed in all cases (n=32). Excision was successful in both 
groups with no conversions to an open procedure required in the RT group. The mean 
scar length in the RT group was 6.2 ± 1cm whilst for the open approach it was 5.5 ± 
0.8cm (p=0.15). Histopathology confirmed benign disease in 28 patients.  
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Case Age 
(Gender) 
BMI USS 
dimension 
(mm) and 
FNA 
Nodule size 
(histology-
maximum 
diameter 
mm) 
Biometric measurements 
(cm) 
Histology 
 AI - 
AS 
AI - 
S 
AS - 
C C -S 
1 38 (F) 30 16mm thy3 13 6 19.5 21.5 4 MNG 
2 36 (F) 20 41mm thy2 23 
5.5 17 18.5 8 
Follicular 
adenoma, MNG 
3 47 (F) 35 22mm thy2 22 
6 15.5 17.5 5 
Follicular 
adenoma with 
papillary 
microcarcinoma 
4 60 (F) 26 22mm thy3 20 6 17.5 16 5 Benign 
5 45 (F) 35 35mm thy2 45 
5.5 16 19.5 7 
Papillary 
microcarcinoma 
in MNG 
6 37 (F) 28 34mm thy2 40 6 13.3 15 6 MNG 
7 47 (F) 20.5 27mm thy3 20 6 16 14.5 5.5 MNG 
8 25 (F) 19 35mm thy2 35 
5 18 18 8 
Follicular 
adenoma 
9 60 (F) 20.3 30mm thy1 15 
6 16.5 16 6.5 
Benign thyroid 
cyst 
10 34 (F) 22 10mm thy4 9 
6 15.5 16 5 
Papillary 
microcarcinoma 
11 37 (F) 26 11mm thy3 40 
9 18 19 7.5 
Follicular 
adenoma 
12 52 (F) 31 50mm thy2 25 
8 16 17 7 
Dominant nodule 
in nodular goitre 
13 26 (F) 26 26mm thy3 23 5 15 16 6 Colloid nodule 
14 48 (M) 27 40mm thy3 30 
7 18 18.5 7 
Follicular 
adenoma 
15 50 (F) 26 50mm thy2 32 6 19 18 6 Colloid nodule 
16 30 (F) 19 25mm thy 2 28 6 NR NR NR Follicular 
adenoma 
 
Table 2-5. Robotic thyroid cohort demographics 
In the other four patients, (three in RT group) incidental papillary microcarcinoma < 
5mm were detected in three patients and in the fourth a 9mm papillary microcarcinoma 
was excised. The mean blood loss was 36.8ml in the robotic group and 31.5ml in the 
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conventional group (p=0.8). The mean operative time was significantly higher for the 
RT compared with the conventional group (228min vs. 101min respectively, 
p<0.0001). In the robotic cohort a significant learning curve was demonstrated (Figure 
2-8). All patients were discharged within 24 hours.  
 
Case Age 
(Gender) 
BMI USS 
dimension 
(mm), FNA  
Nodule size 
(mm) 
Scar size Histology 
1 47 (F) 26 50mm thy3 65  6.5cm scar Follicular 
adenoma 
2 47 (F) 21.9 27mm thy2 30 6cm scar Multinodular 
goitre 
3 38 (F) 28 40mm thy2 40 6cm scar Benign thyroid 
cyst 
4 34 (F) 24 40mm thy2 45 5.5cm scar Multinodular 
goitre 
5 61 (F) 26.2 40mm thy3 41 6cm scar Follicular 
adenoma 
6 64 (F) 32 35mm thy2 30 5cm scar Multinodular 
goitre 
7 73 (F) 34 39mm thy2 40 6cm scar Hurthle cell 
adenoma, 
multinodular 
hyperplasia 
8 72 (F) 27.2 26mm thy3 40 6.5cm scar Hurthle cell 
adenoma, 
multinodular 
hyperplasia 
9 70 (M) 29.2 34mm thy2 25 6cm scar Multinodular 
goitre and two 
papillary 
microcarcinomas 
10 38 (F) 31 45mm thy2 35 5cm scar Colloid nodule 
11 47 (F) 28 45mm thy3 45 5cm scar Follicular 
adenoma 
12 41 (F) 32 20mm thy3 20 4cm scar Multinodular 
goitre 
13 53 (F) 26 45mm thy2 40 6cm scar Follicular 
adenoma 
14 35 (F) 21.6 19mm thy2 18 3.5cm scar Follicular 
adenoma 
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15 73 (F) 26 60mm thy 3 60 6cm scar Benign thyroid 
cyst 
16 38 (M) 30.7 45mm thy2 45 4cm scar Multinodular 
goitre 
 
Table 2-6. Control group demographics  
 
 
 
 
Figure 2-8: Robotic thyroidectomy learning curve 
2.4.2.3 Complications   
No complications occurred in the control group. In the RT group there was one case of 
temporary shoulder dysfunction due to osteoarthritis of the acromioclavicular joint. 
Nerve conduction studies confirmed no evidence of brachial plexus injury. There was 
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also one case of recurrent laryngeal nerve (RLN) paresis that completely resolved 
within 3 months, one seroma that was subsequently aspirated, and one case of flap 
hyperesthesia that resolved over a few weeks.  
 2.4.2.4 Patient-reported outcome measures (PROMs)  
Patients were folowed up after surgery for a mean period of 4 years ± 2 years. There 
was no diference in the mean postoperative pain score at 1 day, 2 weeks, 6 months and 
12 months in the RT group compared to the conventional group (Figure 2-9). There 
was an isolated significant diference at 3 months with the RT group demonstrating a 
lower (beter) mean pain score (p=0.05). 
 
Figure 2-9: Pain: a comparison of the mean VAS scores 100 = worst imaginable 
pain 
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Regarding scar cosmesis, the mean VAS score was significantly higher for the robotic 
group compared to the FLP group at 3 months (91.9 ± 11.1 vs. 78.9 ± 17.9 respectively, 
p=0.005), 6 months (95.9 ± 7.8 vs. 82.5 ± 13.0 respectively, p=0.001), 12 months (96.6 
± 4.7 vs. 89.1 ± 9.3 respectively, p=0.002), 2 years (97.8 ± 7.5 vs. 88.8 ± 9 respectively, 
p=0.002) and 3 years (95.5 ± 6.3 vs. 89.7 ± 8.5 respectively p=0.02) (Figure 2-10, 2-
11). 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2-10: Scar cosmesis: a comparison of the mean VAS scores 100 = imaginable 
best score 
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Figure 2-11: Scar appearance 12 months following robotic thyroidectomy 
There was no difference in global QoL between the groups (Figure 2-12), which 
significantly improved up to 1 year following surgery in both groups (p=0.005). 
Laryngoscopy performed on the first post-operative day confirmed normal vocal cord 
mobility in all patients (n=32). Significant voice disability was not reported following 
surgery using the VHI-2 index.  
 
 
Figure 2-12: Quality of life: a comparison of the mean EQ-5D scores (100 = best 
imaginable health state 
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There was a significant difference between the 2 groups regarding mean area of 
dissection. This was 34.3cm3 in the control group and 103.9cm3 in the RT group 
(p<0.001) (Figure 2-12). 
  
Figure 2-13: Area of dissection: a comparison between the 2 groups 
2.4.3 Synopsis of findings 
This preliminary study demonstrates that RT is a safe, feasible alternative to 
conventional thyroid surgery in selected patients in the UK. The dual-channel 
endoscope gives an excellent 3-D view that allowed reliable identification of the RLN 
and parathyroid glands. Intraoperative RLN stimulation was used as an adjunct to 
confirm identification of both the recurrent and superior branch of the external 
laryngeal nerves. Vocal cord function was confirmed by performing flexible 
nasendoscopy postoperatively. This demonstrated normal vocal cord mobility in all 
patients apart from one RT case that had a unilateral vocal cord paresis, which resolved 
within 3 months. Subjective voice assessment using the VHI-2 questionnaire revealed 
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no voice concerns in any of the patients up to 1 year postoperatively. There were no 
differences with the control group. All patients who underwent RT were discharged 
within 24 hours without needing a drain comparable to open thyroid surgery and other 
RT studies (Lee et al, 2011). There were 3 cases of incidental micropapillary carcinoma 
and another suspected case was confirmed by histology. These cases were reviewed in 
the thyroid multidisciplinary team meeting and further surgical or medical treatment 
was not indicated. 
The EQ-5D questionnaire was adopted because it is a validated measure of health status 
developed by the EuroQol Group that provides a generic measure of health for clinical 
appraisal (Euroqol 1990). A return to baseline levels of all 5 domains of the EQ-5D was 
demonstrated by 3 months (mobility, self-care, usual activities, pain, discomfort and 
anxiety or depression) and again there was no difference with the control group.   
However, far from being minimally invasive, RT involves a significantly larger area of 
dissection compared with conventional surgery (Figure 2-12). Despite this, 
postoperative pain scores were broadly comparable between the groups. The risk to 
neurovascular structures not typically associated with thyroid surgery arises from the 
need to maintain the arm in an elevated position. There was one patient in the RT cohort 
with pre-existing osteoarthritis of the acromioclavicular joint who developed temporary 
shoulder dysfunction following surgery. Nerve conduction studies revealed no 
evidence of brachial plexus injury. Although we used a modified arm position to the 
one popularised by Chung in order to reduce the potential for brachial plexus traction 
injury, this highlights the need for meticulous patient selection regarding screening for 
pre-existing musculo-skeletal conditions of the upper limbs.  
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A learning curve was observed for RT and this phenomenon is well described in other 
surgical fields (Kaul et al, 2006). RT takes considerably longer than conventional 
surgery even when the learning curve is accounted for.  
The primary advantage of RT is the avoidance of a neck scar. This may be desirable in 
subset of patients with a tendency for hypertrophic scarring. RT achieved superior 
cosmesis compared to conventional surgery and the benefit was statistically significant 
from the early post-operative period to 4 years following surgery.  
This study was not randomised, included a relatively small sample (n=32) and selection 
bias must be acknowledged as a potential confounding factor. Nevertheless, careful 
patient selection is important to ensure a successful outcome. Both groups were similar 
in terms of mean BMI, age, sex and pathology. However, propensity matching was not 
performed. 
This study highlights the considerable differences in terms of our patient population 
compared to South East Asia. These relate to the size of patient and thyroid lesion 
selected for the robotic approach. The average BMI in the UK is 25.4, which is 
considerably higher compared to the national average in the Republic of Korea, 
reported as 22.7 (Berber et al, 2010; Kim et al, 2011). In the Korean population, 63.2% 
have a normal BMI (18.5-24.99), compared to only 35.7% in the UK (World Health 
Organisation Global Database on Body Mass Index). In the RT cohort of this study, the 
mean BMI was 26 and the mean nodule size was 26mm.  The latter is approximately 3 
times the mean nodule size reported in the comparative case series of RT in South East 
Asia (Kang et al, 2009). These differences highlight the issue of adequacy of access. 
The results suggest that performing RT is more challenging in patients with high BMI, 
larger thyroid pathology and a larger distance from axilla to cricoid. These factors are 
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associated with relatively longer operative times. Although the axilla to cricoid distance 
was not part of the selection criteria, this is an important consideration for future 
studies.  In my series, RT took 3 times longer than conventional approach and at least 
twice as long as the comparative RT cases reported in the literature (Kang et al, 2009). 
The feasibility of accessing the contralateral thyroid lobe to perform a total 
thyroidectomy is, therefore not considered a viable option in a UK population. It is 
evident that improving exposure is paramount as the existing retractor design is not 
ideally suited for a UK population because both the BMI and the thyroid pathology are 
comparatively large compared to the South East Asia where the existing technique and 
retractor design originates.  
2.5 Discussion 
The impact of a neck scar is probably underestimated and the 1st study identified some 
of the factors that may affect the patient perception regarding scar satisfaction and 
quality of life.  It is clear that the relatively small numbers and confounders in the first 
study preclude definitive assertions but nevertheless, several important points are 
evident. First and foremost, long-term scar assessment is essential as the biology of the 
scar changes over time and can take 2 years to mature (Leing et al, 2012). A weakness 
of most studies that report on scar cosmesis following thyroid and parathyroid surgery 
is the follow up period which is invariably not long enough. In a recent meta-analysis, 
although scar cosmesis was reportedly higher in the RT group compared to 
conventional surgery, the post-operative timeframe was 6 months or less (Jackson et al, 
2012).  Four prospective cohort studies that compared RT and OT with respect to 
cosmesis and or pain have been identified following a literature review updated from 
Chapter 1. These are listed (Table 2-7). All trials used non-validated cosmetic 
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assessment tools. The follow time for cosmetic assessment ranged from one day to 6 
months. These trials suggest that RT is superior to conventional surgery (p<0.05) with 
regards to cosmesis at one day (Tae et al, 2011), one week (Lee et al, 2010; Tae et al, 
2010; Tae et al, 2011), one month (Tae et al, 2010), 3 months (Lee et al, 2010 Tae et 
al, 2010, Tae et al, 2011), and 6 months (Lee et al, 2013). 
 
Table 2-7. Prospective cohort studies of robotic hemithyroidectomy and open 
surgery regarding scar and pain 
 
With regards to tumour size, two trials had matched groups (Tae et al, 2010 and Lee et 
al, 2013), one trial consisted of a RT group with a smaller average tumour size versus 
conventional surgery (8.1mm versus 9.9mm, p=0.032, Tae et al, 2011) and one further 
performing no comparison of tumour size between groups (Lee et al, 2010). Moreover 
in two trials there is a considerable difference in the number of patients entered into the 
study and those actually undergoing cosmetic and pain evaluation (Tae et al, 2010 and 
Tae et al, 2011). There is just one study recently published in the literature that reports 
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long-term (12-18 months) cosmetic outcome comparing RT to conventional thyroid 
surgery (Ji et al, 2014). This study used the Vancouver scar scale and a derived scar 
satisfaction score. The former is primarily designed for evaluating burns and the 
validity of its application for assessing neck scars is questionable (Baryza et al, 1995). 
Nevertheless, both scores were significantly better in the scar-less in the neck (robotic 
or endoscopic group) compared to conventional surgery. Despite the homogeneity of 
cosmetic results the aforementioned limitations necessitate studies using validated 
cosmetic assessment tools, with matched groups and longer follow-up periods.  
The 2nd study reported in this chapter fulfils these criteria and has the longest follow up 
of any published study of RT to date. The findings are compatible with other published 
studies. I adopted the VAS because it is validated for use in thyroid and parathyroid 
surgery (Henry et al, 2001; Sywak et al, 2008). In a study of more than 4000 scar 
images, VAS assessment was shown to be consistent, reliable, feasible, and valid 
(Duncan et al, 2006).  It can reliably discriminate between different types of scar quality 
and accurately evaluate patient satisfaction regarding scar cosmesis (Draaijers et al, 
2004; O Connell et al, 2008). 
Nevertheless, perception of scar remains very much “in the eye of the beholder.” It is, 
by nature subjective and represents a complex interplay of a host of factors. In the first 
study, the finding that one group of observers (Endocrinology consultants) rated the 
scar significantly higher than the patient appears to support this notion that what may 
appear to be an acceptable result to the clinician may differ considerably when 
compared to the patient. This phenomenon is reported in the plastics literature for burn 
scar assessment (Martin et al, 2003). Scar assessment is, by its very nature, fraught with 
challenges. Valid and reliable non-invasive objective assessment tools to measure 
cutaneous skin scar characteristics do not exist (Perry et al, 2010). This explains the 
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multitude of validated scar assessment tools in existence all of which rely on one or 
more VAS scores. These include the Vancouver Scar Scale, Manchester Scar Scale, 
Patient and Observer Scar Assessment Scale, Visual Analogue Scale and Stony Brook 
Scar Evaluation Scale (Draaijers et al, 2004; Truong et al, 2005; Van der Kar et al, 
2005).  
The finding that individuals with darker skin tend to have less favourable scar results 
is compatible with other reports (Quatresooz et al, 2006; Su et al, 1998). These results 
may indicate that the effect of scarring on patient’s lives is independent of how they 
perceive their scar in terms of cosmesis. This is supported by the comments of patients 
regarding how it impacts their quality of life. Analysis of qualitative data revealed that 
a scar does indeed have deep psychological impact on the patient. These included 
awkward social situations, reduced ability to participate in sport, loss of confidence in 
public and work situations, cautious choosing of clothing to keep the scar covered, to 
physical discomfort.  
Henry et al, states that women are more concerned with scar cosmesis than men yet our 
results suggest otherwise. (Henry et al, 2008). The length of the scar and its impact on 
patient satisfaction following thyroid surgery has subsequently been reported in 80 
patients and the findings are compatible with ours; namely there was no significant 
correlation between scar length and patient satisfaction. A similar finding was also 
reported in another recent retrospective study that investigated scar perceptions after 
thyroid and parathyroid surgery in 691 patients (Linos et al, 2012). This is an important 
finding because the impetus driving the vast majority of minimally invasive thyroid and 
parathyroid techniques relates to attempts to miniaturise the scar. Our study of neck 
scars adds to the growing body of evidence that suggests otherwise.  
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Regarding the crucial issue of patient preference regarding scar location, this underpins 
the whole rationale for offering patients robotic thyroid surgery. Medical scientists and 
clinicians often fail to consider how public opinion impacts on how they practice 
(Swanstrom et al, 2009). In our survey, the vast majority (75%) would have opted for 
a scar-less in the neck approach. This very much justified proceeding with the RT 
clinical evaluation. Certain caveats must be acknowledged as the subsequent clinical 
evaluation demonstrates that the approaches are not equivalent in terms of time taken 
or potential complications. Nevertheless, our findings are compatible with a recent 
study that investigated the patient perspective of morbidity following thyroid surgery 
in the UK by means of a (non validated) postal questionnaire sent to 312 patients 
(Grover et al, 2013). Responses were received from 64% of patients who had undergone 
thyroidectomy and approximately 70% of the responders stated they would potentially 
be interested in a scar-less in the neck approach. This was despite the finding of a near 
ideal median Manchester scar score of 7 representing good scar satisfaction. In contrast, 
the only other study published after the time of this work concluded that only a small 
proportion (11.6%) of 596 patients surveyed would have opted for a robotic approach 
(Linos et al, 2013).  The likely reason for the difference is because the authors introduce 
a clear selection bias by informing the study population that “major drawbacks of this 
technique compared with conventional thyroidectomy are the longer duration of the 
procedure, higher postoperative pain, and higher cost.’’  
The results of our clinical evaluation do not support the statement that RT is associated 
with higher pain. Indeed, this is in keeping with the other studies listed in Table 2-7. 
There was no difference in postoperative neck pain between RT and conventional 
surgery at 1 day (Lee et al, 2010 and Tae et al, 2011), 1 week (Tae et al, 2010 and Tae 
et al, 2011), 1 month (Tae et al, 2010), 3 months (Tae et al, 2010 and Tae et al, 2011) 
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or 6 months (Lee et al, 2013). The majority of studies showed no difference in 
postoperative anterior chest pain at 1 day (Lee et al, 2013), 1 week (Tae et al, 2010 and 
2011), 1 month (Tae et al, 2010 and 2011) and 3 months; except one study that found 
this to be worse in RT at 1 day postoperatively (Tae et al, 2010 and 2011). Two recent 
meta-analysis studies conclude similar findings (Jackson et al, 2012, Lang et al, 2014).  
My study certainly confirms that RT takes significantly longer to perform which again 
is in keeping with the largest and most recent meta-analysis on the subject that 
evaluated 11 studies and 839 RT cases 1536 conventional thyroidectomy procedures 
(Lang et al, 2014). Although I did not perform a cost analysis, a recent cost analysis 
study supports the notion that RT is significantly more expensive than the standard 
cervical approach. The total cost of the standard cervical approach was $9,028 ±$891 
compared to $13,670 ±  $1,384 for the transaxillary robotic approach (Cabot et al, 
2012). Although our study showed no significant difference in terms of voice disability, 
a temporary RLN palsy occurred in 1 patient from the RT group. The meta-analysis by 
Lang et al, found a significantly higher rate of temporary RLN injury compared to 
conventional surgery (2.9% versus 1%) (Lang et al, 2014).  Routine intra-operative 
RLN monitoring is advocated in our unit to minimise the risk. Intra-operative axillary 
nerve monitoring may potentially reduce the risk of brachial neuropraxia and although 
some units advocate its use, there is no good evidence to suggest this is the case and 
therefore it has not been adopted in our subsequent RT practice.  
It may be that the robotic approach is only indicated in a small subgroup of Western 
patients that possess the necessary anthropometric profile and are prepared to accept 
additional risks not associated with “open” thyroidectomy in order to avoid a neck scar 
and or have specific biological drivers to avoid a neck scar. As significant differences 
in mean BMI and social perceptions around the presence of a neck scar exist between 
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the UK and South Korea, the key is patient selection. This also raises the question about 
what is necessary to be able to disseminate the technique in order to offer RT on a large 
scale in the UK.  Improvement in trans-axillary exposure is essential in this regard as 
the existing retractor has been designed for the creation of a much smaller working 
space than is required in the UK.  
2.6 Conclusion 
The impact of neck scars on a patient’s quality of life is not to be underestimated. 
Although a scar-less approach is neither suitable nor available to all patients, it seems 
to be preferred by the majority irrespective of age or gender. Further studies are 
warranted to look at the impact of cervical scars on body image and to evaluate patient 
perceptions regarding scar cosmesis. The results of the clinical evaluation of robotic 
thyroidectomy suggest that it is a safe, feasible alternative to conventional “open” 
thyroid surgery in selected patients in the UK. A randomised clinical study would be 
needed to verify the clinical efficacy of RAT compared to conventional surgery. This 
study forms the basis for more feasibility work and a power calculation, based on this 
study could be performed with a view to setting up a randomised study. A section in 
Chapter 8 is included to expand this important point. Validated training methods are 
essential for safe adoption. Improvement in surgical exposure is essential for the 
technique to become popularised in the UK. The development of a bespoke tissue 
retractor designed to address the existing limitations of the current device is the focus 
of the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER 3 
 
Development of a novel retractor to 
improve exposure for robotic thyroid 
surgery 
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3.1 Background 
Critical to robotic thyroidectomy is the deployment of a custom designed lifting device 
inserted through an axillary incision. Patients in the UK and US undergoing robotic 
thyroidectomy have significantly larger thyroid pathology and BMI than those in South 
Korea where the technique is more common (Lee et al, 2013). These factors necessitate 
a larger working space than the existing table-mounted retraction devices are capable 
of providing. A novel retraction device is required to overcome the shortcomings of the 
existing devices in order to improve surgical exposure and thereby allow wider 
dissemination of the robotic technique. Following critical appraisal of the robotic 
thyroidectomy technique the following key shortcomings in the existing retractor were 
identified: 
1. Being operating table-mounted, it involves a sterile to non-sterile interface. This 
means that installing the retractor during the surgery requires one “non-sterile” 
assistant and one “sterile” manipulator thereby posing a significant de-sterility risk 
during setup.  
2. It requires up to 10 minutes for assembly and positioning before robot docking. 
3. It is cumbersome to assemble, has multiple components and occupies a large 
footprint.  
4. The Chung retractor provides suboptimal support of the upper skin flap. This arises 
due to the inherent elasticity of soft tissue. The lack of lateral support leads to tissue 
laxation, which interferes with the robotic slave manipulators, obstructs the surgical 
view and prolongs the surgery time. 
5. The operating table-mounted design also leads to an inherent instability and this can 
reduce the operative exposure during the course of a procedure. 
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Minimizing the surgical retractor’s installation time can reduce the duration of the 
procedure. ‘Tenting’ of the lateral skin flap as the retractor is opened and the skin is 
stretched in tension regularly impedes the daVinci system’s robotic arms. The skin then 
prolapses inwards as it is only supported on the upper surface. This skin tenting 
obstructs the operative view and reduces the overall work space. The result is that this 
prolongs the duration of the operation because frequent collisions and impedance of the 
robotic instruments necessitate multiple repositions by the assistant.  
3.1.1 Objective 
 The objective was to design a novel retractor for robotic thyroidectomy to address the 
limitations associated with the existing design. Improving exposure of the surgical field 
was the single most important goal. The potential benefits of this include reducing the 
overall length of the procedure, improving patient safety and reducing patient morbidity 
in a UK population. 
3.2 Method 
Following an on-going iterative design process, 6 successive prototypes were designed 
and manufactured in collaboration with Imperial College Department of Mechanical 
Engineering (DME) between November 2011 and 2013. In total, 5 cadaver studies were 
performed in order to evaluate the existing (Chung retractor) and/or the manufactured 
prototypes. All cadavers were donated and the studies were performed in compliance 
with the provisions of the Human Tissue Act (2004). Where applicable, local 
institutional approval was sought from the Human Anatomy Department, St George’s 
University of London, Human Anatomy Unit, Department of Surgery and Cancer, 
Imperial College London, Charing Cross Hospital Campus, London, UK and European 
Ecole Chirugie (EEC) training centre in Paris. In February 2012 a Medical Engineering 
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Research Kick-start grant was awarded from Imperial College London to the value of 
£15,500 (Appendix 17). 
 
3.3 Cadaver study 1 and initial prototype design 
3.3.1 Method 
The first study was performed at the Human Anatomy Unit, Charing Cross Hospital 
London in November 2011. The cadaver was ‘soft preserved’ using standard 
embalming techniques. The embalming solution comprised a mixture of phenol (80% 
aqueous 2L), industrial denatured alcohol (8L), glycerol (4L) and water (8L). The trans-
axillary approach to the thyroid gland was performed using the existing table mounted 
device (Chung retractor). The load required for tissue retraction was measured by 
attaching a spring balance to the Chung retractor blade (Figure 3-1).  
 
 
Figure 3-1: Load measuring with the Chung retractor 
3.3.2 Results 
The vertical load on the Chung retractor blade to achieve 5 cm of vertical working space 
was 8.425 kg that equates to 82.6N. The tissue flap could be raised with relative ease 
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up to a height of 2 cm. The load on the retractor increased from 44N to the 80-90N 
range when the vertical height of the incision increased from 3.5cm to a maximal 
vertical height of 5 cm. Measurements from the incision to the clavicle at three different 
points of the axillary incision are shown in Table 3-1. 
Parameter: distance to 
clavicle 
Mean measurement Standard deviation 
superior point of incision 86.7mm 4.7mm 
mid point of incision 81.6mm 4.7mm 
inferior point of incision 95.0mm 7.1mm 
 
Table 3-1. Distance between axillary incision and clavicle   
3.3.3 Synopsis of findings 
The vertical load required to create 5 cm of working space using the Chung retractor 
was approximately 83N. The load required for recreating the same cross sectional area 
in vivo is likely to be less due to effect of tissue preservation in the cadaver. The 
stiffness of skin of the cadaver would be greater than in vivo due to the duration of 
preservation (6 months) despite the fact that a ‘soft fix’ technique was used. 
Nevertheless, to ensure a satisfactory safety margin, it was considered better to 
overestimate the forces required using the load measured in the cadaver study to guide 
subsequent studies of prototype development. 
3.3.4 Initial prototype design  
My supervisor, the DME group and myself subsequently developed concepts for 
prototype retractor design. The brief for initial conceptual designs was to fulfil the 
following performance criteria: 
1. Elevation of the superior skin flap in order to improve the working space required 
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for the instruments of the da Vinci system to access the thyroid gland. 
2. Improve the lateral support to prevent the superior flap tissue tenting and prolapse 
in order to reduce the risk of tissue injury, improve visualization and reduce the 
number of repositions.  
3. Reduce the installation time compared with existing device. 
4. Reduce the external footprint compared with the existing device in order to reduce 
the risk of de-sterilisation. 
5. The retractor should be a fixed device, to improve stability and access, with built-
in suction to evacuate plume created during tissue cauterization. 
Six different sketch design proposals that fulfilled the specified performance criteria 
were critically appraised in relation to fulfilling engineering requirements such as load 
bearing and manufacturing. From these, two designs merited further consideration 
(Figure 3-2). These were both non-table mounted with a pivoting axis opening 
mechanism that would transmit the compressive force at the incision end into an 
expansion at the level of thyroid gland.  
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Figure 3-2: Initial sketches of clavicle mounted design prototype 
 
The pivoting mechanism would raise the upper level (later named “top blade”) by 
pushing a lever arm. The retractor would be stabilized by purchase on the clavicle. The 
vertical load on the top blade would be directed towards the clavicle and so an important 
consideration at this stage was transmission of load to the patient’s bony thorax and the 
mechanism of point fixation onto the clavicle. 
An ex-vivo study that investigated the impact of loading on the structural response of 
the human clavicle is helpful in this regard (Kemper et al, 2009). In a test of three-point 
bending from a set of twenty clavicles, the average load required to fracture the clavicle 
was 717N (SD of 181N). The measured load on the Chung retractor blade was 83N so 
the potential load-bearing requirements of this prototype to maintain exposure is 
approximately 9 times lower than the force required to cause clavicle damage. This 
suggested that the clavicle could be safely used as a supporting structure for the 
prototype. Further biometric normative data was sought from the Professor of 
Anatomy, Imperial College London regarding average clavicle diameter at the midpoint 
based on 50 skeleton measurements to guide the design process.   
The concept was further developed with the handles modified to make use of the user’s 
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gripping force to elevate the upper level. If the lower blade was to be used to raise the 
top blade, adjustment had to be made to provide sufficient clearance for the docking of 
the da Vinci system. The handles were set at a 30-degree angle in order to achieve this. 
The approximate overall layout agreed is depicted by a series of computer-aided 
drawings (CADs) depicted in Figure 3-3. The retractor comprises of six components: 
one top blade, one lower blade, two outer supports and two inner supports.  
 
Two pivoting axes were used to create a vertical expansion of the working volume. The 
outer supports provide two functions: they create a lever to raise the top blade and are 
the source of the locking mechanism. 
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Figure 3-3: CAD of the 1st prototype design 
 
 
The locking mechanism was designed to be a curved set of interlocking teeth to provide 
a variable locking position (Figure 3-4). At this stage, a detailed stress analysis on the 
locks had not been performed.  The intention was to design the locks in such a way that 
they could bear the vertical load and be undone by deflecting the curved beam inwards.  
 
 
Figure 3-4: Locking mechanism 
 
The lower blade incorporated a key feature of the design: the clavicle hook. This allows 
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the retractor to be effectively constrained, theoretically reducing the risk of progressive 
slippage. The assembly was designed so that when closed, the thickness of the retractor 
would be minimized. The function of the inner supports was to ensure that when the 
top blade is displaced by the outer supports, the tip of the retractor is sufficiently raised 
and that the upper blade remains largely level relative to the lower blade to provide a 
clear view of the thyroid gland. The mechanism is an implementation of a parallel 
linkage where the outer supports, lower blade, inner support and upper blade form a 
parallelogram. The inner supports also help to prevent tenting and prolapse of soft 
tissue. 
3.3.5 Design development of 1st prototype 
Following critical appraisal, the following issues were raised as concerns with the 
existing design:  
1. Limited working space at the incision may compromise lateral and vertical freedom 
of movement of the daVinci arms. 
2. The need for optimizing the design to allow for a range of clavicle shapes and 
positions by redesigning the lower blade.  
3. The need for avoiding any trauma to the patient’s thorax due to inadvertent contact 
between the retractor and the body beyond the incision. 
 
Further design modifications were implemented to address these issues. The shape of 
the outer supports was modified to provide a greater horizontal angle of freedom for 
the daVinci’s robotic arms. Removing one of two horizontal structural support struts 
modified the lower blade. The position of this strut was moved further inwards to 
increase the vertical freedom at the incision. Multiple grooves of the lower blade were 
created to allow for different clavicle shapes and positions. The top blade was also 
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modified to a full blade with a curved tip to improve tissue support and minimize 
inadvertent tissue damage (Figure 3-5). 
 
 
 
Figure 3-5: CAD of 1st prototype following initial design modification; Bespoke 
geometry to improve available working 
   
3.3.6 Simulation stress analysis of 1st prototype 
A finite element model of the retractor was developed to assess if there was sufficient 
safety margin regarding maximal stress levels based on load bearing. The simulation 
was run with the definition that there was a linearly increasing force applied to the upper 
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blade. ABAQUS was used which is a standard, commercial software program for finite 
element modeling. The components were assumed to be static once the retractor was 
opened inside the human body. Boundary conditions were applied to each of the 
following components: inner and outer supports, top and lower blades before applying 
compressive forces in order to establish the safety factor and maximum stress level. 
The retractor was found to be within its safety margin under these simulated conditions 
suggesting that the loads encountered would not result in material failure. 
3.3.7 Manufacture of 1st prototype 
The material required to manufacture the retractor’s components came from the 
Mechanical Engineering stores. To facilitate the machining, mild steel was used. This 
has sufficiently similar properties compared with stainless steel to allow reliable 
conclusions. Most of the complex fillets were eliminated and the locks were simplified 
from the interlocking teeth mechanism to a pinning system. The simplest way to 
manufacture the complex components (the outer support and the lower blade) was to 
divide them into multiple segments as seen in the exploded view below (Figure 3-6). 
 
 
Figure 3-6: CAD of 1st prototype manufactured 
The outer supports consisted of four segments welded together. The curved bracket was 
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laser cut directly from the CAD model. The other three segments were milled. The 
holes in the locking structure were reamed with a 4 mm reamer. The lower blade was 
divided into eight components, six of which were welded. The sine waves were laser 
cut whilst the cylindrical structural supports were turned and threaded. Once the sine 
waves had been cut and the handles were milled, the components were welded and 
screwed together. The pivots were short bolts and nuts to allow easy disassembly. The 
top blade was manufactured by assembling three separate parts. The two structural 
supports were milled, drilled and attached to a 1.5 mm thick steel plate using epoxy 
resin. The inner supports were milled and drilled. The sharp edges were then filed by 
hand.  
 
3.3.8 Design development of 2nd prototype 
Critical appraisal of the 1st manufactured prototype led to the following proposals for 
further design modification: 
1. The inner support should be curved to provide a greater working envelope. 
2. Removable handles to improve the working space 
3. The top blade should be tapered at the tip to facilitate its insertion under the strap 
muscle of the neck. 
4. The clavicular grooves should be increased in radius and reduced in number 
To allow the detachable handle concept, the locking system had to be repositioned. The 
handles were designed to be re-aligned with the operating table. This avoided the need 
for another point to be welded which reduced the likelihood of a misalignment of the 
assembly (Figure 3-7). 
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Figure 3-7: CAD of 2nd prototype manufactured 
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3.3.9 Manufacture of 2nd prototype 
The design required four points to be welded which was advantageous because limiting 
the number of welded points decreases the likelihood of misalignment. The lower blade 
required just one point to be welded: the intersection between the back of the sine wave 
and the handle connection. The new sine wave profile was manufactured using laser 
cutting (Figure 3-8). 
 
Figure 3-8: Lower blade design 
The curved inner supports were laser cut, then drilled and filed. To avoid the problem 
of having to drill on a narrow section the width of the component was increased. This 
reduces the likelihood of misalignment during assembly (Figure 3-9). The outer 
supports were welded with careful alignment of the parts of the component. The 
handles, connected in the image below, were turned and threaded. 
 
 
Figure 3-9: Curved inner supports and attachment to handles 
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The supports for the top blade were tapered and two top blades were manufactured with 
slightly different tapered profiles and two pairs of structural supports were therefore 
also machined (Figure 3-10). 
 
Figure 3-10: Two designs of the tapered top blade 
To avoid any nuts becoming loose during testing and being lost inside the cadaver, 
spring washers were used to exert a force on the nuts. The second prototype was 
designed is such a way that the curved inner supports were interchangeable with the 
straight inner supports of the first prototype and the top blades were also 
interchangeable. 
 
3.4 Cadaver study 2 and further prototype development 
3.4.1 Method 
Both the 1st and 2nd prototypes manufactured at Imperial College were tested in a second 
cadaver trial in February 2012, Human Anatomy Department, St George’s University 
of London. The cadaver was ‘soft preserved’ using standard embalming techniques. 
The embalming solution comprised a mixture of phenol (80% aqueous 2L), industrial 
denatured alcohol (8L), glycerol (4L) and water (8L). Following standard trans-axillary 
approach to the thyroid gland the 1st and 2nd prototypes were inserted. An assessment 
was made regarding overall feasibility and working space. Ergonomics and ease of use 
were evaluated using a 1-10 categorical Likert-type scale (LTS) with 10 being the most 
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positive outcome. Critical appraisal of key individual components was made for each 
of the top and lower blades. 
 
3.4.2 Results 
The concept a non-operating table-mounted retractor that was stabilized on the clavicle 
was feasible. The retractor was indeed constrained and remained inside the incision. 
Prototype 1: The potential working space created seemed comparable to the Chung 
device. However, it was not possible to insert the inner supports entirely within the 
cadaver. The retractor could not be fully inserted due to its width and a greater part 
protruded from the incision. The handle connecting segments also limited insertion due 
to contact between the right hand handle tip and the cadaver’s arm. There was difficulty 
inserting the retractor under the strap muscle to expose the thyroid gland due to the 
thickness of the top blade. The cadaver’s skin overlying the strap muscle was 
traumatized following multiple attempts at insertion (Figure 3-11). As demonstrated by 
the orientation of the top blade, the clavicle angle resulted in significant retractor 
angulation. 
 
Figure 3-11: 1st prototype trial. Image on right demonstrates skin trauma 
 
Prototype 2: With the curved inner supports in place, this severely limited the ability to 
insert the retractor. Consequently, adequate purchase on the clavicle was not possible 
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and therefore this particular design configuration was not considered to be feasible. 
Figure 3-12 demonstrates the inherent instability outlined. 
 
 
 
Figure 3-12: Prototype instability with curved inner supports in situ 
Once the inner supports were changed back to the straight version on the second 
prototype it was possible to successfully insert and purchase on the clavicle. The top 
blade of the second prototype was replaced by the more tapered alternative. The second 
prototype was therefore composed of straight inner supports and of the more tapered 
top blade. This version of the 2nd prototype was considered to be feasible.  The handles 
were easy to remove and took no more than 10 second per handle. The protrusion of 
the retractor outside the body was approximately 10 mm (Figure 3-13). 
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Figure 3-13: 2nd prototype using straight inner supports and tapered top blade 
Comparison of 1st and 2nd Prototypes 
Subjectively, both devices created an equivalent or larger working envelope than the 
Chung retractor. Both retractors achieved stable purchase on the clavicle and were 
angulated by approximately 50 degrees to the horizontal. Overall, three surgeons rated 
ergonomics and ease of use for the 1st prototype as 4. The second prototype scored 8. 
This was due to the circular cross sections of the handles used in the latter. Regarding 
clavicle purchase, the first prototype had four smaller grooves whereas the second 
prototype had fewer, deeper grooves. In both designs, stable purchase to the clavicle 
occurred on the distal groove of the lower blade. Superior stability was achieved with 
the lower blade design of the 2nd prototype. The leading edge of the lower blade was 
found to be too bulky in both designs and was the primary reason for difficult insertion. 
Both prototypes protruded from the incision: this was principally due to the bulkiness 
of the lower blade tip that prevented full insertion. The ability to remove all four handles 
in the 2nd prototype reduced the external footprint of the device considerably. 
Evaluation of the top blade demonstrated a clear advantage for removing the lateral 
support in order to facilitate insertion under the strap muscles. The tapered tip profile 
of the 2nd prototype was another successful modification as this improved ease of 
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insertion. 
3.4.3 Synopsis of findings 
A clavicle mounted retractor design with two pivoting axes has the potential to create 
a more stable, larger working volume compared to the existing table mounted device. 
Most of the features of the 2nd prototype appeared to improve on the 1st design apart 
from the curved inner supports that completely precluded insertion. Clavicle purchase 
of the lower blade appeared stable with both designs and the design modification of the 
2nd prototype appeared to improve stability. However, several further design 
modifications were required to improve ease of insertion and to reduce the risk of tissue 
trauma.  In order to facilitate retractor insertion the top blade would need to be 
reconfigured so that the leading edge protruded forward compared with the lower blade 
when in the closed position. Further profile tapering was also considered necessary to 
improve insertion under the straps muscle.  Filleting the top blade would avoid 
inadvertent tissue trauma. Modification to the lower blade was also essential in this 
regard. The oblique orientation of the retractor followed the orientation of the clavicle 
although it remained unclear whether at this stage in the design process whether this 
would negatively impact upon access when performing robotic thyroidectomy. The 
need for further reduction of the external footprint was evident as a considerable part 
of both prototypes protruded outside the body.  
 
3.4.4 Design and Manufacture of 3rd Prototype 
 
The results of this study formed the basis of a 3rd and subsequent prototype designs and 
manufacture following a Medical Engineering Research Kick-start grant awarded in 
February 2012 from Imperial College London to the value of £15,500 (Appendix 9) 
(Figures 3-14). The modifications were as follows: 
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1. Lower blade: length and width reduced by 10mm each to limit protrusion of the 
device and to reduce the external footprint.  The leading edge was narrowed to 
facilitate insertion and the clavicle groove design of the 2nd prototype maintained. 
2. Top blade: re-designed so that it protrudes in front of the leading edge of the lower 
blade when in the closed position to facilitate insertion deep to the strap muscles. 
The width was also reduced by 10mm to 50mm.  
 
 
 
Figure 3-14: 3rd prototype CAD drawing 
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Figure 3-15: Manufacture of 3rd prototype 
The prototype was manufactured in the Research and Design workshop by a technician 
in the DME. Most of the components were modified versions of those already in 
existence; cut down, bent and re-welded. The only new component was the top plate 
that was a single sheet, cut and then bent to shape to fold over the upper plate supports. 
The bending process smoothed the edges along the top plate. It was then filed down to 
smooth any rough edges (Figure 3-15). 
3.5 Cadaver study 3 and further prototype development 
3.5.1 Method 
The 3rd design prototype was evaluated in a study performed at the Human Anatomy 
Department, St George’s University of London in April 2012 (Figure 3-16). The 
cadaver was ‘soft preserved’ using standard embalming techniques previously outlined 
and the standard axillary approach used. 
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3.5.2 Results  
The retractor was very straightforward to insert, remained stable and protruded 
considerably less than the previous design. Minimal interaction between the retractor’s 
left handle and the cadaver’s ribcage was noted although no tissue trauma was 
observed. The lower blade was adequately purchased on the clavicle with only the distal 
2 grooves closest to the tip used to engage the device.  
 
 
 
Figure 3-16: Evaluation of 3rd prototype 
 
3.5.3 Synopsis of findings 
The 3rd prototype was considered to be the most successful design iteration so far 
regarding the creation of a stable working space and minimising the external footprint. 
Insertion was the most straight forward compared to previous studies and this was 
thought to be largely due to the latest modifications to narrow the leading edge of the 
lower blade and redesign the relative position of the upper blade. The shortened length 
provided more external space for robot docking compared with previous design 
iterations. The inner supports were placed inside the retractor. Moving them to the outer 
aspect of the retractor was considered as a potential design modification in order to 
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further improve the working envelope. The lower blade design for clavicle purchase 
was considered satisfactory. The overall impression was that only minimal 
modification was warranted and that following this, the prototype would be ready for 
the next stage of evaluation.  This would entail a direct comparison between the existing 
operating table-mounted devices for performing robotic thyroidectomy.       
 
3.5.4 Modeling, manufacture and mechanical testing of 4th Prototype 
The results of this study formed the basis of a 4th prototype design that underwent 
comparative volumetric analysis with the Chung retractor using a 3D CAD software 
program prior to manufacture.  
3.5.4.1 Method 
The minor design modifications were as follows: 
1. The handle design was revised to reduce the external footprint required by the 
retractor by reducing the distance between the two by 20mm. This was achieved by 
shortening each of the horizontal connections to the outer struts (handle mounts) by 
10mm.  
2. The inner supports were moved to the outer aspect of the retractor in order to 
improve the working envelope. 
3. All sharp edges were rendered smooth to reduce the risk of inadvertent tissue 
trauma. 
Simulation volumetric analysis of the 4th prototype was then performed to compare the 
estimated overall working envelope to the exposure created by a Chung retractor under 
the same conditions (full engagement). A shadow of the Chung’s retractor was 
constructed in SolidWorks with the same length and height as the internal dimensions 
of the prototype retractor. 
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Manufacture involved simple modification to the existing components, the main one 
being to cut down the handle mounts each by 10mm and re-cutting the upper blade to 
give a slightly rounder “duck-billed” tip profile. The student design team at Imperial 
College performed additional mechanical testing. These tests were used to verify that 
the materials and geometries of the key elements in the design could withstand the 
considerable loads experienced during retraction. Examples of these tests are shown in 
Figure 3-17. 
 
Figure 3-17: Mechanical testing of 4th prototype 
Three point bending test on the lower blade to establish whether the lower blade 
component was able to withstand the loads between it and the clavicle when the 
retractor was fully open. Compression tests performed on the outer support. This test 
checked the strength of the outer support to make sure that it could withstand the 
compressive loads, in the fully open configuration, caused by the stretching of the tissue 
particularly around the incision.  
3.5.4.2 Results 
A CAD of the 4th prototype following modifications is demonstrated in Figure 3-18.  
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Figure 3-18: CAD of 4th prototype 
 
The overall working envelope for each of the novel and Chung retractor are represented 
as green and orange shadows respectively in Figure 3-19.  
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Figure 3-19: Calculated working envelope comparison  
The estimated volumetric gain in working space associated with the novel retractor was 
computed to be 30.7%. This was principally due to the additional lateral support. The 
results of the individual component strength testing demonstrated that the key elements 
in the design could withstand the maximum loads found in the initial cadaver study (80-
90N) with no evidence of damage. The manufactured prototype is displayed in Figure 
3-20.  
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Figure 3-20: Manufactured 4th prototype 
3.6 Cadaver study 4 and further prototype development 
3.6.1 Method 
The 4th prototype was evaluated in a study of Robotic thyroidectomy performed using 
the daVinci SI robot [Intuitive Surgical] in a fresh frozen cadaver by three thyroid 
surgeons. This was conducted at the EEC, Paris in March 2013. Comparison of the 
latest design prototype was made with two table-mounted devices used in clinical 
practice (Chung and Modena retractors) (Figure 3-21).  
 
Figure 3-21: 4th prototype compared with Chung (right) and Modena (left) 
retractors 
 
Following standard trans-axillary approach to the thyroid gland via a 6 cm incision the 
time taken to assemble, insert and secure the three retractors was recorded (Figure 3-
22). A vertical opening of 5cm at the incision was created and the load required for 
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tissue retraction was measured by attaching a spring balance to the Chung retractor 
blade. The robot was then docked with four instrument arms: (5mm Debakey forceps, 
5mm Maryland dissector, 8mm Prograsp and 12mm dual channel endoscope) inserted 
through the axillary incision. The console surgeon performed a series of standardized 
tasks that reciprocated key steps in robotic hemi-thyroidectomy: i) mobilization of 
superior thyroid pole ii) dissection off the recurrent laryngeal nerve (RLN) iii) 
mobilization of the inferior pole iv) dissection of isthmus and contralateral lobe. An 
interactive task was also performed using a pledget exchanged between the console and 
operating surgeons.   
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Figure 3-22: 4th prototype inserted and undergoing evaluation 
Evaluation of the retractors and ease performing the tasks was recorded on a 1-10 
categorical Likert-type scale (LTS) with 10 being the most positive outcome. The 
following parameters were assessed: exposure to the thyroid gland, number of robotic 
instrument clashes and instrument repositions, evidence of inadvertent tissue, 
instrument or device damage, retractor stability (extent of tissue slippage), number of 
retractor repositions and/or reinsertions when performing robotic thyroidectomy on a 
human cadaver.  
3.6.2 Results 
The load required for tissue retraction to create a 5cm vertical opening at the incision 
was 20-25N that is considerably less than previously measured. The ease with which 
the three retractors could be deployed is compared in Table 3-2. The novel retractor 
remained stably fixed on the clavicle. In contrast, the Modena retractor required 
complete repositioning due to tissue slippage. 
 
Task Chung Modena Prototype 
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Setup time (s) 113 208 60 
Ease of setup (LTS) 8 8 7.7 
Tissue slippage (mm) 12 25 12 
Tissue slippage (LTS) 6.0 1.0 10.0 
Trauma (LTS) 10.0 10.0 1.0 
Table 3-2. Deployment of retractors A low trauma LTS score is desirable, while a 
high LTS score indicates satisfaction with the ease of setup and tissue slippage. 
 
Set up was quickest for the novel retractor and this also had the least tissue slippage 
and lowest inadvertent trauma score of all 3 retractors tested. However, ease of set up 
was rated lowest of the three devices tested. The console surgeons rated the feasibility 
of performing all components of robotic hemi-thyroidectomy highest with the novel 
retractor. Accesses to the contralateral lobe for performing total thyroidectomy was 
considered most feasible with the novel retractor reflected by the highest mean 
feasibility score (Table 3-3). 
 
 
 
Task Chung Modena Prototype 
Superior pole 6.7±1.2 (6) 8.0±1.0 (6) 9.3±0.6 (0) 
RLN 7.7±0.6 (0) 8.0±0.0 (0) 8.7±1.2 (0) 
Inferior pole 6.7±0.6 (3) 7.0±2.0 (4) 8.3±0.6 (1) 
Contralateral lobe 1.0±1.7 (6) 5.7±1.2 (7) 7.7±0.6 (0) 
Pledget exchange 7.7±1.2 (3) 7.0±1.0 (9) 9.3±0.6 (0) 
Table 3-3. Console surgeon evaluation of tasks with mean LTS score, standard 
deviation and cumulative number of clashes. A high LTS score is desirable. 
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Only 1 instrument clash occurred in 5 tasks performed with the novel retractor 
compared to 18 clashes with the Chung and 26 clashes with the Modena retractor. The 
tableside surgeons’ evaluation was similarly highest for the novel retractor (Table 3-4). 
None of the retractors allowed sufficient exposure when the ipsilateral arm was dropped 
to the bedside. 
 
Task Chung Modena Prototype 
Superior Pole 4.0±3.0 (2) 6.7±1.5 (5) 9.3±1.2 (0) 
RLN 4.7±2.1 (0) 6.0±1.7 (0) 9.3±0.6 (0) 
Inferior Pole 3.7±2.9 (1) 5.3±2.1 (9) 8.7±1.5 (0) 
Contralateral Pole 1.0±1.0 (2) 3.3±3.2 (6) 7.3±1.2 (0) 
Pledget exchange 4.7±2.5 (0) 6.0±1.7 (0) 9.3±0.6 (0) 
 
Table 3-4. Assistant surgeon evaluation of tasks; mean LTS score, standard deviation 
and cumulative number of repositions.  A high LTS score is desirable. 
 
3.6.3 Synopsis of findings 
The considerably lower load (22N compared to 84N) required for maintaining the 
working space reflects the use of a ‘fresh-frozen’ cadaver rather than one preserved 
with phenol and glycerine. Elimination of clashes and repositions and the ability to 
perform total thyroidectomy appear to be the main benefits of the prototype. The 
prevention of lateral tissue encroachment of the superior flap enabled more flexibility 
in positioning the robot arms, hence fewer cumulative clashes. The latter was 
particularly evident when attempting to excise the contralateral thyroid lobe. Regarding 
stability and deployment, the novel retractor compared favorably with the existing 
table-mounted devices. The inherent angulation associated with clavicle-mounted 
design did not adversely impact on access. Purchase on the clavicle remained secure 
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and the prototype maintained exposure despite some minimal tissue slippage over the 
top blade. All retractors suffered from tissue slippage, but the prototype was considered 
to be the best performer in this regard. Importantly, exposure was not adversely affected 
with the novel retractor whereas for the other two, repositions were required. All the 
retractors tested enabled the console surgeon to perform the tasks for an ipsilateral 
lobectomy. The exposure created by the novel retractor resulted in higher LTS 
feasibility scores compared to the two table mounted devices from both the tableside 
and console surgeons. A well-maintained working volume and flexibility in the docking 
position of the robotic arms accounted for these results. Surgeon familiarity with the 
table-mounted design and the crude locking device of the prototype retractor accounted 
for the lower satisfaction rating for the ease of set up. Although the external footprint 
was reduced compared with the operating table-mounted design, further design 
modification was considered necessary to improve on both of these issues. 
3.6.4 Design of 5th Prototype 
A further design iteration based on the outcome of the robotic trial culminated in the 
manufacture of a 5th design prototype (Figure 3-23). The consensus of opinion was that 
no substantial changes in dimension were necessary. The following modifications were 
made: 
1. A central support strut around which the robotic arms can easily be directed to 
further improve access. 
2. Filleting the upper blade in its lateral aspect to reduce the external footprint of the 
device.  
3. A ratchet mechanism employed for improved deployment and variable opening 
heights to improve the ease of setup and a clip mechanism for easy attachment and 
removal of the handles. 
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4. A suction channel for evacuation of diathermy/heat generated plume. 
5. Profiling the top plate to reduce tissue slippage 
6. Removal of exposed fasteners, sharp edges, minimization of ‘pinch points’ and 
creating the largest possible fillet radii in order to reduce pressure concentrations 
on adjacent soft tissue and the robot instruments. 
 
Figure 3-23: Rapid prototype (5th design iteration) 
3.6.5 Design and Manufacture of 6th Prototype 
 A rapid prototype was produced using a 3D printer that underwent further critical 
evaluation. The following design decisions were made. 
1. Position of the outer horizontal support: in the Paris trial, the endoscope was 
observed to approach at an angle of about 30-45 degrees from below. The position 
of the horizontal bar on the outer support should be lowered level with the lower 
pair of handles when in the open configuration. The rationale was to allow the 
endoscope to approach from both below and over the top of the horizontal member.  
As there was some concern about the lateral clearance for the endoscope and the 
existing frame, the horizontal support should be attached ‘outside’ the frame rather 
than ‘inside’ to provide extra clearance equivalent to the frame’s width when the 
endoscope is positioned at a low height. 
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2. Position of the outer vertical support:  this was considered adequate and not for 
modification. 
3. Top plate: the balance between ease of insertion and tissue trauma once the 
retractor is open was considered and it was felt that the thickness should not be 
changed. Further texturing along as much of the upper surface as possible was 
suggested in order to minimize risk of tissue slippage. The lower edge of the top 
plate to be smoothened to remove the sharp edge. 
4. The ratchet mechanism: A material specification designed to mitigate wear on the 
ratchet teeth was requested. The profile of the teeth to be slightly increased to 
improve engagement and its longevity. Other parts of the ratchet mechanism to be 
broadened to add strength to protect against wear and bulked up in areas at risk of 
stress. 
5. The handles: the area around the handle mounts was identified as the part of the 
design most susceptible to damage from loading. This area required bulking to 
protect against stress damage during opening. It was proposed that a sprung ball 
incorporated into the handle mounts that produce an audible “snap” on 
engagement and disengagement would be the best mechanism. 
6. Profile: more profile smoothing of the right angled curve from the hand mounts to 
the main retractor body was proposed in order to reduce the risk of inadvertent 
tissue trauma during insertion and to maximise smoothing of the inner supports. 
7. Suction channel: to remain in the middle of the top plate, replicate the lumen 
dimensions and number of perforations on the Chung device with openings at both 
ends to enable easier flushing during sterilisation. 
Hinkell Development Limited, a company specialising in surgical instruments 
manufacture and prototyping, performed manufacture of the 6th prototype in 
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accordance with the above specifications.  Medical grade stainless steel was used. This 
underwent evaluation in a cadaver study. 
 
Figure 3-24: Manufacture of 6th prototype by Hinkell Development Limited 
3.7 Cadaver study 5 and final prototype evaluation 
3.7.1 Method 
The 6th design prototype was evaluated in a study of robotic thyroidectomy performed 
using the daVinci standard robot [Intuitive Surgical] in a soft fix cadaver by three 
thyroid surgeons (Figure 3-24). This was conducted at the Hamlyn Robotics Centre, 
Imperial College London in November 2013 (Figure 3-25). Using a very similar 
method outlined in the preceding cadaver study, the latest prototype was compared 
with the Chung retractor. 
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Figure 3-25: Series of photos demonstrating evaluation of the 6th prototype 
3.7.2 Results 
The load required for tissue retraction to create a 5cm vertical opening at the incision 
was 55N. Results relating to the ease with which the two retractors could be deployed 
are shown in Table 3-5. The novel retractor took half the time to assemble compared 
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to the Chung retractor. It remained stably fixed on the clavicle and was equivalent 
with the Chung retractor in terms of excellent stability. No tissue slippage was 
observed compared to 2mm of slippage with the Chung retractor. There was no 
evidence of inadvertent tissue trauma with either device.  
Task Chung Prototype 
Setup time (s) 510 60 
Ease of setup (LTS) 9 10 
Tissue slippage (mm) 3 0 
Tissue slippage (LTS) 9 10 
Trauma (LTS) 10 10 
Table 3-5. Deployment of retractors A low trauma LTS score is desirable, while a 
high LTS score indicates satisfaction with the ease of setup and tissue slippage. 
 
Task Chung Prototype 
Superior pole 10±0     (5) 9.7±0.5 (2) 
RLN 7.3±2.5 (7) 10±0     (0) 
Inferior pole 9.0±1.7 
(13) 
10±0     (1) 
Contralateral lobe 8.0±1.7 (1) 9.7±0.5 (2) 
Pledget exchange 8.3±2.1 (3) 9.3±0.9 (2) 
 
Table 3-6. Console surgeon evaluation of tasks indicated by mean LTS score, 
standard deviation and cumulative number of clashes. A high LTS score is desirable. 
 
Task Chung Prototype 
Superior pole 5.3±2.5 (0) 9.7±0.6 (0) 
RLN 6.0±4.0 (0) 10±0     (0) 
Inferior pole 3.67±2.5(0) 10±0     (0) 
Contralateral lobe 1.0±0    (0) 8.7±1.5 (0) 
Pledget exchange 6.3±3.8 (0) 9.3±1.1 (2) 
 
Table 3-7 Assistant surgeon evaluation of tasks indicated by mean LTS score, 
standard deviation and cumulative number of repositions. A high LTS score is 
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desirable. 
 
 
The console surgeons rated the feasibility of performing most components of robotic 
hemi-thyroidectomy higher with the novel retractor although the difference was small 
and both devices rated highly (Table 3-6). 
Regarding the superior pole, scores were very similar. Seven instrument clashes 
occurred in 5 tasks performed with the novel retractor compared to 29 clashes with the 
Chung retractor. Access to the contralateral lobe for performing total thyroidectomy 
was considered to be more feasible with the novel retractor, reflected by the higher 
feasibility score. The assistant surgeons’ evaluation was considerably higher for the 
novel retractor compared with the Chung retractor for all components of the procedure 
(Table 3-7). 
 
3.7.3 Synopsis of findings 
This retractor prototype appeared to fulfill the original design brief by creating a more 
stable working envelope that improved access to the target compared to the existing 
table-mounted device. The installation time and external footprint were also both 
reduced compared to the Chung retractor. The top blade extruded from the incision by 
approximately 2cm. However, patient biometrics are variable and an individual who 
has a larger distance between axilla and cricoid may need this extra 2cm of top blade 
support. This raises the issue of whether there is a need for variable top blade lengths. 
The addition of a slip-on ‘sleeve’ would account for any situations when the existing 
top plate is not long enough. It is anticipated that the plate would be a simple design 
modification sliding over the top of the existing plate and coming to rest against the 
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profiling around the inner supports. 
It is interesting to observe that the load requirements in this study were 55N again 
reflecting that the manner of cadaver preservation will affect this value. The differences 
in terms of tissue slippage and stability were small and the console surgeons’ appraisal 
of both devices was high although the novel prototype was rated higher. More 
convincing differences are evident when the tableside surgeons’ scores are taken into 
account. The novel retractor consistently scored higher in all aspects of the procedure 
suggesting a larger working space than the Chung retractor.  
It is notable that both devices performed better compared to the previous cadaver study. 
This may reflect differences in cadaver preparation and size and increasing 
familiarization with the Chung retractor that is currently used in clinical practice. 
Nevertheless, with respect to the latest prototype, the primary design modification of 
replacing the curved outer supports with a central vertical support strut around which 
the robotic arms can easily be directed appears to be the main reason for improved 
access. In this evaluation, the endoscope was inserted just left of the vertical strut and 
in a superior plane to the instrument arms that resulted in few instrument clashes. 
Contact between the endoscope and vertical strut was evident during the pledget 
exchange exercise and this warranted endoscope reposition by the tableside surgeon on 
2 occasions. However, the vertical strut is an improvement on the curved outer supports 
because the latter limited lateral instrument movement. The consensus opinion was that 
although further design modification may be necessary the existing prototype was now 
worthy of clinical evaluation. The slip-on sleeve was decided against based on existing 
trials where a longer blade has not been required and the anticipation that any small 
tissue overhang would not impact the performance of the retractor. An overhang would 
encroach on the external view, but not greatly impact robot-arm mobility or internal 
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exposure. Within current expectations of patient anatomy, the overhang is not likely to 
be significant in the majority of cases.  
3.8 Discussion 
The iterative design process that spanned 2 years and 6 design prototypes culminated 
in the manufacture of 2 retractors identical to the 6th prototype by Hinkell Development 
Limited. The main stages in the process and design interventions are summarised in 
Figure 3-26.  
According to the initial design brief, this latest prototype fulfilled the original criteria 
to address the limitations associated with the existing operating table-mounted design. 
Improving exposure of the surgical field was the single most important goal and the 
results of the latest preclinical evaluation suggest that this was achieved.   
The study has certain limitations that must be acknowledged. Lack of standardisation 
in cadaver studies can potentially affect the interpretation of the results. Several factors 
are relevant in this regard.  
The use of different daVinci systems is one such example.  In cadaver study 4, the 
daVinci S was employed whereas in cadaver study 5 the standard system was used. The 
larger keels in the standard system impede surgical access and it is therefore only 
possible for 3 robotic instruments to be inserted through the axillary incision.  
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Figure 3-26: Flow chart demonstrating an overview of the key design and 
development process   
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The 4th arm that holds the Prograsp is inserted via a para-sternal incision. In contrast, 
the daVinci S has smaller keels compared to the standard system that allow all 4 arms 
to be inserted via the axillary incision.  
During the course of preclinical evaluation, 5 cadavers were used of which four were 
soft preserved using standard embalming techniques and one was fresh frozen. The type 
of preservation method was dependent on the local policy of where the study was being 
conducted. The results demonstrated that the type and duration of cadaver preparation 
affects the load required to maintain the working space. In this regard, both are likely 
to overestimate the load required and clinical evaluation of load bearing is necessary to 
establish whether this is true and to what extent.  
When more than one retractor is compared in cadaver studies, the impact of tissue 
deformity from the prior insertion of a device may affect subsequent visualisation. The 
order of assessment was randomly selected and changed in order to reduce the risk of 
this. Evaluation was for the most part subjective in nature although wherever possible, 
objective measures were used such as marking the amount of tissue slippage on a 
retractor blade and counting the number of clashes and repositions required during 
robotic thyroidectomy.  
The study spanned a considerable timeframe during which time 22 robotic 
thyroidectomy procedures were performed using the Chung retractor in the clinical 
domain. Prior to this, the surgical team had performed 10 robotic thyroidectomy 
operations with this retractor. The learning curve and a growing familiarisation with 
the Chung retractor may account for the device being rated as performing better in the 
final cadaver study compared to the penultimate evaluation although other factors 
outlined previously may also be relevant.   
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The three thyroid surgeons have a varying level of experience with respect to console 
and tableside operators that may account for the variability observed in the performance 
and subsequent ratings of certain tasks. Nevertheless there was a reasonable consistency 
particularly when a task could easily be done or when it was definitely not possible and 
the same three surgeons were used for each study.   
Since the completion of this study, a review of the robotic thyroid literature 
demonstrates 2 other retractor designs for performing robotic thyroidectomy (Ishikawa 
et al, 2013; Kim et al, 2013). Of these, the Snake retractor device by Kim et al is not 
comparable because the technique used to perform the procedure requires insufflation. 
It was designed to facilitate access to the central neck compartment for performing 
paratracheal lymph node dissection. It does this by laterally retracting the strap muscles 
and was used in 38 patients in South Korea with papillary thyroid cancer. The device 
reported by Ishikawa et al is described as a camera port retractor and has been used in 
12 patients in Japan. It consists of a 12mm diameter pipe and a detachable handle that 
is inserted through the axillary incision and attached to the daVinci camera arm. It 
differs to our design in that it is mounted on the robot arm essentially functioning as a 
camera port. A similar sized axillary incision is necessary (5-6cm) in addition to an 
additional 8mm lateral para-sternal incison for trocar insertion. The mean size of the 
thyroid nodule was 12mm, there was one conversion to open due to suboptimal access 
and the mean operative time was over 3 hours. This suggests no obvious advantage or 
indeed applicability to a UK population.        
3.9 Conclusion 
A novel tissue retractor for robotic thyroidectomy has been developed for clinical 
evaluation. The ex vivo trials suggest that most of the concerns associated with the 
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existing operating table-mounted device have been addressed. Clinical assessment is 
required to address potential design issues with a view to commercialisation. These 
include the possible need for a variable length upper blade and to establish whether the 
vertical strut will prove to be a hindrance. Regarding the former, if a sleeve is required 
at a later date this could be a separate, modular add-on to the existing design. Regarding 
the latter, this would require a design overhaul.  
In terms of proceeding with clinical evaluation, an instruction manual, risk assessment, 
instructions for sterilisation and application to the New Intervention Procedures 
Committee, Imperial College Healthcare NHS Trust are necessary.  Chapter 8 outlines 
the process of due diligence undertaken which led to approval being granted for clinical 
evaluation to commence in January 2014 and updates regarding the results of 
preliminary clinical evaluation.   
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CHAPTER 4 
 
Scar-less in the neck endocrine surgery: 
robotic parathyroid surgery 
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4.1 Background 
Primary hyperparathyroidism (pHPT) is the third most common endocrine disorder 
after diabetes mellitus and osteoporosis (Melton et al, 2002). Although the exact 
incidence is unknown, its prevalence is estimated at between 1-4/1,000 with a 3:1 
female to male ratio (Pallan et al, 2012). Approximately 80% of pHPT is due to a 
solitary parathyroid adenoma. Multi-gland disease in the form of multiple adenomas or 
parathyroid hyperplasia accounts for the remaining cases (Pallan et al, 2012; Venkat et 
al, 2012).  
Surgery remains the gold-standard treatment for pHPT and this has changed 
considerably since Felix Mandel performed the first successful parathyroidectomy in 
1925 (Delbridge et al, 2007). Over time the surgical approach evolved into a 
standardised exploration of the neck via a “collar” incision. The objective has been to 
identify all the parathyroid glands, leaving the normal glands in situ and removing the 
diseased gland or glands.   
In the last three decades, significant improvements in the quality of pre-operative 
localisation studies have facilitated further evolution in surgical management. The 
advent of imaging modalities such as high-resolution ultrasound, sestamibi 
scintigraphy and 4-dimensional computed tomography (4D-CT) has been important in 
this regard. Parathyroid adenomas are usually small and can be frequently localised 
with ultrasound and sestamibi scanning which makes them ideal candidates for a 
“targeted” surgical approach. This has become the approach of choice in the 65% of 
patients with localized single-gland pathology.  
The unilateral approach for the treatment of hyperparathyroidism due to solitary 
adenoma was reported in 1994. (Tibblin et al, 1994). Since this time, a variety of other 
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targeted approaches have been described. These include radio-guided 
parathyroidectomy, minimally invasive video-assisted parathyroidectomy (MIVAP) 
and focused lateral parathyroidectomy (FLP) (Agarwal et al, 2002). Despite the 
numerous techniques described for targeted parathyroidectomy, none has been shown 
to be overwhelmingly superior. FLP is the most widely adopted due to its simplicity 
and the lack of requirement for any additional equipment whilst offering cure and 
complication rates equivalent to both the conventional and other minimal access 
techniques (Agarwal et al, 2002; Henry et al, 2008; Miccoli et al, 2003). Advantages 
over the former include smaller scars, reduced operating times, shorter hospital stays 
and less postoperative analgesic requirement (Miccoli et al, 1999).  
More recently, the endoscopic technique has been described. Gagner performed the 
first endoscopic parathyroidectomy in 1996. However, this approach has not been 
widely adopted due to its technical difficulty, long operative time (over 5 hours) and 
complications following gas insufflation. (Gottlieb et al, 1997) In 2000, Ikeda et al 
described an endoscopic approach for performing targeted parathyroidectomy that 
avoids a neck scar. This used an extra-cervical approach to perform a unilateral neck 
exploration through an ipsilateral axillary incision. (Ikeda et al, 2000) Despite 
achieving reportedly “excellent” cosmetic outcomes due to the absence of a neck scar, 
the technique was not adopted widely due to the limitations associated with performing 
endoscopic surgery in a restricted workspace such as the neck. (Ikeda et al, 2000; Ikeda 
et al, 2002)  
The established targeted surgical approaches involve one or more cervical incisions. 
The focused lateral approach does not offer the benefit of video magnification whilst 
the endoscopic and video assisted approaches are limited by a restricted instrument 
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movement, suboptimal depth perception, imprecise tissue manipulation and multiple 
assistant dependence (Chung et al, 2007).  
A robotic-assisted thoracoscopic technique has been reported when the parathyroid 
adenoma is located in the aortopulmonary window within the mediastinum (Bodner et 
al, 2004; Ismail et al, 2010; Timmerman et al, 2008). However, its application to 
perform targeted parathyroidectomy in the neck has not been described.   
4.1.1 Objective 
The objective of this chapter was to develop and evaluate a novel surgical approach 
using the daVinci surgical system in order to treat patients with pHPT that does not 
require insufflation and leaves no scar in the neck. The rationale for the technique was 
to devise a scar-less in the neck approach that is less invasive than the trans-axillary 
approach used for robotic thyroidectomy to access to the parathyroid glands.  
4.2 Method 
Two studies were conducted in order to fulfil this aim. 
Study 1: Preclinical feasibility study of robotic assisted parathyroidectomy 
Study 2: Prospective comparative non-randomised clinical study  
 
4.3 Preclinical feasibility study   
4.3.1 Method 
Following the completion of robotic training and successful award of a grant for 
funding previously outlined, I accompanied my research supervisor, Mr Neil Tolley, to 
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the University Hospital Geneva on 19th March 2009 in order to conduct a feasibility 
study using the daVinci surgical system (standard) and a fresh frozen cadaver. This was 
performed using a non-insufflation technique. The optimal cadaver position, surgical 
approach and subsequent port placement, patient cart position and the necessary 
operating room configuration to perform the robotic approach were investigated.  
4.3.2 Results 
Cadaver position: The optimal position was supine with a support placed under the 
head and shoulders to approximate a “sniffing the morning air” position. Dropping the 
head of the table by approximately 20 degrees widened the angle between the arm and 
the chest and facilitated exposure compared to the neutral or extended positions. 
Raising the ipsilateral arm (as described for trans-axillary robotic assisted thyroid 
surgery) conferred no significant advantage in terms of facilitating surgical exposure. 
Surgical approach: An infra-clavicular incision 3.5-4cm in length provided good 
exposure of the clavicle. The sternal and clavicular heads of the sternocleidomastoid 
muscle were easily identifiable as was the natural dehiscence between these two muscle 
insertions. Continued dissection through this anatomical landmark was possible under 
direct vision using a headlight. This allowed the internal jugular vein (IJV), common 
carotid artery and ipsilateral omohyoid and sternohyoid muscles to be visualised. A 
modified self-retaining retractor was necessary in order to retract the superior flap and 
strap muscles. Division of the strap muscles facilitated access to the posterolateral 
thyroid lobe. At this stage, it was not possible to proceed with further dissection using 
the open approach to identify the parathyroid glands. Three trocars were inserted 
through small incisions made in the ipsilateral anterior axillary line (Figure 4-1). It was 
also possible to perform the procedure by inserting the inferior trocar through a 5mm 
ipsilateral peri-areolar nipple incision. 
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Figure 4-1: Initial approach and trocar insertion 
Robotic set up: Positioning the patient cart (daVinci standard) at angle of 45 degrees to 
the cadaver on the opposite side to the exposure site minimised the number of robotic 
arm clashes compared to 90 degrees or indeed any other position. The optimal position 
of the surgical cart, console and assistant were subsequently determined as shown 
below in Figure 4-2.  
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Figure 4-2: Optimal configuration in the operating room 
A zero degree 12mm dual channel endoscope inserted in the infra-clavicular incison 
via a 12mm trocar provided a good view of the target region. A 30-degree down 
endoscope improved inferior visualisation below the inferior pole of the thyroid gland. 
Two 5mm robotic instruments; a Maryland dissector and Debakey forceps were 
inserted via superior and inferior 5mm trocars respectively. It was possible to perform 
the remainder of the procedure robotically. Endo-robotic dissection successfully 
delineated the ipsilateral thyroid lobe, trachea, recurrent laryngeal nerve (RLN) and the 
superior and inferior parathyroid glands that were successfully excised and delivered 
through the infra-clavicular incision. Operating tableside assistance was required in 
order to provide counter-traction to keep the IJV retracted out of the surgical field and 
also to re-position the robot arms to prevent instrument clashes. 
4.3.3 Synopsis of findings 
The cadaver study demonstrated the feasibility of performing a robotic assisted 
approach using an infra-clavicular incision to access and remove the parathyroid glands 
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safely. Contrary to conventional parathyroid surgery, a shoulder roll is not placed under 
the shoulders as this has a tendency to hyper-extend the neck and move the superior 
pole of the thyroid gland away from the robotic instruments. In order to maintain 
sufficient exposure for the robotic instruments, a self-retaining, skin-lifting device was 
necessary to be inserted into the incision. A Boyle-Davis tongue blade hooked onto an 
L shaped bed-mounted frame was fit for purpose. This study pre-dated the instrument 
development described in the preceding chapter although it is envisaged that this 
prototype would be a viable alternative. Sufficient exposure of the postero-lateral aspect 
of the thyroid gland and the carotid gutter is important and can be performed with 
standard surgical instruments. The use of a headlight for the deeper aspects of dissection 
is essential. This stage of the operation represents the limit of the open approach and in 
order to further proceed safely, it is necessary to the insert the trocars for endoscope 
and robotic instrument insertion. The magnified 3D view allowed easy identification of 
the RLN and parathyroid glands. The wristed robotic instruments allowed precise tissue 
manipulation. It is envisaged that the non- wristed harmonic scalpel would be used in 
clinical studies as this offers cutting and haemostasis. The role of the tableside assistant 
was crucial to help with retraction and re-position the robot arms. The relative 
configuration of the patient cart to the patient was important to establish and this 
information was used to guide operating room set up for the subsequent clinical study. 
 
4.4 Prospective comparative clinical study  
4.4.1 Method 
A prospective comparative study was conducted. The study received favourable 
approval from the NHS Health Research Authority (National Research Ethics Service 
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Committee London, Protocol Reference Number: 08/H0721/97). Patients were 
recruited between April 2009 and December 2010 from the Departments of 
Otorhinolaryngology and Head & Neck Surgery (St. Mary’s Hospital Campus) and 
Endocrine and Thyroid Surgery (Hammersmith Hospital Campus), Imperial College 
Healthcare NHS Trust, London, UK. Fifteen unselected consecutive focused lateral 
parathyroidectomies (FLP) and 15 consecutive robotic-assisted parathyroidectomies 
(RAP) were compared.  
Patient Selection  
Inclusion criteria  
Adult patients assessed as being suitable for general anaesthesia with a biochemical 
diagnosis of primary hyperparathyroidism (pHPT) and concordant localisation using 
ultrasonography, sestamibi and single-photon emission computed tomography 
(SPECT-CT). The biochemical diagnosis required an albumin-adjusted serum total 
calcium greater than 2.60mmoll-1 on repeat samples, with an elevated PTH of greater 
than 6.8pmoll-1 taken concurrently. Interfering medications such as thiazide diuretics 
or lithium were discontinued before testing. Familial hypocalciuric hypercalcaemia was 
excluded by measuring 24-hour urine calcium levels. All patients had a 24-hour urine 
calcium greater than 5mmol, and/or a 24-hour urine calcium/creatinine clearance ratio 
greater than 0.01.   
Exclusion criteria 
Patients with a BMI>35, family history of pHPT or associated endocrine conditions, 
evidence of thyroiditis or bulky thyroid disease, previous neck surgery or irradiation 
and a suspicion of malignancy.  
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Subjects 
Thirty-two patients who fulfilled the inclusion criteria were approached, of which 30 
patients were recruited. The demographics, biochemical data, and radiological 
localisation of the parathyroid adenoma of recruited patients are summarized in Table 
4-1. 
Case Sex Age Ethnic origin Pre-op PTH 
(pmoll-1) 
Pre-op 
Corrected 
Calcium 
(mmoll-1) 
Localisation 
RAP 1 Female 72 White 12.5 2.61 Left inferior 
RAP 2 Male 49 Asian 15.7 2.62 Right inferior 
RAP 3 Female 49 White 34.0 2.96 Left inferior 
RAP 4 
Female 70 
Afro-
Caribbean 
15.6 2.66 
Left inferior 
RAP 5 
Female 46 
Afro-
Caribbean 
16.0 3.07 
Right inferior 
RAP 6 Female 68 White 11.4 2.80 Left inferior 
RAP 7 
Male 79 
Afro-
Caribbean 
27.9 2.95 
Right inferior 
RAP 8 Male 50 White 21.2 2.99 Right superior 
RAP 9 Female 58 White 15.3 2.67 Left inferior 
RAP 10 Female 58 White 15.3 2.85 Left inferior 
RAP 11 Female 48 White 30.7 2.75 Left inferior 
RAP 12 Female 51 White 11.4 2.61 Right superior 
RAP 13 Female 75 White 19.7 2.78 Right superior 
RAP 14 Female 42 White 14.2 2.66 Right inferior 
RAP 15 
Female 67 
Afro-
Caribbean 
17.9 2.75 
Left inferior 
Control 1 Male 54 White 13.0 2.61 Left superior 
Control 2 Female 46 White 21.5 2.76 Left inferior 
Control 3 Female 45 White 13.2 2.70 Left superior 
Control 4 Female 46 White 22.9 2.68 Right inferior 
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Control 5 Female 70 Asian 11.7 2.70 Right inferior 
Control 6 Female 70 White 14.6 2.78 Right inferior 
Control 7 Female 63 Asian 7.1 2.81 Right superior 
Control 8 
Male 75 
Afro-
Caribbean 
18.8 3.01 
Left superior 
Control 9 Female 50 White 26.4 2.93 Right superior 
Control 10 Female 38 White 14.8 2.71 Right inferior 
Control 11 Female 46 Asian 26.1 2.66 Left inferior 
Control 12 Female 58 White 63.3 3.20 Left inferior 
Control 13 Female 63 Asian 26.1 2.63 Left inferior 
Control 14 Female 57 White 14.2 2.91 Right superior 
Control 15 Female 74 Asian 16.0 2.80 Right superior 
 
Table 4-1. Patient demographics, pre-operative biochemical data and radiological 
localisation of the parathyroid adenoma. Normal range: PTH: 1.1 – 6.8pmoll-1, 
Corrected Calcium: 2.15 – 2.60mmoll-1.   
Treatment allocation 
The selection of a robotic versus a conventional approach was based upon patient 
preference. Randomisation was ultimately difficult to perform due to the fact that the 
majority of patients expressed an explicit desire for one or other treatment option. RAP 
was performed by the same console and bedside surgeon (NST and AA respectively). 
FLP was performed by one of two senior surgeons (NST and FP) and assistant surgeon 
(AA). Both senior surgeons were experienced with FLP each having performed over 
300 cases. 
Robotic surgical technique 
Pre-operative considerations 
Teamwork is essential in the pre-operative preparation of the patient and setting up in 
the operating room. The ipsilateral arm to the parathyroid adenoma must be free of 
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identification bracelets, lines, blood pressure cuffs or ECG leads. The infraclavicular 
incision usually 3-4cm in length is marked, as are the sites of insertion for the trocars 
in the ipsilateral anterior axillary line and periareolar region respectively. At this stage, 
the anaesthetist intubates the patient using an endotracheal tube with electrodes (NIM 
EMG Endotracheal Tube, Medtronic, Inc, Jacksonville, FL). The correct positioning of 
the endotracheal tube with the electrodes at the level of the glottis is confirmed by direct 
laryngoscopy. Visualization of the electromyographic waveform on the nerve integrity 
monitor (NIM) following insertion of the stimulator and earth leads serves as additional 
confirmation. An extended tip of the NIM must be available due to the distance between 
the incision and neck. At induction, the patient is routinely administered intravenously 
1.2g co-amoxiclav and 4mg dexamethasone.   
Operating room configuration 
The daVinci patient cart and console occupies a considerable footprint and therefore an 
appropriately sized operating room is necessary which can accommodate the size and 
weight of the system. In order to ensure this, the dimensions of the intended operating 
room along with the patient cart, console, vision cart and instrument trolley were 
measured and on the basis of the preclinical study, a floor plan was constructed in 
Microstation (Figure 4-3). Prior to transfer of the patient to the operating table it is 
important that all three components of the da Vinci robotic system are appropriately 
positioned. The cart is placed on the opposite side of the operating table as shown in 
Figure 4-3.  
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Figure 4-3: Floor plan of operating room layout for right robotic 
parathyroidectomy 
 
The cart is draped and correctly positioned before the patient is moved onto the 
operating table in preparation for docking. The vision cart is placed to one side of the 
patient so that the assistant surgeon, scrub nurse and anaesthetist have an unobstructed 
view. The console surgeon can be positioned anywhere in the operating room. 
 
Patient position 
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The patient is placed in a supine position with a pillow under the patient’s head and 
shoulders to provide adequate and comfortable support in a “sniffing the morning air” 
position.  The head of the table is then dropped by about 20 degrees to widen the angle 
between the arm and the chest. The ipsilateral arm is maintained in the neutral position. 
Infraclavicular approach 
The incision site is infiltrated with 10ml of 1% lidocaine and 1:200,000 epinephrine.  
Skin preparation and draping then take place (Figure 4-4). Following the infraclavicular 
incision, a subcutaneous flap is raised anterior to the clavicopectoral fascia. 
 
 
 
Figure 4-4: Pre-operative marking for the infraclavicular approach (Left RAP) 
Dissection is continued above the pectoralis major and over the clavicle. At this point, 
the sternal and clavicular heads of the sternocleidomastoid muscle are identified and 
the neck entered through the natural dehiscence between the two. The remaining 
approach work is exactly as described in the preclinical study. The flap and strap 
muscles are retracted by a table mounted self-retaining retractor to create sufficient 
working space to access the thyroid lobe laterally (Figure 4-5). 
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Figure 4-5: Initial exposure and self-retaining retractor in-situ  
Following local anaesthetic infiltration, three trocars are inserted through small 
incisions made in the ipsilateral anterior axillary line. If body habitus permits, the 
inferior trocar is inserted via an ipsilateral periareolar incision instead (Figure 4-6).  
 
Figure 4-6: Trocar and retractor placement for left RAP  
(A) superior (5 mm) axillary trocar; (B) central (12-mm) axillary trocar.  
(C) periareolar (5-mm) trocar; (D) infraclavicular operative site. 
 
 
The da Vinci surgical robot (Intuitive Surgical, Inc, Sunnyvale, CA) is then docked 
(Figure 4-7).  
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Figure 4-7: Patient cart docked for RAP 
A 0 degree 12mm dual channel endoscope is introduced into the operative field via the 
infraclavicular incision. Two 5mm robotic instruments are used. These are the 
Maryland and Debakey forceps that are inserted through the superior and periareolar 
trocars respectively until they come into view in the operative field. Of note, a very 
slight modification was made for RAP cases 12-15.  Namely, the use of the 8mm dual 
channel endoscope inserted directly into the infra-clavicular incision obviated the need 
for the lateral 12mm trocar incision. 
 
 
Robotic console surgery 
Initial endo-robotic dissection exposes the ipsilateral inferior thyroid pole, trachea, 
recurrent laryngeal nerve (RLN) and the vascular pedicle of the pathological 
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parathyroid gland (Figure 4-8). A nerve stimulator (NIM™ nerve integrity monitor, 
Medtronic, Inc., Jacksonville, FL) is routinely used to confirm correct identification of 
the RLN. Once the pedicle has been delineated, the Maryland dissector is replaced with 
the 5mm harmonic curved shears (Ethicon Endo-Surgery Inc. Cincinnati). This is used 
to haemostatically seal and divide small branches of the inferior thyroid artery close to 
the capsule of the adenoma that is excised and delivered through the infraclavicular 
incision (Figure 4-9). Following haemostasis, the da Vinci® surgical robot is 
withdrawn. 
 
Figure 4-8: Robotic console surgery to excise a left inferior parathyroid 
adenoma. (A) Parathyroid adenoma (B) recurrent laryngeal nerve. 
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Figure 4-9: Robotic console surgery using the harmonic scalpel.  (A) Parathyroid 
adenoma, (B) vascular pedicle (C) 5-mm harmonic scalpel 
 
Drains are not inserted. Surgicel® (Ethicon, Inc, Cincinnati) is placed into the wound 
followed by 2 layer closure with interrupted 3-0 Biosyn subdermal sutures, continuous 
3-0 Vicryl Rapide subcuticular sutures and Dermabond® (Ethicon, Inc, Cincinnati) 
tissue glue. The 3 trocar incisions are closed non-robotically in a similar fashion. An 
anterior chest wall compression dressing is applied overnight. A video of the robotic 
assisted approach can be viewed (Appendix 22).  
Focused Lateral Parathyroidectomy (FLP): The technique described by Delbridge et 
al. was used. An ipsilateral mini cervicotomy is made over the anterior border of the 
sternocleidomastoid muscle at a level depending on the position of the adenoma. The 
subplatysmal flaps are raised via sharp and blunt dissection. Dissection is performed 
lateral to the strap muscles to obtain access to the posterolateral thyroid lobe. Following 
excision of the parathyroid adenoma and haemostasis, closure is achieved in a 2-layer 
format. No drains are used. 
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Outcome measures and follow-up 
The success of the procedure was determined biochemically with normalisation of the 
albumin-adjusted serum total calcium and parathyroid hormone (PTH) levels following 
surgery and by histopathological confirmation of the presence of hypercellular 
parathyroid tissue in the excised lesion.  
Patient-reported outcome measures (PROMs) included prospective assessment of scar 
cosmesis, pain, voice disability and global health using validated assessment tools. Scar 
cosmesis was assessed using a 0 to 100 visual analogue scale (VAS), where 100 
represented completely satisfied. Pain was assessed using a 0 to 100 VAS where 100 
represented worst imaginable pain. Voice satisfaction was rated using the Voice 
Handicap Index 2 (VHI-2) questionnaire. Global quality of life (QoL) was assessed 
using the EQ-5D validated assessment tool that is divided into a descriptive system and 
the EQ-VAS. The descriptive system comprises 5 dimensions; mobility, self-care, usual 
activities, pain or discomfort and anxiety or depression. Each dimension is self-rated as 
1 no problems, 2 some problems and 3 severe problems. The EQ-VAS is a 0-100 self-
rating scale where 100 represented ‘best imaginable health state’.  
Statistical analysis 
The two groups were compared regarding subjects’ characteristics, intraoperative 
findings, and postoperative results using chi-square test (categorical variables) or 
Mann-Whitney and Wilcoxon test (continuous variables). A logarithmic regression 
model was used to evaluate the robotic learning curve for the time taken to perform the 
robotic procedure. The comparisons were performed using SPSS software version 21.0 
(SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL). Statistical significance was accepted when p<0.05. 
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4.4.2 Results 
Subjects 
The RAP and FLP groups were not significantly different in terms of age (58.8 ± 12.0 
years vs. 57.0 ± 11.8 years, respectively, p>0.05), gender (3/15 males vs. 2/15 males, 
respectively, p>0.05), race, BMI (26.3 ± 3.1 kgm-2 vs. 27.2 ± 2.2 kgm-2, respectively, 
p>0.05), size of lesion (21.7 ± 6.4 mm vs. 17.5± 6.8 mm respectively, p>0.05) and co-
morbidity.   
Operative data  
The mean incision length for the robotic approach was 3.9 cm whilst for the open 
approach it was 3.6 cm (p>0.05). The RLN was identified and preserved in all cases. 
The parathyroid adenoma was identified and removed in all cases. Pathological 
evaluation of the excised specimen confirmed hypercellular parathyroid tissue. The 
mean blood loss was 10ml in the robotic group and 12ml in the conventional group. 
One robotic conversion to an open approach was performed due to suboptimal surgical 
access owing to the patient’s large body habitus (Case 8, BMI=33.4). The mean 
operative time was significantly higher for RAP compared with FLP (119min vs. 34min 
respectively, p<0.001). In the robotic cohort a clear learning curve was demonstrated 
(Figure 4-10). Logarithmic regression analysis, excluding the one conversion, revealed 
a progressive reduction in operating time from 190 minutes to 57 minutes (R2 = 0.436, 
p<0.05).  
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Figure 4-10: Learning curve for robotic cohort (n=15) (Adjusted R2=0.44, p=0.01) 
Biochemistry 
Case Post-op PTH (pmoll-1) Post-op Corrected Calcium (mmoll-1) Actual Adenoma 
Location 
Histological 
diameter 
(mm) 
RAP 1 4.4 2.39 Left inferior 15 
RAP 2 4.7 2.42 Right inferior 20 
RAP 3 33.8* 2.30 4-gland hyperplasia*  15 
RAP 4 6.4 2.39 Left inferior 18 
RAP 5 4.3 2.38 Right inferior 16 
RAP 6 1.6 2.40 Left inferior 30 
RAP 7 5.5 2.43 Right inferior 22 
RAP 8 1.9 2.42 Right superior 30 
RAP 9 2.6 2.39 Left inferior 13 
RAP 10 4.7 2.43 Left inferior 20 
RAP 11 1.4 2.37 Left inferior 15 
RAP 12 1.7 2.46 Right superior  30 
RAP 13 5.8 2.43 Right superior 28 
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RAP 14 5.4 2.33 Right inferior 25 
RAP 15 13.6* 2.53 4-gland hyperplasia* 29 
Control 1 2.3 2.21 Left superior 20 
Control 2 4.4 2.39 Left inferior 8 
Control 3 6.2 2.45 Left superior 16 
Control 4 1.2 2.45 Right inferior 12 
Control 5 6.5 2.39 Right inferior 14 
Control 6 1.8 2.34 Right inferior 12 
Control 7 1.4 2.34 Right superior 22 
Control 8 6.0 2.40 Left superior 20 
Control 9 6.3 2.40 Right superior 28 
Control 10 4.1 2.33 Right inferior 19 
Control 11 4.5 2.55 Left inferior 22 
Control 12 4.9 2.32 Left inferior 10 
Control 13 4.7 2.27 Left inferior 22 
Control 14 3.2 2.47 Right superior 30 
Control 15 12.7** 2.59 Unknown** 8 
 
Table 4-2. Postoperative biochemical data, intraoperative localisation findings 
and histopathological dimensions of the adenoma. (PTH at a minimum of 3 months 
and corrected calcium at a minimum of 1 year) *Corresponds to the two patients who 
had persistent hyperparathyroidism due to 4-gland hyperplasia not detected on the 
initial localisation imaging. **Corresponds to the one patient in the control group that 
had persistent hyperparathyroidism but declined further investigation or treatment. 
Normal range: PTH: 1.1 – 6.8pmoll-1, Corrected Calcium: 2.15 – 2.60mmoll-1. 
 
The postoperative biochemical data, intraoperative localisation findings and 
histopathological dimensions are shown in Table 4-2. The mean biochemical follow-
up was 27 ± 12.2 months. There was no difference in the cure rate between groups 
(p>0.05). In the robotic cohort, normalization of PTH and adjusted serum calcium 
levels occurred in 13 patients. The remaining two had persistent hyperparathyroidism 
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due to 4-gland hyperplasia not detected on the initial localisation imaging. Further 
surgery involving bilateral neck exploration cured them. In the FLP group, adjusted 
serum calcium and PTH normalised post-operatively in 14 patients. One patient had 
persistent hyperparathyroidism but declined further investigation or treatment. The 
remaining 29 patients were normocalcaemic at latest follow-up (minimum 12 month 
timeframe following surgery). One post-operative complication occurred in the robotic 
cohort (RAP case 12). A superficial wound infection was treated with oral antibiotics 
(co-amoxiclav) with no adverse clinical outcome. 
 
Patient-reported outcome measures (PROMs) 
 
Figure 4-11: Comparison of the two study groups in terms of scar satisfaction with 
visual analogue scale (VAS) in a post-operative period of 2 years Bars represent 
standard error for mean score. * = p<0.05, ** = p<0.01 
 
Patients were followed up after surgery for a mean period of 24.8 ± 14 months. 
Postoperative pain at 2 weeks was significantly less for patients in the RAP group 
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compared to those in the FLP group (6.43 ± 9.7 vs. 24.33 ± 24.1 respectively, p<0.05). 
Regarding scar cosmesis, the mean VAS score was significantly higher for the robotic 
group compared to the FLP group at 3 months (91.3 ± 9.2 vs. 65.0 ± 21.0 respectively, 
p<0.01) and 6 months (92.8 ± 7.7 vs.70.7 ± 19.2 respectively, p<0.01) following 
surgery, but not at 12 months (94.3 ± 5.8 vs. 80.4 ± 28.4 respectively, p>0.05) and 24 
months (95 ± 5.0 vs. 81.7 ± 35.3 respectively, p>0.05) (Figure 4-13).  
There was no difference in global QoL between the groups that significantly improved 
up to 1 year following surgery in both groups (p<0.05) (Figure 4-12). Laryngoscopy 
performed on the first post-operative day confirmed normal vocal cord mobility in all 
patients (n=30). Significant voice disability was not reported following surgery using 
the VHI-2 index. All patients were discharged within 24 hours. 
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Figure 4-12: Comparison of the two groups regarding Quality of Life between the 
preoperative period and 12 months after surgery using visual analogue score (VAS). 
Bars represent 95% confidence interval for mean score. 
 
4.4.3 Synopsis of findings 
This study confirms that RAP is a feasible targeted surgical technique for treating 
patients with pHPT. The 3D endoscope allowed reliable identification of the adenoma 
and all the vital structures associated with this surgical procedure. The robotically 
controlled harmonic scalpel facilitated minimal blood loss. The primary advantage of 
the reported RAP technique is that it permits a precise, 3D magnified dissection without 
the need for CO2 insufflation or a neck incision. The approach avoids a neck scar by 
using an infra-clavicular incision that is concealed by low cut tops. The trocar incisions 
result in miniature well hidden scars (Figure 4-11). Increased satisfaction with scar 
cosmesis appears to be the primary clinical advantage (Figure 4-13). The VAS used to 
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report scar cosmesis is validated for use in thyroid and parathyroid surgery (Henry et 
al, 2001; Roh et al, 2006).  
Satisfaction with scar cosmesis was higher following RAP compared with FLP at 2 
weeks, 3, 6, 12 and 24 months postoperatively. However, the findings in this study 
showed no statistically significant difference in scar cosmesis between the groups 
beyond 6 months. 
 
Figure 4-13: Scar appearance 24 months following right RAP  
 All patients were discharged within 24 hours, which is comparable to existing targeted 
parathyroidectomy techniques (Henry et al, 2001). As with all appropriately performed 
parathyroid surgery techniques, blood loss and post-operative pain is negligible. 
Recurrent laryngeal nerve identification, another key principle of parathyroid surgery, 
is easily achieved thanks to the excellent magnified three-dimensional visualisation 
afforded by the dual channel endoscope. Intra-operative RLN stimulation was used as 
an adjunct to nerve visualisation and vocal cord function was assessed with fibreoptic 
laryngoscopy 1 day post-operatively and confirmed normal vocal cord mobility in all 
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patients. Subjective voice assessment using the Voice Handicap Index 2 (VHI) 
questionnaire demonstrated no discernable voice change in the post-operative period.   
Global quality of life (QoL) is known to improve following parathyroidectomy (Caron 
et al, 2009). The EQ-5D questionnaire was used which is a standardised measure of 
health status developed by the EuroQol Group to provide a simple, generic measure of 
health for clinical appraisal (Amemiya et al, 2007; Euroqol 1990;).  The cumulative 
EQ-5D descriptive score of 5 dimensions; mobility, self-care, usual activities, pain or 
discomfort and anxiety or depression showed a return to normal baseline levels by 3 
months.  
As with all innovative surgical approaches the learning curve may taint the initial 
experience. The learning curve associated with robotic surgery is well described in 
other surgical procedures (Heemskerk et al, 2007; Kaul et al, 2006). A learning curve 
was also observed for RAP.  It took considerably longer than FLP even when the 
learning curve is accounted for. Figure 6-10 demonstrates the learning curve. This 
excludes the eighth RAP case that was converted to a conventional cervical approach 
due to suboptimal surgical access due to the patient’s large body habitus (BMI=33.4). 
Robot docking and closure times rapidly plateaued after the 8th and 3rd cases 
respectively to approximately 10 minutes and 15 minutes.  Exposure times plateaued 
to a similar timeframe (20 minutes) after the fourth case. Console times ranged from 
25-105 minutes. The main factors that appear to affect exposure and console operating 
times were BMI, the size and location of the abnormal parathyroid lesion and access to 
the operative site. Further experience using this approach is likely to reduce the console 
and overall procedure times. Refinement of the technique is likely to deliver further 
improvements. In patients with suitable body habitus, the inferior 5mm trocar can be 
introduced via a peri-areolar nipple incision rather than the axilla. The use of an 8mm 
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dual channel endoscope inserted directly into the infra-clavicular incision will obviate 
the need for the lateral 12mm trocar incision which is currently used for the camera 
port.  
There were no short-term complications such as RLN palsy, bleeding or 
hypocalcaemia. One wound infection occured in the RAP group that resolved with oral 
antibiotics. Persistent pHPT occurred in both groups. Pain was significantly lower in 
the RAP group at 2 weeks compared to FLP. The cumulative EQ-5D score showed a 
return to normal levels by 2 weeks. There was no significant difference between the 2 
groups.  
This study was not randomised, included a relatively small sample (n=30) and selection 
bias must be acknowledged as a potential confounding factor. Nevertheless, careful 
patient selection is important in surgery to ensure a successful outcome. Although a 
relatively small number of patients were recruited, the objective of this pilot study was 
to compare the technique of RAP with FLP in order to create the foundation for a larger 
definitive clinical trial. A power calculation was not performed and lack of 
randomisation constitutes a limitation of this study. Both groups were comparative in 
terms of mean BMI, age, sex and pathology reflecting the same inclusion/exclusion 
criteria used. There is a potential ‘performance’ bias because 2 surgeons performed 
FLP, although this was minimised by using a standardised technique and both surgeons 
had sufficient experience to surpass the learning curve. Regarding scar assessment, as 
this was performed unblinded there is a potential assessment bias. This could be 
overcome by using blinded trained raters who are asked to rate scar images.    
4.5 Discussion 
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This chapter describes the development and evaluation of a novel surgical approach 
using the daVinci surgical system in order to treat patients with pHPT that does not 
require insufflation and leaves no scar in the neck. Clinical evaluation was performed 
prospectively over a period of 3-4 years. This represents one of the longest follow-up 
periods of any clinical study following targeted parathyroid surgery. Long-term follow-
up is important because of the natural history of wound healing. The results suggest 
that RAP is a safe, feasible alternative to the established targeted parathyroidectomy 
techniques (Henry et al, 2008; Micoli et al, 1999; Miccoli et al, 2003). Limited 
subcutaneous dissection appears to translate to post-operative pain and analgesic 
requirements less than those of other minimally invasive techniques currently used, 
with a correspondingly rapid return to work/daily activities.  Outcome measures for 
pain used a visual analogue scale (VAS) that is sensitive enough to detect clinically 
relevant changes in pain intensity over time (Crossley et al, 2004). VAS has been 
extensively used to measure pain post-operatively in both thyroid and parathyroid 
surgery (Barczyński et al, 2006; Boonstra et al, 2008; Crossley et al, 2004; Perigli et al, 
2008; Sywak et al, 2008). All patients were discharged within 24 hours comparable to 
existing targeted parathyroidectomy techniques (Henry et al, 2004). Global quality of 
life (QoL) is known to improve following parathyroidectomy (Weber et al, 2007). 
There was no significant difference between the 2 groups. Persistent pHPT occurred 
in both groups and is reported in approximately 5% of patients undergoing first-time 
surgery (BAETS 2012). This risk could be reduced using an intra-operative PTH assay, 
which was not in routine use at the time of this study. 
Increased satisfaction with scar cosmesis appears to be the primary clinical advantage. 
The approach could therefore be justified in a subset of patients with a propensity 
towards hypertrophic or keloid scarring and those patients where the cosmetic impact 
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of a neck scar carries significant social stigma (Allah et al, 2013; Forley et al, 2012). 
Patient satisfaction with scar cosmesis following FLP is reportedly high because the 
neck scar is small and usually heals well although these studies rarely report outcomes 
beyond 6 months. (Forley et al, 2012). In a retrospective study of 691 patients, Linos 
et al concluded that a smaller neck incision was not associated with greater patient 
satisfaction (Linos et al, 2012). Long-term evaluation with more patients assigned to 
each cohort is therefore necessary to corroborate the findings of this study.  
The importance of careful patient selection cannot be over-emphasised. One patient 
(RAP case 8) required conversion to an open approach due to suboptimal surgical 
access owing to the patient’s large body habitus (BMI=33.4 kgm-2). Obese patients are 
not good candidates for this approach because adequate exposure is more challenging 
(Landry et al, 2011). In this series, a short neck, a BMI>33 kgm-2 and a retro-clavicular 
location increased the console time.    
Cost is another important issue. This is high due to the initial outlay ($1.4 million), 
subsequent maintenance ($150,000 per annum) and consumable ($1,700 per case) costs 
and the significantly longer operating time incurred (Forley et al, 2012; Garas et al, 
2012). It may be that if patients express a preference for the extra-cervical approach 
that they will have to fund such surgery. (Landry et al, 2011).  
This work represents the 1st publications in the literature to describe the technique in a 
series of patients with pHPT (Tolley et al, 2011, 2015). Several other authors have 
reported their experience. The studies are listed in Table 4-3. 
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Table 4-3: Summary of studies of robotic assisted parathyroidectomy 
Landry et al prospectively evaluated 13 patients of which 2 underwent RAP (the 
remainder underwent RAT). The parathyroid adenoma was localised pre-operatively in 
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both patients and contrary to the technique described by us, RAP was performed 
through a single port via a transaxillary incision. Single port transaxillary RAP was 
shown to be feasible and safe. Despite the long operative times (115 and 102min 
respectively) there were no complications in the RAP arm and the parathyroid adenoma 
was successfully excised in both cases. Apart from the advantages of robotic surgical 
technology such as visual magnification and precise instrumentation, the primary 
benefit of RAP was superior cosmesis. The authors also reiterate the importance of 
implementing a team approach. Limitations of the study include the very small number 
of patients (n=2), the absence of a control group and the lack of PROMS evaluation 
(the authors failed to report the length of the follow-up period).              
Katz et al published a case report of a patient with an atypical parathyroid adenoma and 
pHPT who underwent single port transaxillary RAP and RAT (concomitant ipsilateral 
robotic thyroid lobectomy). The parathyroid adenoma was attached inferiorly to the 
ipsilateral thyroid lobe and an identifiable plane between the two was not present. 
Operative time was 95 minutes. The patient was cured of their pHPT and there were no 
complications or need for conversion to open surgery. Despite the limitation of being a 
single case report and not formally evaluating PROMs, this study had adequate follow-
up (12 months) to ensure biochemical cure and assessment of scar cosmesis thus 
confirming the feasibility and safety of RAP.   
Foley et al directly compared 4 RAP patients against 12 matched controls that 
underwent open parathyroidectomy in a prospective manner. All RAP patients were 
cured of their pHPT but the operative time for RAP was found to be significantly longer 
than conventional surgery. A learning curve for RAP was once more demonstrated. 
RAP was thus shown to be feasible and safe in appropriately selected patients with 
pHPT offering a superior cosmetic outcome over conventional surgery. Nevertheless, 
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the authors conclude that improved cosmesis must be weighed against the extent of 
surgery and increased cost associated with RAP. Limitations comprise of the small 
number of RAP patients (n=4), the variable follow-up periods (6, 12 and 6 months and 
2 weeks respectively) and the fact that PROMs were not evaluated. At the time of 
writing, 2 further studies from the US have just been published reporting their 
experience with RAP (Noureldine et al, 2014; Karagkounis et al, 2014). In total, 17 
patients with pHPT underwent RAP using a transaxillary approach for disease localised 
to the neck with curative outcome and no significant adverse events.    
RAP is not for every patient, surgeon or hospital. Only those who have undergone 
necessary training, proctoring and licensure should perform robotic surgery. Sufficient 
experience of parathyroid surgery is essential. The nursing team must be trained and 
institutions have an appropriate sized operating room and the necessary technical 
support. The introduction of new robotic systems (e.g. Amadeus™ Robotic Surgical 
System, Titan Medical Inc., Toronto, ON and Flex® System, Medrobotics®, Raynham, 
MA) will create much needed competition. The existing climate is a monopoly limited 
by high cost and the need for expensive training (Trehan et al, 2013).  It remains to be 
seen whether these issues preclude its widespread adoption. 
4.6 Conclusion 
RAP offers a viable but expensive alternative to other forms of targeted 
parathyroidectomy in patients who want to avoid a neck scar.  This study showed 
superior cosmesis for RAP but only up to 6 months. Larger, definitive randomised 
studies are required to evaluate long-term cosmetic satisfaction. At present, RAP 
occupies a niche role and can only be justified in patients who have cultural or 
biological drivers to avoid a neck scar.  
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CHAPTER 5 
 
Trans oral robotic surgery 
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5.1 Background 
Conventional transoral surgery can be technically challenging due to suboptimal target 
visualisation. Conversely, an open approach can involve debilitating surgery. 
Minimally invasive head and neck surgery is desirable because it reduces the morbidity 
associated with open surgery and transoral robotic surgery (TORS) represents a new 
development in this field.  
The daVinci surgical robot (Intuitive Surgical, Sunnyvale, California) is a master-slave 
system consisting of a surgeon console with an integrated three-dimensional 
stereoscopic viewer, a patient-side cart comprising 4 robotic arms and a vision system. 
In TORS, two 5 or 8mm wristed instrument arms and a central 3D 8.5 or 12mm 
endoscope are inserted transorally via a self-retaining oral retractor such as a Boyle 
Davis mouth gag or FK retractor (Figure 5-1). 
 
Figure 5-1: TORS set up using Boyle Davis mouth gag and modified Draffin rods 
The surgeon views a three-dimensional magnified image and controls the endo-wristed 
robotic arms that enhance manual dexterity (Moorthy et al, 2004). The surgeon’s hand 
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movements are motion-scaled and physiological hand tremor is abolished.  TORS 
allows the surgeon to work precisely within a restricted space.  Specifically, it 
overcomes the limitations of suboptimal access associated with the conventional 
transoral approach particularly when the base of tongue (BOT) is involved. 
As outlined in Chapter 1, essential pre-clinical feasibility (mannequin and animal) 
studies in TORS were performed in 2005 at University of Pennsylvania (Hockstein et 
al, 2005; O’Malley et al, 2005; Weinstein et al, 2005). In December 2009, the Food and 
Drug Administration granted approval for using TORS in the treatment of benign and 
malignant (T1 and 2) tumours of the oral cavity, tongue, tonsils, pharynx, and larynx. 
The primary clinical application reported has been for oropharyngeal tumour resection. 
It has been successfully used to perform multi-planar, en-block tumour removal, with 
clear resection margins  (Adelstein et al, 2012; O’Malley et al, 2006). Less blood loss 
reduced postoperative stay and improved functional outcomes are all potential 
advantages (Boudreaux et al, 2009; Iseli et al, 2009; Moore et al, 2009). 
5.1.1 Clinical applications in obstructive sleep apnoea surgery 
The application for TORS in the treatment of obstructive sleep apnoea (OSA) has not 
been reported. The condition affects 5% of adults worldwide (Georgalas et al, 2010). If 
left untreated, OSA is associated with significant morbidity such as neuro-behavioural 
problems, hypertension and increased cardiovascular and mortality risk (Phillips et al, 
2013). Continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP) is the treatment of choice, but 
compliance is often poor (Parish et al, 2008). The surgical treatment of patients with 
OSA remains challenging and controversial. A variety of options exist ranging from 
procedures that increase or stabilize the size of the airway by removing or repositioning 
tissue, to procedures that bypass the site of collapse, such as tracheostomy.  
The BOT and epiglottis are recognized as significant sites of obstruction in at least 25% 
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of patients with OSA (Vicini et al, 2010). Several approaches have been described to 
improve tongue-base obstruction. These can be broadly classified as tongue suspension 
or tongue reduction and include hyoid-lingual advancement, tongue suture suspension, 
and various lingual resection techniques. Chabolle described a trans-cervical approach 
to perform open tongue base reduction (TBR) and hyoid epiglottopexy (Chabolle et al, 
1998). Although this provides excellent exposure it is technically difficult and 
associated with significant morbidity. More recently, less invasive trans-oral 
microsurgical and endoscopic approaches have been described. Fujita reported the use 
of carbon dioxide laser for performing midline glossectomy (Fujita et al, 1991). 
Radiofrequency base-of-tongue reduction (RFBOT) and submucosal minimally 
invasive lingual excision (SMILE) have also been reported as alternative treatment 
options for patients with OSA due to tongue base collapse (Friedman 2009). However, 
all the existing trans-oral options are hampered by poor visualization and suboptimal 
exposure to the tongue base region. The surgery is challenging and time-consuming 
due to non-articulated instrumentation and line of sight issues. The reported efficacy of 
surgical intervention is variable and the underlying problem often remains inadequately 
treated (Caples et al, 2010; Sher et al, 1996). Therefore, there is a critical need to 
improve surgical treatment of OSA patients.  
 
Building on the clinical applications described by Weinstein and O’ Malley to address 
the oropharynx, TORS represents a potential solution to overcome the challenge 
associated with accessing the operative field effectively and allowing better surgical 
dexterity and precision at the BOT (O’Malley et al, 2006). Multi-level surgery is also a 
possibility as access to both the supraglottic larynx and oropharynx is feasible. TORS 
offers the possibility of performing procedures to treat sleep apnoea that could 
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otherwise only be performed as effectively through an open approach, but potentially 
with less morbidity and improved quality of life.   
5.1.2 TORS and patient selection 
The size of the daVinci robot articulating arms can make operating in a confined 
anatomical space challenging. Thus, not all patients are suitable candidates for TORS. 
Inadequate target exposure does not permit TORS and this is reported to occur in 
between 7-26% of cases (Vergez et al, 2012; Weinstein et al, 2012). Identifying patients 
who are unsuitable is crucial to prevent these individuals from unnecessarily 
undergoing general anaesthesia and to minimise the time and financial costs of 
abandoned TORS and conversion to open surgery.  
Conventionally, TORS feasibility is qualitatively assessed by performing an 
examination under anaesthetic (EUA) using a Boyle-Davis mouth gag (Surgical 
Holdings, Essex, United Kingdom) or FK retractor (Gyrus ACMI/Explorent GmbH, 
Tuttlingen, Germany), with the patient in a standardized position (supine with neck 
extended and head flexed).  (DeVirgilio et al, 2013). The EUA includes visualization 
of the tonsils, tongue base and supraglottis. The Mallampati score indicates the amount 
of obstruction of the oral cavity by the tongue (Mallampati et al, 1985). Suboptimal 
laryngeal exposure and difficult intubation can be predicted by simple bedside 
assessments that take into account parameters such as neck circumference, hyoid-
mental distance, thyroid-mental distance, sterno-mental distance and the Mallampati 
score (Gonzalez et al, 2008). Despite biometric measures being widely used in clinical 
practice to predict difficult intubation, the efficacy of quantitative clinical biometrics to 
predict the feasibility of performing TORS has not been investigated. 
5.1.3 Objective 
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The objective of this chapter was twofold. The first was to assess the feasibility and 
prospectively evaluate the long-term clinical efficacy of TORS in patients with 
moderate-severe OSA who had failed or refused all other available treatment options. 
The second was to determine whether anatomical biometric measures are useful to 
assess the feasibility of performing TORS.  
5.2 Method 
Two studies were conducted in order to fulfil the objective. 
Study 1: Prospective clinical evaluation of TORS in sleep apnoea surgery 
Study 2: Determination of biometric measures to evaluate patient suitability for TORS 
The methodology, results and synopsis of key findings will therefore be separately 
presented prior to a discussion section that addresses the studies. 
5.3 Prospective clinical evaluation of TORS in sleep apnoea surgery 
5.3.1 Method 
5.3.1.1 Training, funding, ethics approval and TORS clinical attachment 
Having undertaken the necessary training, been awarded a research grant to fund the 
clinical research and gained NREC approval as previously outlined, in February 2009 
I accompanied my research supervisor, Mr Neil Tolley, to the University of 
Pennsylvania to visit Greg Weinstein and Bert O’Malley, the pioneers of TORS.  The 
intention was to learn from the leaders in the field and we spent 3 days during which 
time we accompanied Prof Weinstein in the outpatient clinic and observed 2 TORS 
cases (for oropharyngeal cancer) in the operating room to improve our understanding 
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regarding factors determining patient selection and the technical aspects of performing 
the surgery.     
5.3.1.2 Preclinical feasibility study  
In March 2009, I accompanied my research supervisor, Mr Neil Tolley, to the 
University Hospital Geneva in March 2009 in order to conduct a feasibility study of 
TORS using the daVinci surgical system (standard) and a fresh frozen cadaver. The 
intention was to become familiarised with all aspects of the surgical approach described 
in the literature prior to performing TORS in the clinical domain. Therefore, we each 
performed the console surgery and assisted one another.  
5.3.1.3 Clinical study 
Following ethical approval from the NHS Health Research Authority (National Ethics 
Service Committee London, Protocol Reference Number: 08/H0721/97) a prospective 
pilot clinical study was conducted between July 2010 and July 2014.  
Inclusion criteria 
Patients with (1) moderate to severe OSA confirmed by sleep study (defined as an 
AHI≥15 episodes/hour), (2) failure and/or refusal of all other treatment modalities 
including CPAP, mandibular advancement device (MAD) and surgery, (3) BMI less 
than 35, and (4) predominant BOT collapse with or without epiglottal collapse 
evaluated by drug induced sedation endoscopy (DISE) performed as a separate 
procedure to identify potential candidates for TORS. This was performed by Mr Bhik 
Kotecha, ENT Consultant at the Royal National Throat Nose and Ear Hospital, London 
(past president of the Sleep Medicine section at the Royal Society of Medicine).  
Exclusion criteria  
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These were (1) specific anaesthetic contraindications to surgery due to medical co-
morbidity (2) limited mouth opening and (3) failure to attend post-operative follow-up 
for a minimum period of 12 months. All patients underwent a complete pre-operative 
work up that included targeted sleep history, head and neck examination, awake and 
drug induced sedation endoscopy, sleep study and Epworth sleep score (ESS). As part 
of the standard consent process, the possibility of intensive care admission, nasogastric 
tube insertion and tracheostomy were routinely discussed.  
Patient demographics including age, race, and gender, preoperative and postoperative 
body mass index (BMI), neck circumference, DISE findings, Cormack and Lehane 
grade, ESS and AHI were recorded. Previous history of upper airway surgery, operative 
time, blood loss, duration of hospital stay, intraoperative and postoperative 
complications were also recorded. 
5.3.1.4 Procedure overview 
Naso-tracheal intubation was performed to optimize subsequent access to the tongue 
base and epiglottis. To minimize risk of inadvertent airway fire, a wire-reinforced 
endotracheal tube was used and fraction of inspired oxygen (FiO2) kept at less than 
30% if possible. The patient was positioned supine with a shoulder bag/roll. The theatre 
set up for TORS is the same as described by O’Malley et al, for tongue base neoplasms 
with the patient cart positioned 30 degrees relative to the patient on the right side and 
the tableside surgical assistant at the patient’s head (O’Malley et al, 2006). A Boyle 
Davis mouth gag (Surgical Holdings, Essex, United Kingdom) is used to provide 
adequate exposure of the operative field. A modification to the technique of suspension 
described by Weinstein and O’Malley was used. Two Draffin rods cut down to shorten 
their length and thereby allow the daVinci patient cart to move unhindered are used. 
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The robotic instruments used were the Endowrist (Intuitive Surgical) 5mm Maryland 
dissector grasper and 5F 5mm introducer through which a 5mm thulium laser fibre was 
inserted. A 12mm 30 degree up 3D dual channel endoscope was used. The camera was 
placed in the central arm, while the grasper and the laser were placed on the left and 
the right arm, respectively (Figure 5-1). Eligible patients underwent a robotic TBR +/- 
wedge epiglottoplasty determined by DISE findings. The same console surgeon 
performed surgery and all patients were admitted overnight. The TBR was carried out 
by means of thulium laser ablation (15W) starting in the midline and extending from 
the posterior aspect of the circumvallate papillae to the vallecula taking approximately 
2cm in the vertical plane and 1cm lateral to the midline bilaterally and to a depth of 
1cm (Figures 5-2 and 5-3). The lateral limits or the resection were in part, based on the 
DISE findings although generally keep within 1.5cm either side of the midline in order 
to avoid damage to the paramedian neurovascular structures (hypoglossal nerve and 
lingual artery). 
 
Figure 5-2: Surface marking for tongue base reduction 
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Figure 5-3: Tongue base reduction following laser ablation 
The epiglottoplasty was performed as follows: the epiglottis was grasped with the 
Maryland dissector and an inverted-V wedge-shaped resection of the epiglottis made 
using the thulium laser fibre (15W) (Figure 5-4). Preservation of the vallecula mucosa 
and a V shaped epiglottic remnant was important to minimize the risk of aspiration 
(Figure 5-5). 
 
Figure 5-4: Partial epiglottic resection 
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Figure 5-5: Completed epiglottoplasty with preservation of epiglottic remnant and 
vallecula  
All patients received perioperative and post-operative steroids (intravenous 
dexamethasone 4mg three times daily followed by an oral 5 day reducing dose) to 
minimize lingual oedema, nausea and pain. In addition, oral antibiotic cover 
(Augmentin 625mg three times daily), analgesia (paracetomol 1g four times daily, 
ibuprofen 400mg three times daily and codeine 30mg as required) and benzydamine 
hydrochloride gargles were prescribed for 2 weeks postoperatively. 
5.3.1.5 Outcome measures, follow-up and statistical analysis 
Patients underwent pre- and post-operative (4-6 months after surgery) sleep studies and 
the AHI and ESS were measured. Primary outcome was a surgical response with 
‘success’ defined in keeping with the Sher criteria; an AHI <20 and a greater than 50% 
reduction in the baseline AHI. In addition to this criteria, in order for a case do have 
been deemed a ‘success’ in this study, the additional requirement of a normal ESS value 
(<10) and or a greater than 50% reduction in the baseline ESS was also required. Cure 
was defined as an AHI level of <5 in accordance with the international accepted 
definition. 
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Secondary outcome measures included operative time, blood loss, and complications 
as well as PROMs of voice, swallowing ability, and quality of life using validated 
assessment tools. Voice satisfaction was rated using the VHI-2 questionnaire. 
Swallowing ability was evaluated using MD Anderson Dysphagia Inventory (MDADI) 
questionnaire. Global QoL was assessed using the EQ-5D assessment tool that 
comprises a descriptive system and EQ-VAS. The former comprises 5 dimensions: 
mobility, self-care, usual activities, pain or discomfort, and anxiety or depression. Each 
self-rated as 1 = no problems, 2 = some problems, and 3 = severe problems. The EQ-
VAS is a 0 to 100 scale where 0 means worst imaginable health state and 100 best 
imaginable health state. Patients were follow-up at 2 weeks, 3 months, 6 months, 12 
months, 18 months and 24 months. 
Continuous data are displayed as mean± standard deviation (SD). Statistical evaluation 
was performed using chi square test for categorical variables and Mann-Whitney and 
Wilcoxon test for continuous variables. The comparisons were performed using SPSS 
software version 21.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL). Statistical significance was accepted 
when p<0.05. 
5.3.2 Results 
Seventeen patients were approached and recruited of which two were excluded due to 
insufficient follow-up (less than 12 months). A third patient was excluded, as it was not 
possible to proceed with TORS due to difficulty with nasal-tracheal intubation and 
subsequent suboptimal visualisation of the target site. Thus, 14 patients were included 
in the study.  
5.3.2.1 Patient demographics 
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There were 13 males (93%) and one female patient and regarding ethnicity, 10 patients 
were Caucasian (71%) two were Afro-Caribbean (14%) and the remaining two patients 
were Asian. Their mean age was 54.3±14.6 years, and mean BMI was 28.7±2.8 kg/cm2. 
The mean neck circumference was 44.7±3.2cm. The mean pre-operative AHI was 
35.6±19.7 episodes/hour and mean ESS was 14.9±5. All patients were a Cormack and 
Lehane grade III or IV and had either refused or were non compliant with a MAD. Nine 
patients (64%) had previously undergone upper airway surgery for OSA including 
tonsillectomy, palatoplasty, septoplasty, maxillo-mandibular advancement and multi-
level radiofrequency to tongue base and soft palate. Eight patients (57%) were CPAP 
intolerant, 4/14 patients (29%) refused CPAP and the remaining 2 patients were using 
CPAP but wished to seek an alternative option. All patients underwent TORS for 
tongue base reduction (n=14) and of these, 10/14 patients (71%) also had wedge 
epiglottoplasty (n=10) due to DISE findings demonstrating concomitant epiglottic 
prolapse. The median follow-up was 24 months (mean=18.9±6.2, range 12-24). There 
was no significant difference between pre- and post-operative mean BMI (28.66±2.85 
vs. 27.82±2.71 respectively, p=0.10) measured at the time of the sleep study. 
5.3.2.2 Outcome Measures 
Primary outcome 
There was a significant reduction in the mean post-op AHI compared to pre-op AHI 
(21.2±24.6 vs. 35.6±19.7, respectively, p=0.03). This represents a mean AHI reduction 
of 51.6±39.7%. Three patients refused to have a post-operative sleep study, because 
they reported feeling so much better compared to their pre-operative status and all three 
had a normal post-operative ESS (mean follow up period 18 months). Of the remaining 
11 patients, according to the defined criteria, the success rate was 64% (7/11 patients). 
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Of these, 37% (4/11) were cured as they had a normal post-operative sleep study 
(AHI<5).  Ninty one percent of the patients (10/11) demonstrated an improvement in 
sleep study parameters, although not necessarily consistent with cure. In one patient, 
the AHI became worse following surgery although this patient demonstrated an 
improvement in the oxygen desaturation index compared to pre-operative level (88 vs. 
96.2 episodes/hour, respectively). The ESS in this patient also demonstrated sustained 
improvement from the pre-operative level of 18 to 3 following surgery (18 month 
follow up period).  
There was a significant sustained reduction in the mean ESS 2 weeks after surgery 
(p=0.002). This remained significant after 3 months (p=0.001). All patients (n=14) had 
a normal ESS at 6 months and onwards (Figure 5-6).  
 
Figure 5-6: Impact on excessive daytime sleepiness following TORS using the 
Epworth Sleepiness Scale (ESS) (*= p<0.05, **= p<0.01) 
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Outcome 
 
Criteria Proportion Cumulative 
Cure AHI <5 (no OSA) 36.6% 36.6% 
Success 
no more 
CPAP 
needed 
 
AHI <15 and >50% reduction; ESS <10 and/or 
>50% reduction  
8.9% 45.5% 
Success 
CPAP 
needed 
AHI <20 and >50% reduction; ESS <10  
and/or >50% reduction  
17.9% 63.4% 
Failure AHI >20 and any ESS value  
and <50% reduction  
36.6% 36.6% 
 
Table 5-1. Postoperative outcome 
 
Post-operative results have been stratified into 4 clinically relevant outcomes (Table 5-
1). According to these criteria, 63.4% of the outcomes were successful with 36.6% 
cured.  Within the successful group, approximately, based on their AHI, 18% still 
required CPAP following surgery. 
Secondary outcomes 
The mean robotic setup time was 20±9 minutes with a mean total robotic console time 
of 45.5±21.8 minutes. The mean duration of the robotic BOT reduction was 31±14 
minutes and the mean duration of the robotic epiglottoplasty was 20±10 minutes.   
As a matter of precaution, the first 2 patients were kept intubated overnight and both 
were discharged within 48 hours. The remaining cohort (12/14) were discharged on the 
1st post-operative day having commenced soft oral diet. The mean intraoperative blood 
loss was 8±4mls. No life-threatening complications occurred. Nasogastric tube 
insertion and tracheostomy were not needed. One patient had a minor secondary bleed 
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that occurred 10 days following surgery and was managed conservatively with 
intravenous Augmentin for 24 hours. Blood transfusion was not required.  Another 
patient developed dysgeusia and two further patients reported persistent odynophagia 
to solids. These symptoms were temporary and resolved after 6 weeks. The mean VHI-
2 score was significantly higher representing a worsening voice function worse 
compared to baseline levels 1 day and 2 weeks following surgery. The mean score 
subsequently normalized to baseline levels thereafter (Figure 5-7).  
 
Figure 5-7: Impact on voice disability following TORS using the Voice Handicap 
Index-2 questionnaire (*= p<0.05)     
 
Likewise, the mean MDADI score was significantly lower representing a worsening 
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Figure 5-8: Impact on swallow function following TORS using the MDADI 
questionnaire (*= p<0.05) 
 
 
Figure 5-9: Impact on quality of life following TORS using the EQ5D questionnaire 
(*= p<0.05, **= p<0.01) 
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The mean EQ5D quality of life score of the cohort (n=14) improved compared to 
baseline levels following surgery. From 3 months onwards, the improvement was 
significant (p=0.007 at 3 months, p=0.003 at 6 months, p=0.002 at 12 months, p=0.012 
at 18 and 24 months) (Figure 5-9). 
5.3.3 Synopsis of findings 
All participants in this study had previously tried other treatment modalities including 
CPAP, MAD and approximately two thirds of the cohort had also undergone previous 
surgery including tonsillectomy, septoplasty, laser-assisted uvulopalatoplasty, 
radiofrequency to soft palate and base of tongue. TORS was offered as a last option 
when all other existing treatment options had failed. Nevertheless, scrupulous patient 
selection is important to maximize the effectiveness and reduce the complication rates. 
A body mass index less than 35 was used because in our experience when the value is 
greater, the likelihood of a successful outcome following surgical intervention is 
reduced irrespective of the level(s) of collapse.  The pattern of collapse is also important 
and each patient must be carefully evaluated before planning any type of surgery. DISE 
is an essential diagnostic tool for evaluation of upper airway and identification of the 
level of the obstruction. Patients with DISE findings consistent with Croft and Pringle 
grade 3 or 5 (obstruction at the level of tongue base/epiglottis or multilevel obstruction) 
were ideal candidates for TORS.  
Inadequate target exposure did not permit TORS in one case. This highlights the need 
for predictive biometrics to evaluate the feasibility of performing TORS to identify 
unsuitable candidates before the patient reaches the operating room.  
The success rate was 64% (7/11 patients) using a modification of the Sher criteria (Sher 
et al, 1996). In addition to the AHI, this also takes into account subjective measures of 
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improvement using the ESS. Thus, a more stringent criterion for ‘success’ was used. 
The figure does not include an additional 3 patients who refused a post-operative sleep 
study because they felt so much better post-operatively. All of these patients had a 
normal ESS until 18 months following TORS. In all likelihood, 10/14 patients (71%) 
appear to have had a successful long-term functional result. There was a significant 
reduction of AHI post-operatively. Only one patient had a worsening of the AHI. A 
potential explanation could be due to an increase in the patient’s BMI following surgery 
from 31 to 32.2. However, the proportion of hypopneas was significantly higher 
compared to the pre-operative state so although the AHI was worse the oxygen 
desaturation index improved. Therefore, a more likely explanation could be the “first 
night effect” which is a recognized phenomenon accounting for this observation 
(Ahmadi et al, 2009). 
In terms of ESS, all patients had a normal ESS by 6 months after surgery. This is a 
subjective measurement that does not reduce the risk of OSA complications although 
it does impact on the patient’s QoL. Indeed, the EQ-5D visual analogue scale of general 
health demonstrated significant improvement of quality of life parameters from 3 
months after surgery and onwards. Nevertheless, it should be recognized that the ESS 
correlates poorly with the AHI (Baumser et al, 2010).  
The study demonstrates that it is feasible to perform TORS for BOT reduction and 
epiglottoplasty without the need for tracheostomy or nasogastric tube insertion. No 
significant intra-operative or post-operative complications requiring interventional 
airway management or revision surgery were observed and there was no need for TORS 
conversion to the open approach. The average time for surgery was approximately 1 
hour. It was not possible to accurately measure the volume of tissue reduction in vivo 
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and a means of computing the volume removed during surgery would be useful to 
provide a quantitative, objective measure of outcome.  
There were no significant complications relating to tongue mobility, hypoglossal nerve 
injury or aspiration.  Any voice disturbance that did arise resolved within a few weeks 
of surgery and was likely related to intubation and transient epiglottic oedema following 
manipulation and resection.  
Apart from the first two patients, all patients were extubated immediately following 
surgery and were discharged from the hospital on the first post-operative day. 
Odynophagia was consistently reported for 2 weeks due to post-operative healing and 
oedema at the operative site and pain, but no further intervention was necessary apart 
from analgesia (paracetamol, codeine and brufen) and a short course of oral 
dexamethasone. The majority of patients returned to normal diet after 2 weeks and to 
baseline scores after 3 months. One patient complained of transient dysgeusia, which 
resolved within 6 weeks. Taste disturbance is a well-known complication following any 
oral procedure. Possible causes include direct surgical injury to the taste buds in the 
BOT, as well as compression and stretching injury to the branches of lingual nerve from 
the prolonged retraction during surgery. No aspiration or choking episodes were 
reported although in three patients, odynophagia persisted until 6 weeks. One patient 
had post-op bleeding which was managed conservatively.  
This pilot study demonstrates that TORS is safe, feasible and in carefully selected 
patients, an effective treatment for OSA when compared to traditional methods. It offers 
the benefits associated with telerobotic technology including 3 dimensional 
magnification and additional planes of movement. The study highlights the need to 
investigate whether anatomical biometric measures can be used to predict the feasibility 
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of performing TORS.  
5.4 Biometric measures to evaluate patient suitability for TORS 
5.4.1 Method 
Cadavers 
Fifty-one Caucasian cadavers without any history of oropharyngeal pathology or head 
and neck surgery, were ‘soft preserved’ using standard embalming techniques. The 
embalming solution comprised a mixture of: phenol (80% aqueous 2L), industrial 
denatured alcohol (8L), glycerol (4L) and water (8L).  The sex and age at death of each 
cadaver and whether it was edentulous was recorded.  All cadavers were donated and 
the study performed in compliance with the provisions of the Human Tissue Act (2004) 
and local institutional approval of the Human Anatomy Department, St George’s 
University of London. 
Surgeon Evaluation 
Cadaver position was standardized for assessment: supine with neck extended and head 
flexed using a shoulder and head support. Three senior head and neck surgeons were 
recruited to perform an independent assessment of TORS feasibility. Each surgeon had 
at least fifteen years experience in open and endoscopic head and neck surgery and had 
undertaken TORS training. Each surgeon scored their subjective difficulty impression 
for performing TORS as 0 = not difficult or 1 = difficult prior to inserting an oral 
retractor. This was based on their evaluation of body habitus, dentition and mouth 
opening for each cadaver. The degree of mouth opening was evaluated before retractor 
insertion by intraoral inspection following digital opening of the mouth. Each cadaver 
was assigned a “mouth-opening score” from 1 to 4 based on the Modified Mallampati 
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Class (limited mouth opening is represented by the highest score of 4 whereas 1 denotes 
optimal mouth opening; class 1: soft palate, uvula, fauces, pillars visible, class 2: soft 
palate, uvula, fauces visible, class 3: soft palate, base of uvula visible, and class 4: only 
hard palate visible), (Samsoon et al, 1987). The surgeons then independently visualized 
three target regions (tonsil, tongue base and epiglottis), using a Boyle-Davis mouth gag 
and a FK oral retractor.  
A zero degree, 5mm endoscope was used to record whether the surgeon achieved a 
‘sub-optimal’ (0) or an ‘adequate’ (1) view of each target region. For the tonsil, 
visualization was considered adequate when a complete view of the tonsil along with 
the palatoglossal and palatopharyngeal arches was achieved. For the tongue base, 
adequate visualization involved obtaining a view all the way to the vallecula and for 
the epiglottis, visualization all the way to the petiole. If these criteria were not fulfilled 
then visualization was recorded as being sub-optimal for each anatomical subsite. The 
scores from each surgeon were summed to give a maximum score of 3 for each of the 
three target regions in each cadaver. ‘Sub-optimal’ visualization for each cadaver was 
defined as a summed score of 0, 1 or 2 and ‘adequate’ visualization was defined as a 
score of 3.  
Anthropometrics 
Seven anthropometric measurements were recorded independently for each cadaver by 
3 investigators ‘blind’ to the surgeons’ qualitative evaluations. Cadaver position was 
standardized for all measurements; supine with neck extended and head flexed. The 
anthropometric parameters measured were: mandibular body length, mandibular body 
height, hyoid-mental distance, sterno-mental distance, thyroid-mental distance, cricoid-
mental distance and neck circumference. These metrics were determined with reference 
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to fixed anatomical surface landmarks (Figure 5-10) and the mean value for each metric 
was calculated and used in subsequent analyses. 
 
Figure 5-10. The anthropometric assessment using anatomical landmarks. M 
denotes the angle of the mandible. MBH denotes the mandibular body height. SM 
denotes the symphysis mentis. H denotes the hyoid bone. T denotes the thyroid 
cartilage. C denotes the cricoid cartilage. S denotes the suprasternal notch. 
 
Statistical Analysis 
Fisher’s exact test was used to assess whether the mouth opening score differed 
between the ‘suboptimal’ and ‘adequate’ visualization groups. A chi-square test was 
used to assess the impact of sex, dentition and the type of retractor on target 
visualization. 
Inter-rater agreement of the subjective difficulty impression was analysed using a 
Fleiss’ Kappa Coefficient. The Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient (rs) was used to 
investigate the relationship between difficulty impression and the following: i) degree 
of mouth opening ii) actual visualization of the target regions.  
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The ‘sub-optimal’ and ‘adequate’ visualization groups were found to have equal 
variances when using the F test for all anthropometric measurements. Therefore, a 
Student’s t-test was used to determine whether there was a significant difference in the 
mean anthropometric measures between the groups.  A two-tailed t-test was used to 
determine whether a larger or smaller value for a given parameter would influence 
TORS feasibility.  
Univariate logistic regression was performed to determine whether any of the 
biometrics that significantly differed between the “adequate” and “sub-optimal” 
visualization groups were predictive of TORS feasibility. Multiple logistic regression 
was performed using the variables significant on univariate analysis to assess whether 
multiple parameters in combination established a stronger relationship between 
biometrics and TORS feasibility. Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) analysis for 
variables significant on univariate analysis was performed to calculate the Area under 
the ROC curve (AUC). This was done for each of the three separate univariate models 
and the multiple regression model. Clinical utility was defined by an AUC value>0.75. 
The likelihood effect ratio for each of the parameters on the model was calculated to 
identify which had the strongest influence on predicting TORS feasibility. Statistical 
analysis was performed using JMP10 (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC) with statistical 
significance designated as p<0.05.  
 
5.4.2 Results 
Cadavers 
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Seventeen cadavers were male and thirty-four female and their mean age at death was 
87.8 years (SD = 7.81). Thirty cadavers were edentulous. 
Surgeon Evaluation 
Concordance between the three surgeons’ subjective TORS difficulty impression was 
weak using the Landis and Koch classification and the Fleiss’ Kappa Coefficient was 
0.29. The tonsils were visualized in all cadavers, irrespective of the type of oral retractor 
used and hence this target was precluded from further analysis. For the base of tongue 
and epiglottis, there were sufficient numbers of cadavers in whom these regions were 
either ‘sub-optimally’ or ‘adequately’ visualized for statistical analyses to be 
performed. 
Subjective impression that TORS would be difficult was associated with poor mouth 
opening (rho = 0.36, p=0.01). Spearman’s rank coefficients also showed that the 
surgeons’ difficulty impression correlated with their ability to visualize the target sites. 
Therefore the surgeon was able to correctly predict subsequent visualization for the 
following target sites; tongue base (rho = 0.45, p<0.01 with Boyle-Davis and rho = 
0.39, p<0.01 with FK retractor) and epiglottis (rho = 0.29, p=0.04 with Boyle- Davis 
and rho = 0.41, p<0.01 with FK retractor).   
 
 
 
SITE VISUALIZATION 
MOUTH- 
OPENING 
SCORE 
N P-VALUE 
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Base of 
Tongue 
Adequate 
1 22 
<0.01 
2 6 
3 4 
4 0 
Sub-optimal 
1 7 
2 7 
3 1 
4 4 
Epiglottis 
Adequate 
1 12 
<0.01 
2 0 
3 0 
4 0 
Sub-optimal 
1 17 
2 13 
3 5 
4 4 
 
Table 5-2. Number of cadavers assigned to each mouth-opening score (1=optimal; 
4=inadequate) for each sub-site with p-values (Fisher’s exact test)  
Mouth opening and dentition 
The mouth-opening score differed significantly between cadavers in the ‘sub-optimal’ 
and ‘adequate’ visualization groups (Table 5-2).  Limited mouth opening was 
associated with ‘sub-optimal’ visualization when using the FK retractor irrespective of 
the target visualized (base of tongue or epiglottis). The presence of dentition was 
associated with sub-optimal visualization of base of tongue using the Boyle-Davis 
retractor only (chi-squared = 4.90, p=0.03). 
Retractor type 
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Transoral visualization of tonsil was possible in all cases regardless of the retractor 
used. Visualization was better using the FK retractor as compared to the Boyle-Davis 
gag for both the tongue base (chi-squared value = 2.53, p-value = 0.11) and epiglottis 
(chi-squared value = 7.09, p-value = 0.01) (Table 5-3). 
ANATOMICAL 
SUB-SITE 
NUMBER OF CAVADERS WITH ADEQUATE 
VISUALISATION (% OF TOTAL) 
Boyle-Davis FK 
Tonsils 51 (100) 51 (100) 
Base of tongue 24 (47) 32 (63) 
Epiglottis 8 (16) 20 (39) 
 
Table 5-3. Visualisation of each anatomical sub-site when using different gags 
Comparison of number and percentage of cadavers  
Anthropometrics 
A summary of the data for each anthropometric parameter for the 51 cadavers is 
presented in Table 5-4. The values shown are the means of 3 independent 
measurements; the maximum variation from the mean of each individual measurement 
was 0.2cm. Three of the anthropometrics (mandibular body height, hyoid-mental 
distance and neck circumference) differed significantly between the ‘sub-optimal’ and 
‘adequate’ visualization groups (p<0.05 for all comparisons, see Table 5-5). Greater 
mandibular body height, longer hyoid-mental distance and narrower neck 
circumference were associated with ‘adequate’ visualization.  
ANTHROPOMETRIC DEFINITION MEAN VALUE  (+/- 2 standard 
deviations) (cm) 
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Table 5-4. Anthropometric parameters: definitions and summary of data. Cadaver 
position was standardized (supine with neck extended and head flexed) for all 
measurements used 
 
Mandibular Body Length Angle of mandible to 
symphysis mentis 
9.4 (+/-0.3) 
Mandible Body Height Height of mandibular  
body anterior to ramus 
2.4 (+/-0.2) 
Hyoid-Mental Distance Body of hyoid to  
symphysis mentis 
5.1 (+/- 0.3) 
Sterno-Mental Distance Suprasternal notch to 
symphysis mentis 
13.9 (+/-0.5) 
Thyroid-Mental Distance Thyroid notch to  
symphysis mentis 
7.0 (+/-0.3) 
Cricoid-Mental Distance Inferior border of cricoid 
cartilage to symphysis 
mentis 
9.3 (+/-0.4) 
Neck Circumference Circumference at level of 
cricoid cartilage 
             40.5 (+/-1.6) 
PARAMETER SITE VISUALIZATION MEAN T P-VALUE 
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Table 5-5. Biometrics associated with TORS feasibility. 
The remaining anthropometrics did not significantly differ between the two 
visualization groups and there was no significant effect of sex on transoral 
visualization.  
 
Logistic Regression 
Mandibular 
body height 
Base of 
tongue 
Adequate 2.6 
2.18 0.03 
Sub-optimal 2.2 
Epiglottis 
Adequate 2.7 
2.64 0.01 
Sub-optimal 2.2 
Hyoid-mental 
distance 
Base of 
tongue 
Adequate 5.5 
2.41 0.02 
Sub-optimal 4.8 
Epiglottis 
Adequate 5.5 
2.02 0.05 
Sub-optimal 4.9 
Neck 
circumference 
Base of 
tongue 
Adequate 38.7 
-2.08 0.04 
Sub-optimal 42.1 
Epiglottis 
Adequate 36.8 
-2.10 0.04 
Sub-optimal 41.2 
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For each of the three significant anthropometrics, univariate logistic regression 
generated a model that was a good fit for the data, as demonstrated by significant chi-
squared values (p<0.05). However, the AUC values for the ROC curves ranged from 
0.66 to 0.68 indicating low discriminatory power. 
The multiple logistic regression model, performed using these three anthropometrics, 
also generated a significant chi-squared value (chi-squared = 12.6, p <0.01) and the 
AUC value for this ROC curve was 0.78 indicating good discriminatory power and 
clinical value (Figure 5-11). The p-value of the chi-squared statistic was smaller for the 
multiple logistic regression model compared with each of the univariate logistic 
regression models (<0.01 compared with 0.02 for mandibular body height, 0.02 for 
hyoid-metal distance and 0.04 for neck circumference). The likelihood effect ratio for 
each of the parameters of the multiple logistic regression model showed that neck 
circumference had the strongest influence on predicting TORS feasibility (chi-squared 
= 4.76, p <0.03). 
 
Figure 5-11: Receiver operating characteristic for multiple regression model 
(AUC = 0.78) AUC denotes the area under the ROC curve. 
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5.4.3 Synopsis of findings  
The gold standard clinical practice for appraisal of TORS feasibility has been replicated 
in cadavers by evaluating the degree of visualization of the tonsil, base of tongue and 
epiglottis. The former was visualized in all cadavers, irrespective of retractor type, 
precluding statistical evaluation of this anatomical feature. Limited mouth opening 
significantly impaired visualization of the base of tongue and epiglottis. The modified 
Mallampati class was used as an indicator of the degree of mouth opening because it is 
the standard clinical indicator of oropharyngeal obstruction (Mashour et al, 2008). 
These scores for mouth opening are categorical and therefore do not represent a true 
quantitative anthropometric measure. The presence of dentition impaired transoral 
visualization of the tongue base with a Boyle Davis mouth gag, but not with an FK oral 
retractor. The type of the retractor used in this study appeared to play an important role 
in the variability of the target exposure. Visualization of the epiglottis was significantly 
better using the FK retractor compared to the Boyle-Davis gag. As the target gets 
“further away” from the oral cavity (i.e. tonsil to tongue base to epiglottis), it becomes 
progressively more challenging to achieve full visualization (Table 5-2). The increased 
exposure afforded by the FK retractor provides significantly superior exposure to the 
Boyle-Davis gag for the “deeper” target regions. This is in keeping with clinical 
practice (De Virgilio et al, 2013).  
The results of the current study confirm that the surgeon’s subjective evaluation of 
TORS feasibility is reliable, because there was a significant positive correlation 
between their impression of difficulty and actual visualization of the base of tongue and 
epiglottis. However, the observed inter-rater agreement between the three surgeons was 
weak (kappa coefficient 0.29), reflecting the inherent variability associated with 
qualitative evaluation of TORS feasibility. 
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There were significant differences between groups in three anthropometric parameters 
when visualizing the base of tongue and epiglottis. Cadavers with ‘sub-optimal’ 
visualization had a significantly smaller mandible body height and hyoid-mental 
distance, but larger neck circumference than those with ‘adequate’ visualization. The 
results of the current study suggest that measures of the sterno-mental and thyro-mental 
distance are not reliable predictors for performing TORS in the oropharynx and 
supraglottis.  
Both univariate and multivariate logistic regression generated models that are a good 
fit to the data, but the multiple logistic regression model was better for predicting TORS 
feasibility.  This suggests that the relationship between biometrics and TORS feasibility 
can be considered ‘stronger’ when using the hyoid-mental distance, neck circumference 
and mandibular body height in combination, as opposed to considering each parameter 
in isolation. 
The likelihood effect ratios calculated for the multiple logistic regression model showed 
that neck circumference had the strongest influence on predicting TORS feasibility. 
However, inverse prediction on the logistic regression model for neck circumference 
(as well as for mandibular body height and hyoid-mental distance) generated ‘cut-off’ 
values outside of the data range of the current study, limiting their usefulness in this 
instance.  
The results of the study suggest that biometric measures of the extent of mouth opening, 
neck circumference, hyoid-mental length and mandibular body height may provide an 
important tool in the decision-making process when assessing patient suitability for 
TORS.  
5.5 Discussion 
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TORS represents a feasible, relatively effective long-term treatment for patients with 
moderate-severe OSA when they have failed all other available/existing treatment 
options including conventional and surgical treatment. CPAP is the gold standard 
treatment. Achieving a cure, defined by an AHI<5, is rarely attainable either with 
existing surgical options (excluding tracheostomy) or indeed with CPAP. Poor 
compliance with the latter accounts for this and therefore a ‘tipping-point’ is reached 
when surgery may represent a more effective therapeutic option to reduce the mean 
AHI.  
A novel application of TORS has been described that, at the time of starting this work, 
had not been previously reported. The rationale was to ensure that TORS was reserved 
for the anatomical sub-sites that would justify this approach. Proximal levels of collapse 
such as the palate and tonsil are readily addressed by conventional trans oral means and 
although it is possible to perform TORS in these cases, it does not confer an additional 
advantage in terms of access. The impact of additional levels of obstruction can 
potentially mask the impact of TORS and therefore patient selection was limited to 
BOT and/or epiglottic collapse.  
There is evidence that sleep apnoea is a risk factor for anaesthetic morbidity and 
mortality (Michelson 2007). Therefore potential candidates require a thorough 
anaesthetic assessment, as patients with OSA are more likely to have other 
comorbidities such as laryngo-pharyngeal reflux, hypertension and coronary artery 
disease. Careful management of postoperative analgesia is also essential because it is 
important not to compromise respiratory function. The avoidance of opiates is 
preferable because OSA patients are at high risk of developing postoperative 
respiratory compromise due to combination of worsening sleep apnoea and upper 
airway oedema. In this study there was a threshold for HDU monitoring and the first 2 
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patients were managed in this way as a matter of precaution.  There were no specific 
concerns during the perioperative period with these or indeed with any of the other 
patients.   
  
Due to the absence of a reliable and constant anatomic landmark, surgical intervention 
in the BOT may cause injury to the critical hypoglossal/lingual artery neurovascular 
bundle (HLNVB). Therefore it is important that the surgeon is familiar with the 
anatomy of the area. The average distance from the foramen cecum to the HLNVB was 
found to be 1.66±0.25cm in a cadaver study and 1.68±0.25cm in another study that used 
CT angiography to identify the neurovascular bundle (Lauretano et al, 1997). A midline 
to lateral laser ablation technique was adopted for TBR in order to minimize damage 
these structures.  The lateral extent of BOT resection is usually no more than 1cm away 
from the midline bilaterally for this reason. Regarding the epigottoplasty, preservation 
of the vallecula mucosa and an epiglottic remnant is important to minimize the risk of 
aspiration. 
The success rate was 64% although in 10/14 patients (71%) a successful long-term 
functional result was evident. This compares favourably to the non-robotic surgical 
approach that ranges from 40-60% (Kotecha et al, 2014). However, truly valid 
comparisons are difficult to ascertain because the definition of success often differs 
from study to study. In this study, the addition of significant subjective improvement 
as demonstrated by the ESS was used in addition to the Sher criteria as this represents 
a more rigorous evaluation of outcome.  Furthermore, although a patient can be 
considered ‘successful’ he/she might still have moderate or severe OSA and therefore 
still require CPAP. This was the case in 18% of the cohort.  However, the required 
pressures were reduced compared and both patients who had previously been intolerant 
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of CPAP were now able to use nasal CPAP. 
The extent of tongue base reduction necessary to achieve a good functional result must 
be balanced against the potential morbidity including pain, dysphagia and aspiration. 
The morbidity associated with the described technique appears to be significantly less 
compared to the open and existing endoscopic techniques. The duration of 
hospitalization is also far less than reported in other studies (Kotecha et al, 2014; Vicini 
et al, 2014). The amount of tissue resected varies between patients and is determined 
by the individual’s transoral anatomy and the degree of prolapse during sleep. As there 
can be considerable variation between patients, the goal should be to try and improve 
the Cormack and Lehane grade from III or IV to at grade II or better rather than to 
remove a predetermined volume of tongue base. It was not possible to identify any 
clinical or demographic factors that may be predictive of surgical response due to a 
sample size that was too small. 
Since this study was completed, five other centres have published their experience with 
TORS for OSA. In total there are 8 publications. The majority of these are small case 
series and 4 publications are from the same author (Vicini et al, 2010, 2012, 2013, 
2014). In total, there are approximately 200 cases of TORS reported in the literature at 
the time of writing (October 2014). These results are consistent with the findings of the 
majority of other studies that also demonstrate the efficacy of TORS particularly for 
addressing the tongue base and epiglottis. Success, using the Sher definition ranges 
from 50-70% (Freidman et al; Lee et al, 2012; Lin et al, 2013; Toh et al, 2014;Vicini et 
al, 2010).  However, several important differences exist. The vast majority of these 
studies utilised TORS as part of multilevel surgery that also includes surgery to the soft 
palate and nasal cavity. Less than 15% of cases report TORS as a stand-alone treatment 
and the one study that does limits the application to tongue base only (Lin et al, 2013). 
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Rather than being reserved as a salvage procedure, TORS was applied as the primary 
treatment modality in approximately 60% of cases (Vicini et al, 2014). Furthermore, all 
the studies reported are retrospective with a maximum mean follow-up time of 3-10 
months.   
In comparison, this is the only prospective clinical evaluation of TORS in patients with 
OSA. It is the 1st study to report the results of TORS exclusively for BOT and epiglottic 
collapse and consequently, the results are not confounded by surgical alterations at 
other levels of airway.  In addition, this study has a much longer follow-up period with 
a median time of 24 months. Regarding surgical technique for performing the TBR, 
this differs to other reports as laser ablation rather than tissue resection is used. 
Tracheostomy was never necessary and the limited morbidity and 24 hour in-patient 
stay is in contrast with other studies of TORS that report routine tracheostomy or 
overnight intubation and an average hospital stay of 3.5 days. This may be a reflection 
of patient selection and an ablation technique that produces less volumetric reduction 
than resection. The fact that TORS is used as part of a more extensive multilevel 
surgical approach in most other studies is the likely reason. The incidence of transient 
hypoguesia is reportedly 15%, which is double the figure in our study. The longer mean 
duration of surgery reported in the literature (100 minutes) probably accounts for this 
compared to this series (60 minutes). 
This study was prospective, follow up was longer than most comparable studies 
reported in the literature and validated measures of outcome were used. However, some 
limitations in the methodology must also be acknowledged. The sample size is small 
and the lack of a control group limits the generalizability of the findings. Selection bias 
must be acknowledged as a potential confounding factor. There is a potential 
‘performance’ bias as the console developed increasing expertise with more clinical 
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experience. The daVinci system also has several limitations associated with the lack of 
haptic feedback and bulky size that limit the application to oropharyneal and 
supraglottic resection.  A larger patient cohort is necessary to validate the results of the 
study. A long-term prospective comparative evaluation using 2 other treatment arms 
(CPAP and an alternative trans oral surgical modality) would be helpful to establish the 
efficacy of the TORS in patients with OSA. 
Clinical evaluation of TORS demonstrated that appropriate exposure of the target 
region is a key factor in determining its successful application. The target region will 
invariably be difficult to access if its boundaries are not visible. Suboptimal access has 
major implications for poor outcome, such as a higher risk of damaging healthy 
adjacent structures, inadequate tumour resection margins or abandoning the procedure. 
Several other clinical studies have highlighted the importance of careful patient 
selection (De Virgilio et al, 2013; Dowthwaite et al, 2013; Janus et al, 2013). Important 
determinants of feasibility include patient suitability for anaesthesia and sufficient 
access for target resection. As a result, Weinstein et al, advocate transoral examination 
under anaesthetic (EUA) prior to TORS (Weinstein et al, 2012). In a recent study to 
optimize laryngeal and hypopharyngeal exposure, De Virgilio et al, reported a 100% 
success rate in the ability to perform TORS when an EUA was carried out beforehand 
(De Virgilio et al, 2013). Despite the scrupulous approach advocated by Weinstein et 
al, the ‘conversion to open’ rate due to unanticipated suboptimal access ranges from 1-
5%. (De Virgilio et al, 2013; Weinstein et al, 2012). Therefore, predictive metrics 
would be an extremely useful adjunct in the clinical setting to confirm adequate access 
to the target region, reduce the percentage of unanticipated TORS failures and avoid 
the need for a screening EUA. The findings of the cadaver study suggests that TORS 
may be more challenging to perform in micrognathic patients, those with limited 
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cervical spine extension and those with a short, wide neck. Hyoid-mental distance has 
previously been suggested to be a good predictor of oropharyngeal visualization 
(Hsiung et al, 2004) and the current findings are consistent with this. Our findings are 
also compatible with the results of several other clinical studies that have concluded 
that a small mandibular body height, a small hyoid-mental distance and a large neck 
circumference are all associated with difficult intubation (Case Leon et al, 2013; 
Gonzalez et al, 2008; Shah et al, 2012). The identification of ‘cut-off’ anthropometric 
values to predict TORS feasibility could be used in conjunction with Mallampati grade 
to devise a screening tool that avoids the need for an EUA.  
This is the first study published in the literature to assess biometrics measures to 
evaluate patient suitability for TORS (Arora et al, 2014). A similar study subsequently 
published by Luginbuhl et al, in 2014 investigated the role of pre-operative 
cephalometric measurements obtained from pre-operative imaging for the same 
purpose. Twenty measurements were obtained from CT or MRI imaging on 31 TORS 
base of tongue (BOT) resections and compared to adequacy of exposure. A distance 
from the posterior pharyngeal wall to hyoid less than 30 mm was considered a risk 
factor for sub-optimal access. Similarly a distance less than 8.1 mm from the posterior 
pharyngeal wall to the soft palate and an angle less than 130 between the epiglottis and 
the larynx also suggested a difficult exposure. 
Cadavers have been widely used to evaluate surgical approaches in 
Otorhinolaryngology and head & neck surgery (Eloy et al, 2012). Nevertheless, the 
primary limitation of the second study is that it utilised cadavers, which exhibit reduced 
tissue pliability compared to the living body. In order to improve tissue pliability, a 
phenol-glycerol technique was used to embalm the cadavers. This technique does not 
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produce the ‘stiffness’ associated with formaldehyde fixation. Parameters that require 
the use of anatomical landmarks are liable to measurement errors/variability, 
(Rosenstock et al, 2005) although this was minimised by utilising mean measurements 
from three independent observers for analysis and standardizing their position for 
assessment.   
Biometric measures of the extent of mouth opening, neck circumference, hyoid-mental 
length and mandibular body height provide an important tool in the decision-making 
process when assessing patient suitability for TORS. The results require clinical 
validation in a large patient cohort because the study does not account for important 
factors that affect decision-making in clinical practice such as tumour stage, patient 
factors (e.g. age and performance status) and surgical experience. Adequate exposure 
requires complete visualization of the lesion, its boundaries and sufficient space for free 
movement of the robotic arms. When making a clinical decision, all of these factors 
need to be collectively considered to determine patient suitability.  
The daVinci system facilitates BOT access and allows more aggressive tissue resection 
than is possible using conventional transoral means. This may account for the greater 
efficacy observed compared existing transoral techniques (Friedman et al, 2012). 
However, the extent of tongue base reduction necessary to achieve a good functional 
result during TORS is not known. The volume of tissue removed from the BOT during 
TORS usually amounts to 10 mls although this figure is reported to range from 3-40mls 
(Friedman et al, 2012; Lin et al, 2013; Vicini et al, 2014). The volume is estimated as 
the amount of saline displaced in a large graduated syringe after the submersion of the 
entire surgical specimen. The density of the removed tissue is approximately 1 g/ml 
since density of muscle is 1.06 g/ml and density of fat is 0.9 g/ml. Inaccuracy of 
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measurements and an inability to assess volumetric reduction when ablative TBR as 
opposed to resection demonstrates the need for developing accurate quantitative 
measures in order to computing the volume of tissue removed during TORS.  
 
5.6 Conclusion 
TORS represents a promising treatment option for selected patients with moderate-
severe OSA who have failed all other treatment modalities.  The clinical efficacy and 
cost effectiveness of TORS compared to CPAP and the existing transoral surgical 
techniques warrant further evaluation. Long-term comparative evaluation in a large 
patient cohort is necessary to validate the findings of this pilot study. The ability to 
formulate a reliable TORS feasibility score is essential to improve patient selection and 
minimize unnecessary anaesthetic risk.  Mandibular body height, hyoid-mental length 
and neck circumference in conjunction with the degree of mouth opening may 
determine patient suitability for TORS. Clinical evaluation is essential to validate their 
collective usefulness. 
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CHAPTER 6 
 
Validating a virtual reality simulator for 
temporal bone surgery 
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6.1 Background 
In order for a virtual reality (VR) simulator to be a useful training tool, it should contain 
several elements such as feedback, the ability for repetitive practice, varying difficulty 
levels, and reliable outcome measures (Cannon-Bowers et al, 2010). Robust validity 
data for any surgical simulator is essential to establish the efficacy and guide its 
application in surgical training.   
The European Association for Endoscopic Surgery (EAES) guidelines outline the 
keystones of simulator validation  (Carter et al, 2006). Face validity reflects the ability 
of a simulator to produce a realistic environment that resembles the actual surgical 
procedure. This is assessed using a trainer and ‘referent’ trainee group by means of a 
structured questionnaire. Content validity is the assessment of the ability of the 
simulator to deliver what is expected to achieve. This is demonstrated by satisfying pre-
determined criteria that both groups agree upon. Construct validity confirms the 
simulator’s ability to quantifiably differentiate between different levels of expertise 
amongst participants. This is essential if the simulator is intended for training or 
assessment. 
The VOXEL-MAN TempoSurg simulator (www.voxel-man.com) is the first 
commercially available temporal bone VR simulator. In May 2009, the ENT 
Department at St Mary’s Hospital Imperial College NHS Trust was the 2nd team in the 
UK to purchase one following a successful Simulation and Technology-enhanced 
Learning Initiative (STeLI) grant award. This has been permanently kept on site since 
this time in the Virtual Reality Simulation laboratory, Patterson Centre, St Mary’s 
Hospital, London. 
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6.1.1The Simulator system  
The simulator system consists of a viewing station, force-feedback device and a foot 
control (Figure 6-1). The main component of the viewing station is a cathode ray 
television screen that displays the surgical site and the user interface. The station also 
houses a computer that uses two Athlon MP processors, a SuSE Linux 8.0, a Nvidia 
Quadro2MXR graphics board and the VOXEL-MAN software.  
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Figure 6-1: The VOXELMAN ENT Simulator (1st iteration) 
Volumetric high-resolution CT images of the temporal bone are used to produce a three 
dimensional representation.  It is viewed by the user through a horizontal mirror 
creating the impression that the surgical instrument is in the same position in relation 
to the patient as in real surgery. The surgical site is displayed in stereoscopic mode that 
the user views through ELSA Revelator shutter glasses in order to see the operation 
field three-dimensionally (Figure 6-2).  
 
Figure 6-2: Virtual temporal bone drilling using the VOXEL-MAN Simulator 
 
Vital structures are colour-coded. Additional features include a ‘risk monitor’ window 
that allows the user to see the distance of the instrument from the organs at risk (Figure 
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6-3). Transverse, sagittal and coronal cross-sections at the position of the tool can also 
be displayed together with the tool in its actual position and direction.  
 
Figure 6-3: The VOXELMAN ENT Simulator user interface 
Attached to the station is the force-feedback (Phantom Omni premium) device. Its 
location and direction in space as defined by the user are transmitted to the computer. 
This serves as a virtual drill that is activated by the foot pedal to alter the appearance of 
the virtual temporal bone (Figure 6-4). When the pedal is fully engaged, this 
corresponds to a drill speed of approximately 40,000 rotations/minute. The drill 
responds with forces according to the contact situation visible on screen allowing the 
user to experience changes in pressure.  
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Figure 6-4: The virtual drill 
The computer records its location, direction in space and a number of performance 
measures such as excessive force or injuries relating to vital structures. The user is able 
to alter the surgical orientation, drill size, type and rotation speed (Figure 6-5). 
The system may be run in three different modes: basic training, advanced training and 
examination. Table 6-1 summarizes the differences between them. The user is able to 
save the final result and record the entire procedure that can be stored on a CD, DVD 
or USB stick. 
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Figure 6-5: Automated performance metrics generated by the VOXEL-MAN 
simulator 
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TRAINING 
LEVEL 
Visible 
windows 
Alarm when 
at-risk 
structures 
injured 
At-risk 
structures 
colour 
marked 
At-risk 
structures 
protected 
Basic Surgery 
Cross-section 
Risk monitor 
Yes Yes Yes 
Advanced Surgery 
Cross-section 
Risk monitor 
No No No 
Examination Surgery No No No 
 
Table 6-1. Characteristics of different training modes of VOXEL-MAN ENT 
Simulator 
 
6.1.2 Objective 
The objective of this chapter is to investigate the face, content and construct validity of 
the VOXEL-MAN ENT simulator for temporal bone dissection in an Otolaryngology 
training programme.  
6.2 Method 
Two separate validation studies were conducted: 
Study 1: Face and Content validation 
Study 2: Construct validation 
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6.3 Face and content validation 
6.3.1 Method 
Seven one-day VR-integrated temporal bone drilling sessions were conducted between 
June 2009 and January 2011. Six sessions were held at St Mary’s Hospital, Imperial 
College Healthcare NHS Trust London, UK. One session was conducted at the 
Department of Otolaryngology Head and Neck Surgery at the Johns Hopkins Medical 
Institutions, Baltimore, Maryland USA. A standardised programme that also 
incorporated cadaver temporal bone drilling was followed (Appendix 10).  
Subjects 
Eighty-five subjects were enrolled consisting of an experienced and trainee group. The 
former consisted of 25 Otolaryngology consultant surgeons. The trainee group 
consisted of 60 recruits with a minimum of 3 months Otolaryngology experience. None 
of the participants had any previous experience with this simulator.  
Task 
Before task commencement, the trainee group undertook a cognitive skills session. This 
incorporated three 20-minute didactic tutorials. All participants underwent a 
standardized 30-minute familiarization session supervised by an experienced operator. 
This involved interface orientation and several introductory drilling exercises. Written 
instructions outlining the following 5 components of the intended VR temporal bone 
dissection task were provided to each participant. 
1 Delineate the sinodural angle 
2 Perform a mastoid antrostomy 
3 Identify the short process of incus and lateral semi circular canal 
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4 Delineate the vertical portion the facial nerve and chorda tympani 
5 Perform a posterior tympanotomy to visualise the round window niche and 
stapes supra structure. 
Dissection was performed in the “examination mode” and began from a standardized 
starting point using a left temporal bone. The additional cross-sectional imaging and 
risk monitor window were de-activated and task duration was limited to 90 minutes.   
Questionnaire  
Subjects completed a survey detailing demographic information, previous cadaveric 
and surgical temporal bone experience. Following task completion, subjects completed 
a 21-point questionnaire to evaluate face and content realism, training effectiveness, 
assessment capability and global impressions. Questions were rated on a 5-point Likert 
scale, in which 1 represented ‘not true/realistic/useful’ and 5 represented ‘very 
true/realistic/ useful.’ A score of 3 was considered neutral. The questionnaire ended 
with a free text section regarding perceived advantages, potential applications, 
perceived limitations and suggestions for improvement. 
Statistical analysis 
Data was analysed using the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) v10.1 
(SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL). Results are reported as mean ± 1 Standard Deviation (SD). A 
mean score > 4 was considered the minimum threshold score for acceptability. 
Differences between the experienced and trainee group were analysed with the 
independent t-test. A p-value of < 0.05 was considered significant. Analysis of the free 
response section was performed to identify recurring themes.  
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Ethical considerations 
National Research Ethics Service (NRES) reviewed the study and ethical approval was 
not required under NHS research governance arrangements. The study was exempt 
from review by Imperial College London and Imperial College Healthcare Joint 
Research Office and John Hopkins Medical Institutional Review boards.   
6.3.2 Results 
Demographics 
Eighty-five subjects completed the task and questionnaire. Seventy-two (82%) 
participants were male. Ninety seven percent were right-handed.  Seventy-one 
participants (84%) were Otolaryngology trainee or consultant surgeons based in the 
UK. Fourteen subjects were Otolaryngology residents or faculty from the Johns 
Hopkins University Department of Otolaryngology Head and Neck Surgery, Baltimore, 
Maryland.    
The experienced group comprised 25 Consultant/Attending Otolaryngologists who had 
each performed at least 150 mastoid operations as the primary surgeon. The mean time 
from completion of training was 13.4 years (range 2-30 years). The mean number of 
mastoid operations performed per year was 50 cases.   The trainee group comprised 60 
trainees with a mean Otolaryngology training experience of 2.9 years (Figure 4). 
Seventy-six percent of trainees had previously attended at least one cadaveric temporal 
bone course (range 0-4) and had performed 4 temporal bone dissections (range 0-20). 
The mean total number of mastoid operations performed under supervision was 10 
cases (range 0-35).        
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Figure 6-6: Trainee otolaryngologist experience (ENT; Ear nose and throat) 
 
Face Validity 
Realism of the VR temporal bone simulator compared with cadaveric temporal bone 
dissection was assessed across the following domains; appearance of the drill and 
anatomical structures, evaluation of the drill handling characteristics, depth perception 
and quality of graphics (Table 6-2). Significant differences were found between the two 
groups regarding drill ergonomics and haptic feedback. The experienced group rated 
both as worse compared to temporal bone dissection (p=0.04, p=0.01). The mean score 
was less than the minimum threshold level for acceptability across all domains although 
appearance of anatomical structures and drill approached acceptability (mean scores 
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3.9 respectively). Seventy percent of participants rated anatomical appearance as 
acceptable. One handedness, limited depth perception around the stapes supra-structure 
and suboptimal bone appearance close to vital structures were the most frequently cited 
reasons accounting for suboptimal realism.         
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 6-2. Face validation. All domains were scored out of a maximum score of 5.  
 
Content Validity 
The level to which the simulator covers the subject matter of temporal bone dissection 
was assessed across the following sub-domains; surgical anatomy and planning, drill 
navigation and technique, hand-eye coordination and overall usefulness as a training 
tool. The simulator rated favourably in all categories apart from drilling technique and 
 
   
  
Trainers 
(n=25) 
Trainees 
(n=60) 
Total 
(n=85) 
 Domains Mean (SD) Mean (SD) 
Mean 
(SD) 
  Appearances of anatomical 
structures 3.6 (0.8) 4.0 (0.9) 3.9 (0.9) 
  Appearance of drill 3.7 (1.0) 3.9 (0.9) 3.9 (0.9) 
  Performance of drill 3.0 (1.0) 3.4 (1.0) 3.3 (1.0) 
  Haptic feedback 2.9 (1.2) 3.6 (0.9) 3.4 (1.0) 
  Ergonomics 3.2 (1.0) 3.6 (0.8) 3.5 (0.9) 
  Depth perception 3.4 (1.1) 3.8 (0.9) 3.7 (1.0) 
  Quality of graphics 3.5 (0.8) 3.9 (0.8) 3.8 (0.8) 
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navigation. There were no significant differences between the groups in all content 
domains (Table 6-3).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 6-3. Content validation. All domains were scored out of a maximum score of 
5.  
 
Applicability in the surgical curriculum     
Trainers and trainees concurred on the potential usefulness of a VR integrated 
Otolaryngology curriculum (mean score 4.3). The trainee group were more likely to 
recommend VR temporal bone training to a colleague than the experienced group 
(p=0.02) (Table 6-4). Analysis of the free responses suggested that simulator training 
would be most beneficial for junior Otolaryngology trainees before they have 
performed cadaveric temporal bone dissection. There was also some appreciation for 
the effectiveness of anatomy teaching at undergraduate level.  
The transferability of VR skills to the operating room (OR) was rated as undecided 
(mean score 3.5). Lack of bleeding, bone dust, suction and auditory cues were the most 
 
   
  Trainers (n=25) Trainees (n=60) Total (n=85) 
 Domains Mean (SD) Mean (SD) Mean (SD) 
  Teaching anatomy 4.5 (0.6) 4.6 (0.6) 4.6 (0.6) 
  Teaching surgical planning 4.1 (0.9) 4.3 (0.9) 4.2 (0.9) 
  Drilling technique 3.7 (0.9) 3.8 (0.8) 3.7 (0.8) 
  Instrument navigation 3.9 (0.6) 3.9 (0.9) 3.9 (0.8) 
  Training Hand-Eye coordination 4.2 (0.7) 4.3 (0.7) 4.3 (0.7) 
  Overall Training tool 4.2 (0.8) 4.4 (0.6) 4.4 (0.7) 
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frequently cited reasons. The user-friendliness of the simulator interface was positively 
rated (mean score 4.1). There was a significant difference between the groups regarding 
simulator familiarization. The experienced group considered 45 minutes an appropriate 
timeframe compared to 15 minutes suggested by the trainee group (p=0.01).  
Participants were undecided about using it as an assessment tool for surgical skills 
(Table 6-4).     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 6-4. Global rating and Assessment scores. All domains were scored out of a 
maximum score of 5.  
 
 
 
 
 
   
  Trainers (n=25) Trainees (n=60) 
Total 
(n=85) 
 Domains Mean (SD) Mean (SD) 
Mean 
(SD) 
  Virtual TB inclusion in training 4.1 (0.9) 4.3 (0.8) 4.3 (0.8) 
  Recommend to colleague 3.9 (1.0) 4.4 (0.7) 4.3 (0.8) 
  User Friendly 4.1 (0.6) 4.1 (0.7) 4.1 (0.7) 
  Transfer to OR 3.3 (1.1) 3.5 (0.9) 3.5 (0.9) 
  Drilling technique 3.6 (0.9) 3.6 (0.9) 3.6 (0.9) 
  Instrument navigation 3.6 (0.8) 3.7 (1.0) 3.7 (0.9) 
  Hand-Eye Coordination 3.7 (0.8) 4.0 (0.8) 3.9 (0.8) 
  Overall 3.6 (1.0) 3.7 (0.9) 3.6 (0.9) 
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6.3.3 Synopsis of findings 
Approximately 70% of subjects scored face validity as acceptable regarding appearance 
of anatomical structures. However, the overall mean score did not reach acceptability 
in face validity sub-domains. The lowest score was for drill ergonomics. The 
experienced group rated drill ergonomics and haptic feedback worse compared to 
temporal bone dissection (p=0.01, p=0.04). One handedness, limited depth perception 
and suboptimal bone appearance around vital structures were frequently cited reasons 
for suboptimal realism. This may reflect their training environment and lack of 
familiarity with VR simulation.  
Although user-friendliness was positively rated (mean score 4.1) there was a significant 
difference between the groups regarding familiarization. Trainers considered 45 
minutes an appropriate timeframe compared to 15 minutes in the trainee group 
(p=0.01).  
The simulator fared better in content validity and was positively rated in most domains. 
Both trainers and trainees concurred regarding the usefulness of a VR integrated 
training programme (mean score 4.3). There was also general consensus regarding 
usefulness for anatomy and psychomotor skills. The trainee group were more likely to 
recommend VR temporal bone training to a colleague than the experienced group 
(p=0.02); a likely reflection of their training needs. Transferability of VR to OR skills 
was undecided (mean score 3.5). Lack of bleeding, bone dust, suction and auditory cues 
were frequently cited reasons. However, these features may potentially overwhelm the 
novice distracting from the development of important foundational psychomotor skills. 
Despite not reaching the highest level of face validity, both groups concurred on content 
validity of the simulator. This is compatible with previous studies that report a similar 
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acceptability of skills transfer and assessment from simple bench models to the 
operating room for the novice surgeon. (O’Leary et al, 2008). 
Our results may be affected by selection and performance bias. However, enrolment 
was voluntary and the number of observers kept to a minimum to reduce bias in the 
performance and opinion of participants. Limited exposure to the simulator might be 
considered a weakness but a 30-minute familiarization session and 90-minute task 
duration is longer than most studies. The subjective nature of evaluation is a limitation 
of all validation studies. Recruitment of a large number of experts and trainees serves 
to militate against this. Nevertheless, 10% of the traine group had limited ENT 
experience (less than 6 months) and 25% of the trainee group had not previously 
performed a cadaver temporal bone dissection. Multiple comparisons were made of 21 
domains in total. Each one has an error rate that may produce significant results from 
chance alone regarding the difference in perception between trainer and trainee cohorts. 
Nevertheless, the 2 significant findings concerning face validity relate to drill 
performance and it is perhaps unsurprising that the experienced cohort rated this worse 
than their junior colleagues.  
 
6.4 Construct Validation 
6.4.1 Method 
Subjects 
Participants were allocated to one of three groups in order to assess the validity of the 
VOXEL-MAN simulator based on their level of temporal bone operative experience. 
Forty final year medical students at Imperial College London with no practical 
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experience of cadaveric temporal bones or otological operative experience were 
recruited to form a novice group. Fifteen Otolaryngology trainees who had previously 
attended a one-day VR integrated temporal bone drilling session and had a minimum 
experience of 10 mastoid procedures were recruited to a second intermediate group. An 
expert group was created consisting of 10 otolaryngology consultants with a minimum 
experience of 100 mastoid procedures as the primary operating surgeon.  The 
intermediate and expert groups had previous experience with the temporal bone 
simulator having been involved as participants in the face and content validation study. 
None of the participants in the novice group had any previous experience of using the 
VOXEL-MAN simulator. 
Participant demographics 
The mean age of the novice group was 25 years (range 20-27 years). Regarding the 
intermediate group the mean age was 32 years (range 29-35 years) and their mean 
otolaryngology training experience was 2.9 years. Regarding the expert group, the 
mean age was 48 years (range 37-59 years). 97% of all participants were right handed 
and all participants had general PC experience. 38% of the novice group (n = 15), 27% 
of the intermediate group (n = 4) and 10% of the expert group (n = 1) regularly played 
PC or video games. 
Task 
Participants received one-on-one orientation to the simulator. All participants watched 
the same demonstration video and had hands-on experience, which included a number 
of standardised introductory tasks, whilst being supervised by an experienced operator.  
Each subject was then asked to read the task instructions prior to being evaluated on 
the same simulated surgical task. This involved identification and delineation of the 
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sigmoid sinus in a virtual left sided temporal bone. The task began from an identical 
starting point, with the user being presented with a view of a 3D reconstruction of a 
temporal bone in which part of the cortical bone had already been removed (Figure 6-
7). The task duration was limited to 10 minutes. Any additional real-time cross sectional 
imaging was deactivated to eliminate the chance of this biasing the outcomes of the 
task. Objective data was produced using a scoring matrix incorporated into the 
VOXEL-MAN software, displayed and recorded at the conclusion of each trial. The 
simulator measured the total time taken to complete the task, the volume of bone 
removed and the efficiency of bone removal. As the position of the virtual drill piece 
can be accurately monitored in relation to the temporal bone throughout the task, 
objective measures for injuries to vital structures such as the sigmoid sinus, dura and 
facial nerve were also recorded. Similarly, objective metrics for the time spent with the 
drill piece obscured from view and the force applied by the user when overlying a vital 
structure were also measured. 
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Figure 6-7: Delineation of the sigmoid sinus. Task starting point (top image) with 
pre-determined volume of cortical bone already removed. End point of task (bottom 
image) shows skeletonisation of the sigmoid sinus (purple) in a virtual left temporal 
bone 
 
Statistical analysis 
The performance metrics of the 3 groups were compared to assess the construct validity 
of the simulated task. The overall differences between the groups was assessed using 
analysis of variance  (ANOVA) for normally distributed variables and the Kruskal-
Wallis test for variables that were not normally distributed. Some variables had 
outcomes that took either one of a limited number of values, or had the majority of the 
values being the same and were therefore treated as categorical measures.  For these 
variables, the Fisher's exact test was used to compare the overall difference between 
the three groups of participants. 
If a significant overall difference between the three groups was detected, a comparison 
of each pair of participants was performed. For the continuous variables that were 
normally distributed, this was done using post-hoc tests as part of the ANOVA analysis. 
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For the non-normal continuous variables, the Mann-Whitney test was used for the 
comparisons, whilst Fisher's exact test was used for the categorical variables. A 
Bonferroni correction was applied to all paired comparisons. 
 
Outcome 
measure 
Analysis Novices, 
mean (SD) 
Intermediates, 
mean (SD) 
Experts, mean 
(SD) 
P-value 
Exposure of 
sigmoid 
sinus score 
 
ANOVA 
 
112 (51) 
 
119(16) 
 
131(8) 
 
0.40 
Volume 
bone 
removed 
(ml) 
 
ANOVA 
 
1.01 (0.56) 
 
1.42 (0.39) 
 
1.79 (0.29) 
 
<0.001 
  Novices, 
median 
(IQR) 
Intermediates, 
median (IQR) 
Experts, 
median (IQR) 
 
Injuries 
sigmoid 
sinus 
(score) 
Kruskal 
Wallis 
-995  
(-4175, -
255) 
-130  
(-250, -80) 
-40  
(-70, -30) 
<0.001 
Injury to 
dura 
(score) 
Kruskal 
Wallis 
-7 (-28, 0) -9 (-40, -1) -0.5 (-1, 0) 0.06 
Work while 
not visible 
(score) 
Kruskal 
Wallis 
-30 (-151, -
4) 
-1 (-7, 0) -1 (-2, 0) <0.001 
Time 
(seconds) 
Kruskal 
Wallis 
599 (518, 
602) 
428 (337, 469) 347 (312, 384) <0.001 
Efficiency 
score 
Kruskal 
Wallis 
0.16 (0.10, 
0.24) 
0.32 (0.27, 0.43) 0.47 (0.45, 
0.52) 
<0.001 
  Novices, N 
(%) 
Intermediates, N 
(%) 
Experts, N (%)  
Injury to 
facial nerve 
(score) 
Fisher’s 
Exact 
Injured: 6 
(15%) 
Not 
injured: 34 
(85%) 
Injured: 0 (0%) 
Not injure: 15 
(100%) 
Injured: 0 (0%) 
Not injured: 10 
(100%) 
0.21 
Excessive 
force over 
facial nerve 
(score) 
Fisher’s 
Exact 
Excessive 
force: 20 
(50%) 
Not 
excessive: 
20 (50%) 
Excessive force: 3 
(20%) 
Not excessive: 12 
(80%) 
Excessive 
force: 2 (20%) 
Not excessive: 
0 (80%) 
0.05 
Excessive 
force over 
sigmoid 
Fisher’s 
Exact 
Excessive 
force: 18 
(45%) 
Excessive force: 2 
(13%) 
Not excessive: 13 
(87%) 
Excessive 
force: 2 (20%) 
Not excessive: 
8 (80%) 
0.07 
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Table 6-5. Comparison between novice, intermediate and expert groups for 
objective simulator derived metrics following task completion 
 
 
6.4.2 Results 
Analysis of the output metrics derived from the simulator upon completion of the task 
confirmed statistically significant differences for a number of metrics (Table 6-5). 
Comparing the performance of the expert, intermediate and novice groups enabled 
assessment of construct validity for the task (Table 6-6).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
sinus 
(score) 
Not 
excessive: 
22 (55%) 
Excessive 
force near 
dura 
(score) 
Fisher’s 
Exact 
Excessive 
force: 18 
(45%) 
Not 
excessive: 
22 (55%) 
Excessive force: 0 
(0%) 
Not excessive: 15 
(100%) 
Excessive 
force: 1 (10%) 
Not excessive: 
9 (90%) 
  0.001 
Outcome measure Novice vs. 
Intermediate 
P-value 
Novice vs. Expert 
P-value 
Intermediate vs. 
Expert 
P-value 
    
Volume of bone 
removed 
0.03 <0.001 0.21 
Injuries sigmoid sinus <0.001 <0.001   0.008 
Work while not visible <0.001   0.002 1.00 
Time <0.001 <0.001 0.38 
Efficiency <0.001 <0.001   0.005 
Excessive force near 
dura 
  0.003 0.20 1.00 
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Table 6-6. Comparison between novice, intermediate and expert groups for 
construct valid performance measures. To allow for multiple testing, a Bonferroni 
adjustment was performed. Adjusted p-values are displayed. 
 
 
 
 
The experts and intermediates completed the task faster than the novice group (experts 
vs. novices: p<0.001, intermediates vs. novices p<0.001) (Figure 6-8A). In addition, 
both the expert group and the intermediate group outperformed novices with fewer 
injuries to the sigmoid sinus (experts vs. novices: p<0.001, intermediates vs. novices 
p<0.001) (Figure 6-8B) and a greater total volume of bone being removed during the 
task (experts vs. novices: p<0.001, intermediates vs. novices p=0.03) (Figure 6-8C). 
Novices spent a significantly longer time with the drill piece hidden from view (experts 
vs. novices: p=0.002, intermediates vs. novices p<0.001) (Figure 6-8D) and displayed 
lower levels of efficiency (experts vs. novices: p<0.001, intermediates vs. novices 
p<0.001) (Figure 6-8E). The intermediate group also displayed fewer episodes of 
excessive force near to the dura compared with novices (p=0.003). No significant 
difference was found between experts and novices with respect to force over the dura. 
There were significant differences between the intermediate group and the expert group 
with respect to only two objective measures. The intermediate group injured the 
sigmoid sinus on more occasions than the experts (expert score -40 vs. intermediate 
score -130, p=0.008)(Figure 6-8B) and were less efficient than their senior colleagues 
(expert efficiency score 0.47 vs. intermediate efficiency score 0.32, p=0.005) (Figure 
6-8E). 
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Figure 6-8 Box plots comparing task performance of groups (A) total time taken 
(seconds), (B) injuries to sigmoid sinus, (C) volume of bone removed (milliliters), 
(D) time spent with burr obscured (seconds), and (E) drilling efficiency score. 
 
There was no significant difference between the 3 groups with respect to the degree of 
preparation of the sigmoid sinus, injury to the facial nerve, or force over the sigmoid 
sinus or facial nerve.  These results further support construct validity, as on this task 
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the simulator can differentiate between different levels of experience using a number 
of different objective metrics.  
6.4.3 Synopsis of findings 
This study appears to support the construct validity of the VOXEL-MAN virtual reality 
temporal bone simulator for a specific task. Both experts and intermediates completed 
the task faster than the novice groups. Interestingly, there was no statistically significant 
difference in the time taken to complete the task between experts and those in the 
intermediate group. It is possible that the level of task complexity was not sufficient to 
discriminate between these groups, or that the trainee surgeons adapted to the virtual 
environment quicker than the experienced group. However, speed of surgery alone 
cannot be used to determine proficiency and other objective metrics are required to 
discriminate between different levels of experience.  
The results showed significant differences between all three groups with respect to the 
number of injuries to the sigmoid sinus and the efficiency of bone removal. Novices 
were also significantly more likely to perform the procedure with the tip of the drill 
obscured and use more force over the dura. It would appear that novices approach the 
task with a degree of trepidation that results in slower completion times and more 
injuries to vital structures. Experts, on the other hand, use smooth deliberate strokes of 
the drill piece resulting in better efficiency and produce a well saucerised cavity 
minimising the chances of drilling with the tip obscured. It should be noted that the 
confidence intervals overall (refer Figure 6-8) for the majority of metrics tested 
reflecting a limitation with respect to sufficient power due to relatively small numbers 
recruited in each group.  
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6.5 Discussion 
Simulation training is ideally suited for temporal bone dissection. The temporal bone 
is a complex 3-dimensional environment and surgical endeavours require a 
combination of fine motor skills and sound anatomical knowledge as small errors in 
judgement can have potentially disastrous sequelae  (Fried et al, 2007). Virtual reality 
surgery can enable learning of both fine motor skills and 3D anatomy in a safe 
environment whilst minimising patient risk (Bakhos et al, 2010). Competency involves 
the ability to interpret and respond to changing anatomy thereby preserving structures 
of importance while fulfilling the goals of surgical intervention. (Francis et al, 2011)  
The first study includes the largest number of subjects to date that explores face and 
content validity of VR temporal bone simulation. Experts and trainees from 2 major 
centres of temporal bone dissection training in the UK and USA were enrolled. Our 
research group is not affiliated with the manufacturer. The ability to interview all 
participants for thematic qualitative assessment and gather, compile and assess verbal 
and anonymous written comments was an additional strength.  
Limitations with the simulator include one handedness and the lack of bleeding, bone 
dust and networking. Face validation, which reflects realism, was found to be 
suboptimal in 5/7 domains and only approached the acceptable threshold score in 2 
others (appearance of drill and anatomical structures). Suggested areas for 
improvement include enhancing visual and auditory cues to permit more realistic 
skeletonization and improving visual-spatial 3D perception during deeper temporal 
bone dissection. These modifications are necessary to address the limitations 
concerning realism of the existing platform and have been fed-back to the VOXEL-
MAN group to hopefully address these issues.  
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An important consideration is whether an exact replication of cadaver experience is 
necessary. The less favourable assessment of face validity may reflect doubt regarding 
its role in the maturation of temporal dissection technique at a more senior level. Yet 
even though the present version of this simulator platform is limited in imitating the 
actual surgical or temporal bone laboratory experience, subjects seemed to feel that it 
is particularly useful as an educational tool. Most participants considered VR 
simulation a useful adjunct to temporal bone dissection. The simulator was positively 
rated in most content validity domains. This suggests that the simulator does not 
necessarily need to reach the highest level of fidelity to be an effective training tool, 
particularly at a junior level.  
The second study is the first demonstration of construct validity using the embedded 
objective metrics present in the VOXEL-MAN simulator for a standardised temporal 
bone surgical task. It is able to distinguish objectively between users of varying 
experience. By using objective metrics, the potential for scoring bias present for other 
subjective evaluation tools is eradicated. Using a standardised virtual reality case for 
each participant further reduces bias. This feature of virtual reality simulation is 
impossible when investigating performance on cadaveric or real life temporal bones. 
The difference in performance between the groups likely reflects the anatomical 
knowledge and ability to recognise a complication at an early stage. Experienced 
surgeons are known to perform surgical tasks in the operating room more efficiently 
making fewer errors than less experienced surgeons (Duffy el al, 2005; Woodrum et al, 
2006).  The fact that these findings are replicated in our study suggests that virtual 
reality simulation is a reasonable approximation of real life temporal bone surgery.  
6.6 Conclusion 
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Although the present version of the simulator is limited in imitating the actual surgical 
or temporal bone laboratory experience the results support its application as an 
educational tool. Internal simulator generated objective metrics can be used to reliably 
differentiate between varying levels of surgical proficiency using a standardised 
temporal bone task. Therefore this offers a potential solution to the challenge faced by 
programme directors in delivering effective surgical training. Establishing the face 
content and construct validity of this VR simulator has been the first step in evaluating 
its potential role in this regard. The next chapter builds on this work to investigate its 
application in order to establish if this simulator platform represents a useful adjunct to 
established training methods.  
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CHAPTER 7 
 
Surgical training using a virtual reality 
temporal bone simulator 
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7.1 Background 
A standardised proficiency-based curriculum incorporating virtual reality simulation 
may help to resolve training variability and expedite the acquisition of temporal bone 
surgical skills in novice ENT surgeons. Benchmarking studies are essential to establish 
the acceptable level of performance criteria and for developing a proficiency based VR 
integrated curriculum in mastoid surgery. 
An important educational concept of skill acquisition is using a stepwise approach, 
deconstructing a complex surgical procedure into its key stages to attain progress 
through deliberate practice. Appropriate selection of VR tasks and identification of 
robust performance measures, which can be used to guide skills development, is 
necessary. Minimum acceptable performance criteria must be established. This 
information can be used to guide the use of this tool in both training and assessment of 
surgeons. 
The capability of the simulator platform for performing case specific surgical rehearsal 
may prove to be a key advantage for both the trainee and expert groups. The intended 
surgical procedure may first be performed in an interactive virtual environment using 
patient-specific computerised tomography (CT) data uploaded onto the simulator. 
 
7.1.1 Objective 
The objectives of this chapter were two-fold: 1) to benchmark and pilot a proficiency-
based training curriculum for VR temporal bone dissection; 2) to investigate the 
feasibility of performing case-specific surgical rehearsal (CSSR) in order to identify 
potential clinical applications in temporal bone surgery. 
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7.2 Method 
Two studies were conducted using the Voxelman temporal bone simulator: 
Study 1: Piloting a VR skills curriculum for temporal bone dissection 
Study 2: Assessing the feasibility of performing case specific surgical rehearsal 
The methodology, results and a synopsis of key findings will be presented for each of 
these three studies prior to a discussion section that unifies the findings of these studies. 
7.3 Piloting a VR skills curriculum for temporal bone dissection 
7.3.1 Method 
Ethical approval was not required under NHS research governance arrangements. The 
study was exempt from review by Imperial College Healthcare Joint Research Office. 
The procedure ‘extended cortical mastoidectomy’ was defined and deconstructed into 
component tasks on the simulator. The regional training programme director selected 
tasks and faculty using validated assessment tools for temporal bone dissection.  
(Francis et al, 2010; Wan et al, 2010).  The skills curriculum began with two 
familiarisation tasks (FTs) followed by four procedural tasks (PTs). FT1: Wide drilling 
FT2: Narrow drilling PT1: Skeletisation of the sinodural angle PT2: Identification of 
lateral semicircular canal and short process of incus PT3: Delineation of the facial 
nerve and chorda tympani  PT4: Extended cortical mastoidectomy. Standardised 
written instructions were provided and the tasks began from an identical starting point. 
Each PT used a 3-dimensional reconstruction of a left temporal bone. In PTs 1-3 part 
of the cortical bone was already removed (Figure 7-1). 
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Figure 7-1: Screen shot of skeletonisation of the sinudural angle procedural task 
Sixteen participants were recruited consisting of a trainee and trainer group. The former 
completed a cognitive skills module before completing the VR skills curriculum. The 
trainer group completed the curriculum on 2 occasions. Performance data were 
recorded using the simulator’s scoring matrix. Construct validity, the ability to 
differentiate between varying levels of surgical proficiency has already been 
demonstrated with respect to: time for task completion, volume of bone removed, 
efficiency of bone removal (volume/time), injuries to structures (e.g. sigmoid sinus, 
dura, ossicles, facial nerve) and drilling technique (time spent with the bur obscured)  
(Khemani et al, 2012).  
Participants demographics 
The trainer group (n=8) comprised consultant Otolaryngologists with a subspecialist 
otology interest who had each performed a minimum of 400 mastoid operations as the 
primary surgeon. The mean time from completion of training was 6 years. The trainee 
group (n=8) had a mean Otolaryngology experience of 19.4 months. All the trainees 
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had prior experience in temporal bone drilling consisting of laboratory (cadaver (3/8), 
plastic (7/8)), virtual (8/8) and operating room experience (8/8). Thirty-eight percent 
(3/8) of the trainee group had previously drilled 2 or more cadaver temporal bones. All 
participants were male and right handed.  
Statistical analysis 
The median value for each construct valid parameter was calculated in the trainer cohort 
to benchmark the curriculum. The choice of 8 subjects in each group was based upon a 
power calculation from our previous construct validation study on virtual reality 
simulation using time taken as the primary outcome measure (Khemani et al, 2012). 
The procedure investigated in this study was identical to PT1 of the skills curriculum 
presented here (exposure of the sinodural angle). In the construct validation study, the 
standard deviation of the expert group (n=10) for time taken to complete the procedure 
was 76 seconds, and that of the trainee group (n=15) was 80 seconds. The sample size 
was based on this variable with an expected reduction of 30% in time taken when 
comparing trainers with trainees. The value of 30% was chosen because this is in 
keeping with several other studies that suggest this value represents a clinically 
significant difference. The 30% reduction in time equates to 146 seconds. The sample 
size calculation was based on a two-tailed test with α=0.05 and power (1-β)=0.80. In 
order to achieve a 30% reduction in time taken the minimum number of participants 
needed in each group was 6. I elected to recruit more subjects to each group (n=8) to 
ensure that in the event of drop out there would be sufficient numbers to power the 
study.  
Comparison of performance between the groups was undertaken using the Mann-
Whitney U Test. A p value of <0.05 was considered significant and the Bonferroni 
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correction was applied in order to reduce the likelihood of making a type I error given 
that multiple comparisons were being performed on the same sets of data. 
Participant feedback  
Subjects completed a Likert-type questionnaire to assess the curriculum over 5 
domains. Questions were rated using a 5-point Likert scale, in which 1 represented 
strongly disagree 2 disagree; 3 neutral; 4 agree and 5 strongly agree. A score of 4 was 
the minimum threshold for acceptability. The cut-off used is consistent with previous 
validation studies of VR surgical simulation (Haque et al, 2006). 
7.3.2 Results  
Benchmarking the VR component tasks 
Median performance data for the construct valid parameters in the trainer cohort are 
shown for the two FTs and four PTs (Table 7-1). These were used to benchmark a 
proficiency-based simulation-training curriculum (Figure 7-2). 
Comparison of trainer vs. trainee performance 
The p-values deemed significant after applying the Bonferroni correction were as 
follows: FT 1 and 2: p<0.01; PTs 1-3: p<0.01; PT4: p<0.007. There were significant 
differences in time taken between the groups in 3/6 component tasks of the skills 
curriculum (PTs 1, 2 and 4). There was no significant difference between the groups in 
any of the other variables for these component tasks or for any aspect of the 
performance of PT3 or FT1 and 2. 
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Task 
Consultant median values 
(Range) 
Trainee median values 
(Range) 
p-value for 
difference in 
performance 
(Mann-Whitney U 
Test) 
Wide drilling (Green-ectomy; FT1)     
Volume of bone correctly removed 
(mm3) 
400 (302-467) 427.5 (321-473) 0.866 
Injuries to red area (normal surrounding 
tissue) 
8 (1-49) 34.5 (8-82) 0.04 
Time burr not visible (seconds) 0 (0-2.2) 1.7 (0-27.2) 0.076 
Total time taken (sec) 478 (217-727) 627.5 (252-1129) 0.189 
Narrow drilling (Blue-ectomy; FT2)     
Volume of bone correctly removed 
(mm3) 
81 (75-92) 84.5 (41-94) 0.778 
Injuries to red area (normal surrounding 
tissue) 
22 (6-69) 20 (0-272) 0.911 
Time burr not visible (seconds) 0.7 (0-1.5) 0.6 (0-12.5) 0.640 
Total time taken (sec) 199 (117-416) 255 (118-635) 0.336 
Sinodural angle  exposure (PT1)     
Volume of bone correctly removed 
(mm3) 
1344 (1096-1434) 1221.5 (861-1429) 0.463 
Injuries to sigmoid sinus 3 (0-12) 7 (0-23) 0.441 
Injuries to dura 1 (0-15) 1 (0-32) 0.998 
Time burr not visible (seconds) 0 (0-6.9) 6.2 (0-12.1) 0.066 
Total time taken (sec) 462 (362-754) 747 (504-2753) 0.006 
Exposure of the short process of the 
incus (PT2) 
    
Volume of bone correctly removed 
(mm3) 
454 (436-511) 429.5 (291-512) 0.336 
Injuries to dura 1 (0-7) 1 (0-3) 0.950 
Injuries to ossicles 0 (0-2) 0 (0-1) 0.894 
Time burr not visible (seconds) 1.4 (0.8-4.5) 3.5 (1-102.2) 0.093 
Total time taken (sec) 435 (297-684) 763 (508-2715) 0.002 
Delineate facial nerve and thinning 
posterior canal wall (PT3) 
    
Volume of bone correctly removed 
(mm3) 
388 (333-502) 369 (287-412) 0.454 
Injuries to facial nerve 0 (0-1) 1 (0-6) 0.228 
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Injuries to ossicles 0 (0-0) 1 (0-4) 0.03 
Time burr not visible (seconds) 1.8 (0-12.1) 3.2 (1.2-36.9) 0.381 
Total time taken (seconds) 536 (292-883) 838 (500-1744) 0.130 
Extended cortical mastoidectomy 
(PT4) 
    
Volume of bone correctly removed 
(mm3) 
3819 (2878-4213) 3985 (1919-4328) 0.779 
Injuries to sigmoid sinus 1 (0-14) 0 (0-6) 0.462 
Injuries to dura 2 (0-7) 0 (0-22) 0.650 
Injuries to facial nerve 0 (0-12) 0 (0-52) 0.427 
Injuries to ossicles 2 (0-16) 0 (0-9) 0.295 
Time burr not visible (seconds) 17.2 (4.7-27.9) 11.4 (0.8-40.4) 0.779 
Total time taken (sec) 1330 (887-1791) 2565 (1816-4863) <0.001 
 
Table 7-1. Comparison of consultant and trainee performance using the temporal 
bone skills curriculum. Significant differences between the groups are highlighted 
 
Participant feedback 
The responses of the group regarding the usefulness of the curriculum across 5 domains 
are shown in Table 7-2. It scored higher than the minimum threshold score for 
acceptability in 4/5 domains and approached acceptability (mean score: 3.9) regarding 
drilling technique. The trainee cohort was more enthusiastic regarding the curriculum 
compared to the trainer group. This difference was significant for training surgical skills 
(4.6 vs. 4.1 p=0.03).     
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Figure 7-2. Proficiency-based skills curriculum for VR temporal bone dissection 
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Table 7-2. Participant feedback regarding the VR skills curriculum. All domains 
were scored out of a maximum score of 5. % Likert >4 signifies rating of the domain 
above the threshold mean. Significant differences in scores between the groups are 
highlighted. 
 
7.3.3 Synopsis of findings 
A competency-based temporal bone dissection curriculum has been devised and 
benchmarked whereby the trainee is judged relative to Consultant performance. 
Obtaining measurements of expert derived performance allows meaningful self-
directed learning. Benchmark levels should be achieved at two consecutive sessions to 
confirm acquisition of skill. Adequate performance is rewarded by step-wise 
progression to the next task.  
The curriculum was devised using validated methods of temporal bone assessment 
(Francis et al, 2010; Wan et al, 2010).  The rationale of selecting component tasks 
 Total Cohort (n=16) Trainers (n=8) Trainees (n=8) 
Domains % rated Likert >4 Mean 
(SD) 
Mean Mean p value 
Usefulness of VR skills curriculum 
Hand-eye coordination 87.5 4.1 (0.8) 3.9 4.4 0.2 
Instrument navigation 
Drilling technique 
Surgical anatomy 
Surgical skills training 
87.5 
75 
100 
93.8 
4.2 (0.7) 
3.9 (0.8) 
4.9 (0.3) 
4.4 (0.6) 
4.1 
3.6 
4.9 
4.1 
4.3 
4.1 
4.9 
4.6 
0.7 
0.4 
1 
0.03 
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adhered to evidence-based guidelines for curriculum design and construct valid 
performance measures were used for benchmarking (Khemani et al, 2012; Stefanidis et 
al, 2009).  A power calculation was performed to establish the minimum number of 
participants needed (n=6) in each group. The primary outcome measure when 
performing the sample size calculation was time taken. This variable has been shown 
to be the most robust one in previous studies of VR surgical simulation. More subjects 
were recruited to each group (n=8) to ensure that in the event of drop out there would 
be sufficient numbers to power the study. Eight experienced surgeons subsequently 
performed each exercise twice. This provided a consensus of operative performance for 
novice surgeons to emulate.  
Comparing performance revealed significant differences between the two groups but 
not for every task or performance measure. One possibility to account for this is that 
the VR is not a true enough representation of real surgery. Despite this finding robust 
construct validity of this platform was demonstrated in a subsequent study that 
compared 40 novices to 15 ENT trainees and 10 ENT Consultants. (Khemani et al, 
2012). Another reason could therefore be due to the smaller sample size used. The 
sample size calculation was performed for PT1 (sinodural angle exposure) as this was 
the only task for which there was pre-existing data. (Khemani et al, 2012).  However, 
performing a sample size calculation in retrospect showed that in order to adequately 
power this study for all the component tasks would have required 20 participants in 
each group. This calculation could not have been performed before undertaking the 
study due to lack of existing data. Nevertheless, this explains why differences in 
outcomes may not have been seen because when the other tasks are also taken into 
account, the study becomes underpowered. 
Regarding FT2, the lack of difference between groups may reflect an improvement in 
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trainee performance following the undertaking of a similar preceding familiarisation 
task. The majority of the error-based assessment parameters did not validate in this task. 
Suboptimal realism has previously been reported and likely accounts for this and also 
for the ‘injuries’ and drilling with the bur tip obscured in the trainer group.  
The skills curriculum does not take into account previous procedural or technical 
knowledge. This was not objectively measured before enlisting trainees into technical 
practice. Improvement in simulated outcomes does not necessarily indicate an 
improvement in operating capability. There is also an inherent difficulty in objectively 
defining surgical error. The 5-point Likert scale is subjective limiting participants’ 
responses to specific questions. Using another scale or cut-off point could produce a 
different picture of usefulness and subjective evaluation is a limitation of all validation 
studies.  
Despite these shortcomings, overall, the trainer group consistently outperformed the 
trainees regarding time. Importantly, both trainers and trainees believed the curriculum 
was useful particularly for skills training and surgical anatomy. The most notable 
difference between real and simulated surgical environments is in outcome. The 
simulator’s scoring paradigm does not recognise that the most difficult piece of bone 
to remove may also be the most crucial to the successful completion of the task. 
Therefore the need for expert opinion remains. This is particularly relevant for 
‘complex’ procedural tasks because it is difficult to discriminate between experience 
level using simulator-derived metrics. Time taken should be used as guidance only. 
This metric is used by most proficiency-based curricula but a fast surgeon is not 
necessarily a good surgeon. Learning curve data and studies of transference in other 
VR simulator studies suggest that repetitive practice in a simulated environment 
improves operating room performance (Arora et al, 2014; Nash et al, 2012).  The rate 
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at which novice surgeons learn and their performance plateaus following deliberate 
practice using this simulator platform cannot be judged from this study as the trainees 
only performed each task on two occasions. 
 
7.4 Assessment of Case Specific Surgical Rehearsal 
7.4.1 Method 
National Research Ethics Service (NRES) reviewed the study and ethical approval was 
not required under NHS research governance arrangements. The study was exempt 
from review by Imperial College and Imperial College Healthcare Joint Research 
Office. Sixteen participants were recruited comprising of 8 otolaryngology trainers 
(minimum of 400 mastoid operations as primary surgeon) and 8 otolaryngology 
trainees (mean experience of 19 months).  
Participant demographics 
This was the same group recruited to evaluate the curriculum in Study 1 and the 
demographic details outlined previously are identical. All the trainees had prior 
experience in temporal bone drilling consisting of laboratory (cadaver (3/8), plastic 
(7/8)), virtual (8/8) and operating room experience (8/8). Thirty-eight percent (3/8) of 
the trainee group had previously drilled 2 or more cadaver temporal bones. 
7.4.1.1 Evaluation of feasibility 
Twenty-four formalin-fixed cadaver temporal bones were scanned using Philips iCT 
256 CT-scanner. Data were saved in Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine 
(DICOM) format to a compact disc for upload using the data import module. The 
process of reconstruction is described as the ‘segmentation phase’. The user selects a 
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threshold range and converts the data into a 3D voxel model. To enable the model’s 
orientation to be changed in real time, the image was temporarily converted into a low-
resolution surface model (Figure 7-3).  
 
Figure 7-3: High-resolution voxel model and conversion to a low-resolution 
surface model during segmentation. 
 
Data transfer and retrieval were evaluated for: slice spacing and thickness, field of view 
and intensity range.  The segmentation process was assessed for artefact and the 
segmentation threshold for adequate reconstruction. Total time taken for each temporal 
bone upload was recorded to assess the learning curve using a linear regression model. 
7.4.1.2 Evaluation of clinical applications 
Participants were assigned a cadaver temporal bone and its corresponding VR upload. 
All subjects undertook a standardised 30-minute familiarisation session and 90-minute 
temporal bone dissection on the generic simulator training model before performing 3 
standardised tasks on the virtual and cadaver temporal bones: extended cortical 
mastoidectomy, posterior tympanotomy and cochleostomy. Standardised written 
instructions for each task were provided. Successful task completion was judged by 2 
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co-authors using a task-based checklist to ensure the objectives were fulfilled. 
Following completion, participants assessed the role of case rehearsal and accuracy of 
representation over 9 domains. Questions were rated on a 5-point Likert scale, in which 
1 represented strongly disagree; 2 as disagree; 3 as neutral; 4 as agree; 5 as strongly 
agree. A score of 4 was the minimum threshold for acceptability. Differences between 
the trainer and trainee groups were analyzed with the independent t-test. A p value of 
<0.05 was considered significant. 
Qualitative data were collected using videos of 90-minute focus group sessions where 
the trainer and trainee groups were independently asked standardised open-ended 
questions. The videos were saved as digital files, manually transcribed and underwent 
thematic analysis, as described by Fereday and Muir-Cochrane (Fereday et al, 2006). 
7.4.2 Results 
7.4.2.1 Feasibility 
Each temporal bone had CT data comprising 156 slices, 0.33 mm × 0.33 mm pixel size 
and 1 mm slice spacing. In all cases, CT-DICOM data were within the standard 
intensity range. The entire mastoid process was inadvertently not captured in 2 temporal 
bone scans (an oversight by the radiographer who performed the scan process). There 
was an artefact in 3 temporal bone uploads. This was due to image interference from 
the attached cadaver identity tags. No areas of artifactual apparent missing bone 
occurred.  
An optimal 3D reconstruction was achieved by selecting a threshold value of 450 
Hounsfield units (HU) to define the ossicular chain. The process of using the focus box 
ensures that crucial anatomy is transferred to the model along with structures 
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surrounding the region. User activity associated with the segmentation process 
accounted for the majority of the upload time. The time for each upload decreased with 
experience (mean time: 21 minutes, range 10-40 minutes, R2=0.90, p=0.001).  
 
7.4.2.2 Clinical applications 
The role of case rehearsal and the proportion of positive responses (Likert score >4) 
regarding adequate representation of simulated anatomy compared to the cadaver 
model are shown in Table 7-3. Its role for training scored highly (94%). There was a 
significant difference in the mean score between the trainer and trainees for this domain 
only (p=0.04). The ossicular chain was the only positively rated anatomical structure. 
Dura was rated suboptimal; the most frequently reported limitation was a lack of 
discernable change in pitch whilst drilling over thin bone such as the tegmen.  
Thematic analysis demonstrates the perceived advantages and limitations (Table 7-4). 
Participants thought case rehearsal could “refine surgical approach in response to 
individual patient anatomy”.  They also reported that areas of anatomical variation 
conveyed to the user in the virtual setting influenced subsequent task performance on 
the cadaver model, including variant anatomy evident in some of the temporal bones 
such as degree of pneumatisation, low dura and high sigmoid sinus (n=4).  
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Table 7-3. Role and visualisation of anatomical structures for case-specific 
surgical rehearsal. All domains were scored out of a maximum score of 5. % Likert > 
4 signifies rating of the domain above the threshold mean. Significant differences in 
scores between the groups are highlighted. 
 
 
 
Table 7-4. Advantages and limitations of case-specific surgical rehearsal  
 
The following procedures were highlighted as potential clinical applications: ossicular 
chain surgery, cochlear implantation and congenital bony anomalies. Thematic analysis 
revealed this was due to adequate reconstruction of relevant anatomical structures and 
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relative lack of soft tissue involved. Case rehearsal of procedures involving the facial 
nerve and removal of cholesteatoma were not perceived feasible on the existing 
platform due to “lack of soft tissue reconstruction and suboptimal depth perception 
during deeper temporal bone dissections”. Three trainers felt that the existing simulator 
platform needed improvement to address the limitations highlighted.  
7.4.3 Synopsis of findings 
VR simulation allows unlimited CSSR prior to performing the intended surgical 
procedure. The results of this study demonstrate that the upload process is feasible, 
highlights the limitations of the existing platform and suggests potentially useful 
clinical applications in temporal bone surgery.  
The technique of reconstruction involved uploading DICOM CT data onto the 
simulator followed by the segmentation phase. During the CT scanning phase the slice 
space was 1mm. Slice spacing is determined by the capability of the CT-scanner and in 
this study 1mm was the narrowest distance possible.  
With regards to the upload process, a linear regression model demonstrated a significant 
reduction in upload time. The primary reason accounting for decrease in upload time 
was an improvement in understanding the segmentation process. It is necessary to focus 
on the ossicular chain and lateral semi-circular canal, selecting a threshold of 450HU 
for this region of interest.  
Visualization of the lateral semicircular canal, facial nerve, sigmoid sinus, tegmen and 
round window did not reach the minimum threshold score with the current data 
resolutions (Table 7-9). Compared to trainees, trainers gave a poorer rating to the 
adequacy of visualization of anatomic structures, particularly critical landmarks like 
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the facial nerve and tegmen. These differences trend towards statistical significance as 
the p values were 0.06 respectively. These results indicate that those with greater 
experience perceived that the virtual environment offered lower fidelity than that 
perceived by more novice surgeons.    
Despite suboptimal mean scores regarding the accuracy of several anatomical regions 
in the VR upload, the results support case rehearsal for improving confidence, aiding 
surgical planning and training (Table 7-10). It allows the intended procedure to be 
rehearsed; improving technical skills and case familiarisation rated highly. Both groups 
strongly attributed a role for case rehearsal to improve the understanding of anatomy 
and facilitating surgical planning for a particular case. Qualitative data analyses 
suggested that successful completion of a task in the virtual setting predicted success 
of the same task in the cadaver. Areas of anatomical variation (such as a low lying dura 
or high sigmoid sinus) conveyed in the virtual setting were most useful in this regard.  
Representation of the ossicular chain was highly rated by 82% of participants. 
Correspondingly, procedures involving the latter represented a potential clinical 
application. Case rehearsal for procedures such as cochlear implantation and congenital 
bony anomalies were the most frequently cited clinical applications.  
There was consensus regarding lack of a role for case rehearsal in cholesteatoma 
surgery due to suboptimal soft tissue reconstruction and poor depth perception when 
drilling deeper structure. The latter is a limitation of this simulator in both user-
uploaded and preloaded temporal bones (Arora et al, 2012). This suggests that high 
levels of realism are necessary for this clinical application. 
7.5 Discussion 
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A VR temporal bone curriculum creates a standardised environment for training. It 
empowers the trainee to take ‘ownership’ for developing their otology surgical skills. 
Competency can be objectively assessed using validated measures of performance 
generated by the simulator. The curriculum was devised using validated methods of 
temporal bone assessment (Francis et al, 2010; Wan et al, 2010). The rationale of 
selecting component tasks adhered to evidence-based guidelines for curriculum design 
and construct valid performance measures defined in Chapter 6 were used (Khemani et 
al, 2012; Stefanidis et al, 2009). Eight experienced surgeons performed each exercise 
twice. This provided a consensus of operative performance for novice surgeons to 
emulate. Assessment of the experienced surgeons’ first 2 repetitions was done to reduce 
the effect of the early learning curve on the benchmark scores. A cognitive skill module 
was performed which is an essential component of any VR integrated skills curriculum. 
The studies are independent of the manufacturer minimizing reporting bias. Voluntary 
enrolment and keeping the number of observers to a minimum reduced the risk of 
selection and performance bias. Median expert values were used for benchmarking due 
to relatively small numbers in keeping with other studies (Aggarwal et al, 2006; Haque 
et al, 2006).  As with other curricula this one adheres to the concept of ‘distributed’ 
training with a maximum of two sessions/day, each at least 1 hour apart (Stefanidis et 
al, 2009). Using a similar format, Francis et al reported that technical skills in mastoid 
surgery were acquired during brief practice in 12 trainees (Francis et al, 2012). 
Technical skills development using the devised curriculum may reduce the time taken 
to achieve clinical proficiency. Studies of transference in other VR simulators suggest 
that repetitive practice in a simulated environment improves operating room 
performance (Haque et al, 2006). 
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The demonstration of greater confidence in performing temporal bone dissection is in 
keeping with the findings of our 1st study in Chapter 2 in which content validity was 
established (Arora et al, 2012).  In this study a different set of trainee surgeons also 
demonstrated a greater level of confidence in temporal bone surgery as a consequence 
of using the temporal bone simulator. It would appear that this principally benefits the 
novice surgeons with limited experience in temporal bone dissection. In addition, their 
understanding of complex temporal bone anatomy improves and the trainee gains an 
introduction into surgical technique. Although the haptic feedback device provides 
some indication of what might be expected in the clinical arena there are numerous 
differences between a real and a virtual surgical environment. The virtual drill shaft is 
not rendered as a solid object, and thus the drill may be held at any angle, regardless of 
nearby structures. Furthermore, whilst the subject can be moved, there is no facility to 
zoom away from the predetermined level of magnification. Perhaps the most notable 
difference is between the real and simulated outcomes. The simulator’s existing scoring 
paradigm does not recognise that the most difficult piece of bone to remove may also 
be the most crucial to the successful completion of the real task. Equal marks are given 
for removal of an arbitrary volume of reference bone at the periphery of the dissection 
and technically difficult removal of bone crucial to complete a task in real surgery. This 
highlights flaws in the existing scoring system thereby demonstrating the need for 
robust benchmarking data that have been presented in the first study. The nature of the 
scoring system and feedback may dictate the fashion in which trainees’ operative 
performance improves. The same simulator, with different scoring frameworks, could 
be used with trainees of different standards to develop skills relevant to their level of 
training. 
The use of the simulator requires a diverse skill set that not only includes knowledge 
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of temporal bone anatomy but also familiarity with the simulator, temporal bone 
drilling and the scoring framework. Improvement in simulated outcomes does not a 
priori indicate an improvement in real surgical capabilities. It may be that the 
parameters in which subjects improve are their knowledge of the scoring framework 
and familiarity with the simulator.  
 
Whilst there will inevitably be flaws in a virtual reality environment, Chapter 6 
demonstrates that the fidelity of the experience is sufficient to provide meaningful 
training (Arora et al, 2012).  The simulator allows development of the conceptual 
knowledge and practical skill that are pre-requisite attributes for otology. This includes 
the potential for performing case specific surgical rehearsal.  The 2nd study 
demonstrates a streamlined process to enable this application to become a useful tool 
for the practicing otologist. The upload process is a critical step for this to be accepted 
in clinical practice. The aim during segmentation is to create an accurate 3D 
representation of the intended image. The process is semi-automatic whereby an 
automated initial mask is re-orientated by the user. User input is therefore essential to 
optimise data manipulations and achieve accurate 3D reconstructions (Willaert et al, 
2010). We were able to identify and overcome difficulties, including human error such 
as inadequate capture. More cadaver temporal bones (n=24) than participants (n=16) 
were used to allow margin for error. There is an inevitable selection bias, as the first 8 
uploaded temporal bones were not used. Artefact occurred in 3 and in a further 2 the 
mastoid process was not included in the scan.  
A publication by the Voxelman group suggests that optimal results are obtained using 
isotropic voxels with a slice spacing of 0.4mm (Tolsdorff et al, 2009). In this study, 
pixel size was 0.33mm x 0.33mm with 1mm slice spacing. The degree to which 
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accuracy of representation in the simulator was affected by using 1mm slice spacing is 
not known although non-isotropic image data could potentially affect this. An 
interesting study would be to use finer slice spacing and repeat the evaluation. 
Furthermore, re-scanning the cadaver temporal bones following dissection for 
comparison with their drilled simulation uploads would be another way to assess 
accuracy of VR uploads.  
It is important to differentiate between the simulation environment alone and the use of 
case-specific data. All subjects performed a standardized temporal bone dissection on 
the generic training model and their response to this acts as a control. Anatomical 
accuracy and use as a training tool were rated to a higher level with pre-loaded cases. 
However, surgical planning was rated higher with case-specific data as compared to the 
training model indicating that case rehearsal confers a novel advantage distinct from 
the generic simulator program. 
A temporal bone assessment tool checklist was used in this study for the virtual practice 
and then the cadaver dissection. When the virtual and cadaver scores were compared in 
the trainee cohort, there was some evidence of improvement although the small trainee 
numbers precluded statistical analysis.  
It was possible to identify the facial nerve and chorda tympani which is particularly 
relevant when performing a posterior tympanotomy or cochleostomy. On the 
reconstruction, the user can infer the position of the facial canal and chorda tympani as 
a void within the 3D reconstructed bone voxels. However, the results suggest a higher 
fidelity environment may be necessary for more experienced surgeons to benefit from 
the virtual environment. Future refinements to the existing simulator platform are 
needed to allow for rehearsal of middle ear implant for instance. 
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Parameters governing operative outcome are challenging to establish; in particular, 
safety gains are difficult to quantify (Clifton et al, 2011). In vascular surgery, case 
rehearsal has been shown to improve patient safety by enabling acquisition of new skills 
without risk to the patient (Scott et al, 2006). Studies of procedural rehearsal in carotid 
endovascular surgery suggest that case-specific simulation rehearsal can influence the 
instrument selection and surgical approach in the operating room (Willaert et al, 2011). 
Furthermore, the same authors have reported that case rehearsal is more effective than 
a generic simulator-based warm-up or no warm-up (Willaert et al, 2012). Patient 
specific simulation rehearsal is relevant in temporal bone surgery because of the 
significant potential risk of neurovascular injury. A preoperative CT scan is established 
in widespread practice and this can be utilised to create an interactive three-dimensional 
road map to optimise surgical planning. 
Limitations include the small cohort and data interpretations must bear this in mind. 
The 5-point Likert scale is subjective, limiting participants’ responses to specific 
questions. Using another scale or cut-off point could produce a different picture of 
usefulness. Self-surveys provide a low level of evidence and subjective evaluation is a 
limitation of all validation studies.  
Metrics of task performance are a feature of the generic training model although this 
does not occur with user-uploaded models. In this study, evaluation of task completion 
was independently performed using a task-based checklist involving a binary result 
(achieved or not). This limits the scope for assessment of progression.  
Trainers are not necessarily experts in surgical education. Nevertheless, their opinion 
provides a useful barometer of the efficacy of simulation for preoperative planning. An 
experienced surgeon who is able to conceptualise a 3D image may not benefit from this 
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technology. It is unsurprising that the trainees rated the system more highly than trainers 
in this regard. The trainees had sufficient otolaryngology experience which provides a 
reasonable basis for comparison with other training methods. This group may find 
simulated case rehearsal more useful than trainers due to greater familiarity with 
computer-based technology and better appreciation of their own learning needs. 
One of the major limitations of the simulator is the absence of soft tissue definition. 
Qualitative analysis revealed this was a recurring theme and the perceived shortcoming 
related to lack of soft tissue could be overcome by CT/Magnetic Resonance Image 
(MRI) fusion. A reproducible method for combining CT and MRI temporal bone 
images has been reported in a different simulation platform to rehearse cholesteatoma 
surgery. The authors hypothesise that this method is accurate enough to represent 
tumour tissue, fluid distribution and important bony landmarks such as the facial nerve 
canal (Bartling et al, 2005). 
7.6 Conclusion 
The onus is to demonstrate safe operative practice and the defined VR curriculum is 
useful in this regard. VR temporal bone simulation allows unlimited practice in a time 
efficient, pragmatic and flexible fashion. Competency can be objectively assessed using 
validated measures of performance generated by the simulator. Although the need for 
expert opinion remains the importance of the feedback from a robust scoring 
framework in guiding trainees’ progress is paramount for meaningful self-directed 
acquisition of skills. The Intercollegiate Surgical Curriculum Programme (ISCP) has 
introduced work-based assessments as a core feature and simulation training is integral 
to this. Videos of virtual dissections can be downloaded for future evaluation allowing 
staged supervision and critique. The curriculum is not intended to replace skills 
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acquisition in the operating room but rather augment existing training methods and is 
likely to be most beneficial for novice trainees with limited experience of temporal bone 
drilling. More complex procedural tasks require a longer training period in order for 
surgical trainees to demonstrate proficiency in the VR environment. Further studies 
are required to assess the impact of the curriculum and provide evidence of the learning 
curve and transference of these skills to the operating room. Simulation-based case 
rehearsal represents a useful adjunct to the existing methods of pre-operative patient 
evaluation in temporal bone surgery. Limitations with the existing simulator platform 
confine the clinical applications to procedures not requiring soft tissue reconstruction. 
Further technological developments are needed to expand the applications. Long term 
studies of surgical outcomes following VR are necessary to determine whether this will 
actually improve the surgeon’s performance in the operating room and ultimately 
improve patient safety.  
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General conclusions, on-going work  
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Future directions 
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The unifying theme of this thesis is a series of research studies, collectively representing 
an evaluation of 2 emerging technological advances within the specialty, and how they 
may be integrated to improve surgical training and patient care.   
8.1 Robotic Head & Neck surgery 
Only those who have undergone necessary training, proctoring and licensure should 
perform robotic surgery. Safe clinical implementation and careful evaluation is 
essential.  
Chapter 2: The results of the 1st study suggest that the impact upon QoL is potentially 
significant and may be underestimated by the clinician. The perception of a neck scar 
is multifactorial and the relative interplay between these factors is complex. The 
relationship between QoL and the patient perception of the scar needs to be investigated 
with studies to examine how these two factors interact. Long term prospective scar 
assessment following thyroid and parathyroid surgery is essential using validated 
assessment tools. A large multicentre study is needed to validate the results regarding 
factors affecting scar perception. Although a scar-less approach is neither suitable nor 
available to all patients, it seems to be preferred by the majority irrespective of age or 
gender.  
The results of the clinical evaluation of robotic thyroidectomy suggest that it is a safe, 
feasible alternative to conventional thyroid surgery in selected patients in the UK for 
performing hemi thyroidectomy. Careful patient selection is crucial with respect to 
favourable BMI, nodule size and screening for pre-existing musculo-skeletal shoulder 
dysfunction. RT takes considerably longer than conventional surgery even when the 
learning curve is accounted for. The primary advantage is the avoidance of a neck scar. 
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This may be desirable in subset of patients with a tendency for hypertrophic scarring. 
A randomised clinical study is needed to establish the clinical efficacy of RT compared 
to conventional surgery. The issue of randomisation is discussed in greater detail below 
in section 8.1.3. Improvement in surgical exposure is essential for the technique to 
become popularised in the UK. At the present time, total thyroidectomy is not 
considered feasible in a UK population due to issues with suboptimal access. Validated 
training methods are essential for safe adoption In this regard, further work is needed 
and on going.  
Chapter 3: The results of 5 successive cadaver studies culminated in a bespoke novel 
tissue retractor designed to overcome the limitations associated with the existing 
operating table-mounted design. Clinical evaluation is essential to determine whether 
there is improved exposure of the surgical field and to assess whether this translates to 
patient benefit. In this regard, further work is needed and is on going. 
Chapter 4: RAP is a safe, feasible alternative to the established targeted 
parathyroidectomy techniques. It offers the benefits associated with robotic technology 
including 3 dimensional magnification and additional planes of movement as well as 
the advantage of avoiding a neck scar. It offers a viable but expensive alternative to 
other forms of targeted parathyroidectomy in patients who want to avoid a neck scar.  
The comparative study showed superior cosmetic outcome for RAP but only up to 6 
months. RAP is not for every patient, surgeon or hospital. Sufficient experience of 
parathyroid surgery is essential. At present, RAP occupies a niche role and can only be 
justified in patients who have cultural or biological drivers to avoid a neck scar. A 
randomised clinical study is needed to establish the clinical efficacy of RT compared 
to conventional surgery. The issue of randomisation is discussed in greater detail below 
in section 8.1.3. 
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Chapter 5: TORS is a promising treatment option for selected patients with moderate-
severe OSA who have failed all other treatment modalities.  The morbidity associated 
with the reported technique appears to be significantly less compared to the open and 
existing endoscopic techniques. Appropriate exposure of the target region is a key 
factor in determining its successful application. The clinical efficacy and cost 
effectiveness of TORS compared to CPAP and the existing surgical techniques warrant 
further evaluation. Long-term comparative evaluation in a large patient cohort is 
necessary to validate the findings of this pilot study. Predictive metrics are a useful 
adjunct in the clinical setting to reduce the incidence of failure and to avoid the need 
for a screening EUA. Mandibular body height, hyoid-mental length and neck 
circumference in conjunction with the degree of mouth opening may help to determine 
patient suitability for TORS. Clinical evaluation is essential to validate their collective 
usefulness, to improve patient selection and to minimize unnecessary anaesthetic risk.  
8.1.1 Robotic Head & Neck surgery: contribution to existing knowledge 
The results of the work presented in Chapters 2, 3, 4 and 5 show how robotic surgery 
has been safely, carefully and successfully introduced into clinical practice in the UK. 
Prior to undertaking this work, the literature review identified several potential 
applications that merited further evaluation, as no precedent existed at that time. The 
feasibility of performing robotic thyroidectomy in a UK population was unknown. 
Patient benefit, in terms of higher patient satisfaction associated with the avoidance of 
a neck scar, has been demonstrated. The application for performing parathyroidectomy 
and TORS for OSA had not previously been reported. Both applications represented 
novel research, which was associated with promising clinical outcomes regarding 
patient benefit. Likewise, the role of biometric measures to predict TORS feasibility is 
an original piece of research, which has not been previously reported in the 
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Otolaryngology literature. Importantly, both have the potential to confer direct clinical 
benefit. Chapter 1 outlines the contribution to the field resulting from this body of work, 
culminating in 4 peer-reviewed publications that have advanced knowledge in this area 
(Arora et al, 2011; Arora et al, 2014; Tolley et al, 2011). Other investigators, in 
approximately 40 publications to date, have cited the studies emerging from this body 
of work as evidence of this. 
8.1.2 Robotic Head & Neck surgery: findings in context with recent developments 
The findings of the separate clinical studies reported in this body of work have already 
been discussed within the context of the relevant other reports published in the literature 
during the timeframe of this work.  
It is also important to place this work within the wider context of developments in the 
field during the timeframe. The global adoption of robotic technology, particularly 
TORS, has risen dramatically from the level it was in 2009-10.  
 
Figure 8-1: Rising trend of TORS publications cited on PubMed (2005-13) 
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This interest is reflected by an annual rise in the number of publications in the field 
indexed on PubMed, since the early reports nearly a decade ago (Arora et al, 2011) 
(Figure 8-1). 
TORS has progressed from proof of principle to the standard of care for oropharyngeal 
cancer in several institutions over this 5-year period (Abel and Moore, 2012). A recent 
systematic review of the literature comparing the application of TORS versus IMRT 
for early T-stage oropharyngeal cancer reported 12 studies containing 772 patients who 
had undergone TORS. Two-year survival figures were comparable between the groups, 
ranging from 82-96%. The main difference was in the number of adverse events, which 
were higher in the IMRT group (de Almeida et al, 2014). Other studies support this 
finding (Richmon et al, 2014). The TORS versus TOLM debate is underway but should 
not detract from the more important issue which is to deliver personalised treatment 
strategies tailored to meet the needs of the individual that reduce morbidity rather than 
adopting a “one size fits all” approach (Ansarin et al, 2014; Dombree et al 2014). 
Ultimately, randomised controlled studies are needed and underway such as the 
ORATOR trial, which compares TORS with primary radiotherapy+/-chemotherapy in 
early stage oropharyngeal cancer (Nichols et al, 2013).  
Regarding RT, the number of publications emerging from South East Asia, also 
continues to rise (Figure 8-2). The feasibility and applications of robotic head and 
surgery described in this thesis have been reciprocated across several other institutions 
globally. A variety of scar-less in the neck robotic approaches continue to be reported 
such as the face-lift approach and recently a transoral robotic approach was performed 
in 4 patients (Lee et al, 2014; Singer et al, 2014).  
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Figure 8-2: Rising trend of Robotic thyroidectomy publications cited on PubMed 
(2005-13) 
 
In the US, despite an early enthusiasm and adoption of RT, interest has subsided 
particularly after FDA approval was withdrawn in 2011. One reason to account for this 
was a spate of complications (personal communication R. Kuppersmith, past president 
AAOHNS, 2012). This highlights the importance of careful early adoption and the need 
for a robust framework for safe implementation and training (Perrier et al, 2010). 
Surgical innovation introduces a potential risk to patient and it is therefore imperative 
that the patient’s safety and interests are safe guarded at all times (Angelos, 2013). 
Ethically approved clinical evaluation, collecting and reporting objective outcomes 
data, an enhanced informed consent process and full adherence to the principles of 
disclosure and professionalism were strictly followed in this work.  
In the UK, at the beginning of this investigation, there were 8 daVinci systems in the 
UK in 2009 of which half were in London. Almost all were being used exclusively in 
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Urology. In 2014, the figure has risen to 44 units in the UK (Figure 8-2). Although 
Urology continues to dominate, Gynaecology, and more recently Otolaryngology-Head 
& Neck surgery, represents growth surgical specialities in the UK.  
 
Figure 8-3: Number and location of daVinci sytems in UK 2009-14 Top row shows 
the situation in the UK and London in 2009 compared to 2014 represented by the 
bottom row  
 
The growing body of evidence suggesting that robotic technology is associated with 
potential improvements in patient outcome has stimulated a growing interest from 
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several other Head & Neck units in the UK. Consequently, issues such as dissemination, 
training, credentialing and cost-effectiveness have become increasingly important. In 
ENT, 4 other NHS Trusts have implemented a TORS programme in the UK over the 
last 6-12 months. We have been instrumental in ensuring dissemination of safe practice 
having established the 1st wet-lab training facility for robotic surgery in the UK.  
The evidence in other surgical specialities suggest the robotic approach is not cost-
effective due to the high purchase and maintenance costs and longer operating times 
(Bolenz et al, 2014; Turchetti et al, 2012). However, in Otolaryngology there is 
emerging evidence that TORS is cost-effective when compared to other treatment 
modalities for oropharyngeal cancer (Richmon et al, 2014; Chung et al, 2014). The 
same is not true for robotic thyroidectomy (Cabot et al, 2012). The learning curve does 
bear an impact upon procedure duration and therefore, indirectly, cost. Significant 
reductions in operating time were reported in this thesis and other studies, which 
specifically assess the learning curve for TORS and RT, confirm these findings (Park 
et al, 2014; White et al, 2013). Regarding the later, time appears to plateau after 20 RT 
cases. Nevertheless, it remains to be seen whether the high cost precludes widespread 
adoption of RT and RAP in the current climate. A national commissioning policy for 
robotic assisted surgery has not been produced yet although at the time of writing, 
evidence of clinical and cost effectiveness has been requested by NHS England from 
the Head & Neck Clinical Reference Group (personal communication Prof Valerie 
Lund, President ENT UK, 2014).  
The introduction of other robotic systems will create much needed competition, as the 
existing climate is a monopoly limited by high cost and the need for expensive training. 
The robotic endo-laryngeal flexible (Robo-ELF) scope and Medrobotics Flex system 
have recently been reported specifically for Otolaryngology in preclinical feasibility 
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studies (Johnson et al, 2013; Olds et al, 2012; Schuler et al, 2014). The latter system 
has recently received CE marking for clinical use and will undergo evaluation at 
Imperial College London (refer Section 8.3).  
8.1.3 Complexity of Randomisation 
The following section discusses the reasons why patients were not randomised in 
relation to what is known about recruitment to randomised trials. Randomised 
controlled trials (RCTs) and their meta-analyses provide the highest level of evidence 
(Centre for Evidence Based Medicine, 2011). However, conducting RCTs in surgery 
remains challenging (Solomon et al, 1993). This can exert a direct negative impact on 
the quality of the evidence produced. In addition, RCTs in surgery can potentially 
compromise patient care (as new surgical techniques or devices are trialled with no 
prior knowledge with regards to their safety) and unnecessarily increase healthcare 
costs. The latter is particularly relevant to the current climate characterized by severe 
financial constraints (Garas et al, 2012). 
Consequently, despite RCTs being highly valued, robotic-assisted thyroidectomy 
(RAT) and parathyroidectomy (RAP) were compared against their open counterparts 
in a non-randomised fashion in this body of work. The reasons for this have been 
reported in the literature and are outlined below (Garas et al, 2012): 
 
1. Research-related factors: Planning and designing an RCT (RAT vs. open 
thyroidectomy and RAP vs. open parathyroidectomy) is feasible. However, 
to be able to design such a study, first, one must have reached beyond the 
learning curve plateau with respect to the procedure. The learning curve for 
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robotic procedures requires a minimum of 10 cases respectively (Lorincz et 
al, 2015; Tolley et al, 2011). Quality monitoring would have been very 
difficult as we were the first team to perform this RAP procedure anywhere. 
Time constraints were also an important barrier as the timing and funding 
available to plan and conduct these studies were finite. 
 
2. Intervention-related factors: Regarding intervention-related barriers, certain 
ethical issues become apparent. At the time the studies for the PhD thesis 
were started (2009), RAP had never been performed on a worldwide basis. 
At the time, RAT had only been performed in a limited number of patients 
in South Korea. As the anthropometrics are completely different to the UK 
population their results cannot be extrapolated to the UK. Thus, it was 
difficult to ethically justify performing an RCT when the feasibility and 
safety of this technique was not yet known.  
 
3. Methodology-related factors: A particularly important barrier relates to the 
methodology. Double – or even single – blinding would not have been 
possible because a completely different surgical approach and scar is 
evident. The differences between the tested techniques would be evident to 
both the patient and surgeon (as opposed to using a placebo in 
pharmacological RCTs which makes it impossible to know what treatment 
each participant is receiving).  
 
4. Patient-related factors: Finally, there are patient-related barriers with 
regards to RCTs. These involve problems around informed consent (as the 
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tested novel technique had never been evaluated before), recruitment and 
enrolling issues. These are expanded below.  
Issues with recruitment have been reported in the literature and include the following 
(Hamilton et al, 2012; Donovan et al, 2014; Adams et al, 2015): 
 Eligibility and equipoise: Few patients are eligible for the robotic approach as 
BMI needs to be less than a value (e.g. 35kg/m2) and the thyroid nodule needs 
to be less than 6cm in diameter and shown to be negative on FNAC. 
 Non-equivalence of the treatment processes: At the time the study was 
conducted, RAP had never been performed and RAT had only been performed 
in a few centres in South Korea. As such, the robotic and open approaches could 
not be deemed equivalent and randomising patients between those two 
approaches could be considered unethical.  
 Patient preference and the role of recruiters: This is also an important problem 
applicable to surgical RCTs. Innately, patients will have a preference for one 
treatment over another (e.g. younger patients more keen to undergo robotic 
approach as more “technology-familiar” and more “scar-aware” whilst older 
patients more likely to opt for traditional surgery for the opposite reasons). 
Similarly, recruiters may be biased towards or against robotic surgery for their 
own reasons (e.g. financial incentives making some pro-robotic surgery versus 
“risk-averse” surgeons not keen to try such a new technique). 
 Lay beliefs: Depending on marketing and patient beliefs, patients may be 
preconceived about such a novel intervention positively or negatively (e.g. 
following a TV programme or newspaper article they saw or read). It may prove 
very challenging to recruit patients who already have fixed beliefs. 
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8.1.4 Feasibility study for a randomised controlled trial  
 A feasibility study is a piece of research done before a main study in order to answer 
the question “Can this study be done?” Feasibility studies are used to estimate important 
parameters that are needed to design the main study (Arain et al, 2010). 
If one considers robotic-assisted parathyroidectomy study as an example, we published 
a feasibility study of the experience of our first 11 cases in Otol Head & Neck Surgery 
in 2011 (Tolley et al, 2011). This study evaluated the following parameters:  
 Characteristics of the proposed outcome measures (e.g. cure from primary 
hyperparathyroidism, operative time, complication and conversion rates, scar 
cosmesis, pain, quality of life, and voice outcomes) 
 Follow-up rates (how long does follow-up need to be) 
 Availability of data needed or the usefulness and limitations of our 
prospectively maintained database (database maintained securely and 
investigators able to prospectively load up their data in real time) 
 Time needed to collect and analyse data 
Feasibility studies for randomised controlled trials may not themselves be randomised. 
Our robotic-assisted parathyroidectomy feasibility study was not. For feasibility 
studies, a power calculation is not normally undertaken. Instead the sample size should 
be adequate to estimate the critical parameters (e.g. recruitment rate) to the necessary 
degree of precision (Arain et al, 2010).    
To plan a feasibility study for an RCT for one of the outstanding robotic questions, in 
addition to what we have already done, there are some important additional parameters 
that will require evaluation. These are: 
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 Standard deviation of the outcome measure, which is needed to estimate sample 
size 
 Ability of participants to be randomised and the willingness of clinicians to 
recruit participants 
 Number of eligible patients 
 Response rates to questionnaires (this is where employing a dedicated research 
nurse to run those robotic studies would be of particular importance to facilitate 
data capture and minimise follow-up data loss 
 Evaluating the cost of running such a study (so as to plan on how it will be 
funded and apply for the relevant grants e.g. NIHR, MRC, Welcome) 
 
8.2 VR temporal bone simulation 
Chapter 6: Studies of face and content validation demonstrated that the present version 
of the VOXEL-MAN simulator is limited in imitating the actual surgical experience. 
Nevertheless, the results support its application for postgraduate training. Simulation 
training in temporal bone surgery is likely to be most beneficial for novice trainees with 
limited experience of temporal bone drilling. Simulator generated performance metrics 
can reliably differentiate between varying levels of surgical proficiency using a 
standardised temporal bone task. Thus, the first step evaluating its potential role in this 
regard was accomplished. The simulator platform offers a potential solution to the 
challenge faced by programme directors in delivering effective surgical training in 
temporal bone surgery.  
Chapter 7: Separate studies of curriculum development for VR temporal bone 
dissection and the application for surgical rehearsal suggest that it represents a valuable 
adjunct to existing training methods. The curriculum does not replace skills acquisition 
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in the operating room or temporal bone laboratory but rather augments existing training 
methods. A proficiency-based VR curriculum was defined and benchmarked and this 
can be used to demonstrate safe operative practice before the trainee progresses to the 
operating room. Competency can be objectively assessed using validated measures of 
performance generated by the simulator. There were several parameters of 
improvement evident amongst novice surgeons. More complex procedural tasks 
require a longer training period in order for surgical trainees to demonstrate proficiency 
in the VR environment. The importance of reliable performance feedback using a 
validated scoring framework is paramount for meaningful progression and self-
directed acquisition of skills. In this regard, further work is needed and on going to 
improve the existing scoring paradigm (refer Section 8.3). The need for expert opinion 
remains essential and the VR technology allows greater flexibility and time efficiency 
in the way this can be delivered. With the onus for safe operative practice, simulation-
based case rehearsal represents a novel adjunct to the existing methods of pre-operative 
patient evaluation in temporal bone surgery. The findings of this study provide a 
platform for further clinical evaluation and technological development, both of which 
are underway (refer Section 8.3). Further studies are required to assess the impact of 
the curriculum and provide evidence of transference of these skills to the operating 
room.  
8.2.1 VR temporal bone simulation: contribution to existing knowledge   
The results of the work presented in Chapters 6 and 7 show how the VOXEL-MAN 
simulator can be successfully applied to improve postgraduate surgical training. Prior 
to undertaking this work, the literature review identified a paucity of validation studies 
in temporal bone VR simulation and the need for robust evaluation. Sections 1.9.4 and 
1.9.5 outline the contribution to the field resulting from this body of work, which 
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culminated in 6 peer-reviewed publications (1 in press) that have advanced the 
knowledge in this field (Arora et al, 2012; Arora et al, 2014; Arora et al, 2014; Arora 
et al, 2014 in press; Khemani et al, 2012; Nash et al, 2012). Other investigators (in 
approximately 40 publications to date) have cited the studies emerging from this body 
of work as evidence of this. 
8.2.2 VR temporal bone simulation: findings in context with recent developments  
It is interesting to observe that during the time-period of this work, other investigators 
have reported similar findings to ours regarding the potential application of this and 
other temporal bone simulators (Arora et al, 2014). In addition to the 4 publications 
arising from the original work outlined in Chapters 6 and 7, 13 further validation studies 
have been published on temporal bone simulation at the time of writing. Of these, 4 
studies report on one of the following: face validity, content validity, construct or the 
learning curve with the same simulator used in this thesis. Their collective results 
broadly substantiate our findings (Francis et al, 2012; Linke et al, 2013; Malik et al, 
2013; Reddy-Kolanu et al, 2011). Further validation studies, similar to ours, have also 
been published using the Mediseus temporal bone simulator platform (Szudek et al, 
2014; Zhao et al, 2010; Zhao et al, 2011; Zhao et al, 2011) although this platform 
remains unavailable commercially.  
Further studies are required to assess the impact of the curriculum and provide evidence 
of transference of these skills to the operating room. Regarding the role of case 
rehearsal, there have also been other reports with similar findings to ours.  The findings 
reiterate a role for virtual surgical planning using pre-operative image acquisitions from 
CT image data to facilitate surgical planning in temporal bone surgery (Hsieh et al, 
2010; Plontke et al, 2014). The advent of 3D printing allows the generation of physical 
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3D case specific models using CT image data for performing case rehearsal in temporal 
bone surgery (Hochman et al, 2014). 
 
8.3 VR simulation training for robotic surgery 
The body of work outlined in Chapters 6 and 7 may be justified as a preparatory to 
introducing VR simulation for robotic head and neck surgery. Indeed, during the 
timeframe of this work, an important development has been the emergence of several 
VR simulator platforms intended, as with temporal bone surgical training, to improve 
surgical training and patient safety (Abboudi et al, 2013). The same concepts that have 
been followed to evaluate the VR temporal simulator in this thesis apply regarding the 
need for robust validation and specialty specific curriculum development. It is 
envisaged that the same methods can be applied to use simulation and tele-mentoring 
to expedite the learning curve and enhance robotic surgical performance (Lendvay et 
al, 2013). Thus, the two technologies can be integrated to deliver effective robotic 
surgical training to improve patient care. There is a growing body of evidence in the 
urology and gynaecology literature with validation studies similar to the ones reporting 
in this thesis. Acceptable face, content, construct and concurrent validation have been 
demonstrated for the Mimic dV-Trainer robotic surgery simulator (Egi et al, 2013; 
Hung et al 2012; Lee et al, 2012; Lerner et al, 2010).  This has become the most widely 
adopted platform for robotic simulation. The skills set reported for all of these studies 
are generic rather than procedure specific skills. The acquisition of both is important 
for robotic surgery training and rehearsal. In Otolaryngology, there is a need to develop 
a simulation training programme to ensure adequate training and education which keeps 
pace which the rapid adoption of robotic technology (Bric et al, 2014; Curry et al, 2012; 
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Zhang et al, 2013). We have established a research partnership with Mimic in order to 
develop a VR curriculum that will complement integrated cadaver training in robotic 
Head & Neck surgery. In order to show effective transference of skills, independent 
assessment of video-recorded console surgery using validated assessment tool is 
planned (Goh et al, 2012).  
8.4 On going and future work 
The clinical evaluation of robotic applications continues and we have established and 
prospectively maintain 3 databases to record the details of all patients who undergo 
robotic thyroidectomy, parathyroidectomy and TORS. The need for randomised studies 
has been highlighted in RAP and RAT. With respect to TORS it would be interesting 
to compare PROMS data with a matched cohort who use CPAP as the primary 
treatment modality. The biometrics of patients undergoing TORS are recorded 
routinely in addition to Mallampati grade, ASA score and an assessment of TORS 
feasibility by the surgeon. This is in order to gather clinical data to verify the findings 
of the cadaver study reported in Chapter 5.  Data collection is also on going to build on 
the pilot study of optical computation to calculate 3D surface measurements in patients 
who undergo TORS for OSA. The other area where further work is on going is the 
investigation of the impact of scars following thyroid and parathyroid surgery. The 
Manchester scar scale is being used in addition to psychometric and body image 
questionnaires to prospectively collect data in patients undergoing both conventional 
and robotic thyroid and parathyroid surgery.  Four other areas of on going or future 
work are highlighted in further detail in the following sub-sections. 
8.4.1 Training facility for TORS  
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We have established a training facility in the Imperial Surgical Innovation Centre at St 
Mary’s Hospital. It is the first of its kind in the UK that allows surgeons to practice 
robotic surgery using soft fix cadavers in an operating theatre environment in addition 
to using virtual reality robotic simulation. It represents a culmination of the work 
presented in this thesis and demonstrates how the 2 technologies can be successfully 
integrated to deliver continued improvements in surgical training and practice. Training 
includes a virtual reality simulation session using the Mimic daVinci Skills Simulator. 
A VR skills curriculum that is tailor-made for developing robotic operative skills in 
head and neck surgery has been developed in conjunction with the director of education 
and development at Mimic. VR simulation training develops the generic skills 
acquisition for performing TORS. The one-day programme integrates this with 
operating room set up using the daVinci SI (patient cart position, docking, instruments 
and trouble shooting), system familiarization and procedure specific console training 
using soft fix cadavers (refer Appendix 18). 
 
Figure 8-4: VR training for generic skills acquisition 
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The programme is endorsed but independent of Intuitive Surgical. To date, we have 
trained 2 surgical teams in the UK and 2 more teams are signed up. Each team 
comprises 2 Consultant Head & Neck Surgeons and 1 scrub nurse.  Surgeons must 
complete the online daVinci training module and all delegates complete a structured 
questionnaire. Performance data from the simulator and video recordings of the cadaver 
robotic dissection are being collected in addition to subsequent 1st case console 
operating for independent future analysis to assess the transference of robotic surgical 
skills “from VR to the OR.”   
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Figure 8-5: Cadaver training the 1st team from Oxford NHS Trust  
8.4.2 Retractor evaluation  
In order to progress with clinical evaluation, an instruction manual, risk assessment, 
instructions for sterilisation and application to the New Intervention Procedures 
Committee, Imperial College Healthcare NHS Trust were all necessary. The relevant 
documents are attached in the Appendix (refer Appendix 19, 20). The application was 
successful in December 2013 and approval was granted for clinical evaluation to 
commence in January 2014. Since this time, the retractor has been assessed on two 
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separate occasions by means of insertion, opening and measurement of load bearing. A 
load of 25N is well within the safe load-bearing limit. Formal assessment of robotic 
console surgery has not yet been conducted and is due to be undertaken at the time of 
writing. Evaluation will conform to the same rigorous methodology described in the 
last 2 cadaver studies. It may require further design iteration but our anticipation is that 
it will progress to CE marking and product commercialisation.     
8.4.3 Clinical evaluation of a novel robotic system 
An exciting collaboration with Medrobotics has been agreed and the Flex system, 
which has recently received CE marking for clinical use, will be evaluated in the near 
future. Fresh frozen cadaver evaluation is intended in the robotic training facility at 
Imperial to explore the potential clinical applications. The company has pledged one of 
5 systems reserved for clinical use to be used for clinical evaluation at Imperial College 
London.  
8.4.4 VOXEL-MAN group collaboration 
A good rapport has been established over the years with the VOXEL-MAN research 
group, which is based at the Institute of Computer Science, University Medical Centre 
Hamburg-Eppendorf, Germany. The findings from the curriculum study are being 
analysed by the VOXEL-MAN group in order to re-define the scoring system and the 
existing tasks. This will form the basis for a new scoring system and the curriculum 
will subsequently be integrated on to all existing VR systems worldwide 
(approximately 120 systems).  
The role for case specific rehearsal in temporal bone surgery is undergoing clinical 
validation. One of the major existing limitations of the simulator is the absence of soft 
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tissue definition, which could be overcome by CT/Magnetic Resonance Image (MRI) 
fusion. A reproducible method for combining CT and MRI temporal bone images is 
intended in conjunction with the group in Hamburg using diffusion weighted MRI scans 
to augment the CT segmentations. 
The group has been developing a novel platform for Endoscopic sinus surgery over the 
last 3 years that will be ready for clinical validation in the next 6-9 months. We have 
been asked to lead a multicentre validation study and this is planned following a joint 
EU grant application. I will be undertaking a Head & Neck robotics surgical fellowship 
in October 2015 for a period of 6 months in Hamburg. This will facilitate collaborative 
ventures with the VOXEL-MAN group. 
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Abstract
Objective. To validate the VOXEL-MAN TempoSurg simulator 
for temporal bone dissection.
Study Design. Prospective international study.
Setting. Otolaryngology departments of 2 academic health 
care institutions in the United Kingdom and United States.
Subjects and Methods. Eighty-five subjects were recruited con-
sisting of an experienced and referent group. Participants 
performed a standardized familiarization session and tempo-
ral bone dissection task. Realism, training effectiveness, and 
global impressions were evaluated across 21 domains using 
a 5-point Likert-type scale. A score of 4 was the minimum 
threshold for acceptability.
Results. The experienced group comprised 25 otolaryngol-
ogy trainers who had performed 150 mastoid operations. The 
referent group comprised 60 trainees (mean otolaryngology 
experience of 2.9 years). Familiarization took longer in the 
experienced group (P = .01). User-friendliness was positively 
rated (mean score 4.1). Seventy percent of participants rat-
ed anatomical appearance as acceptable. Trainers rated drill 
ergonomics worse than did trainees (P = .01). Simulation 
temporal bone training scored highly (mean score 4.3). Surgi-
cal anatomy, drill navigation, and hand-eye coordination ac-
counted for this. Trainees were more likely to recommend 
temporal bone simulation to a colleague than were trainers 
(P = .01). Transferability of skills to the operating room was 
undecided (mean score 3.5).
Conclusion. Realism of the VOXEL-MAN virtual reality tem-
poral bone simulator is suboptimal in its current version. 
Nonetheless, it represents a useful adjunct to existing train-
ing methods and is particularly beneficial for novice sur-
geons before performing cadaveric temporal bone dissection. 
Improvements in realism, specifically drill ergonomics and 
visual-spatial perception during deeper temporal bone dis-
section, are warranted.
Keywords
virtual reality simulation, otology, mastoid surgery, training
Received  July 19, 2011; revised  September 29, 2011; accepted  
September 30, 2011.
Achieving proficiency to independently perform tempo-ral bone surgery requires the acquisition of unique and   complex technical skills. Otolaryngology trainees 
have traditionally acquired the knowledge and drilling skills 
using cadaver temporal bones. Following the introduction of 
the UK Human Tissue Act in 2004, these have become less 
available. Otolaryngology trainees perform fewer cadaver tem-
poral bone dissections than in previous generations.1 This has 
arisen in an era of growing training pressures resulting from a 
reduction in training hours associated with the European Work-
ing Time Directive and Accreditation Council for Graduate 
Medical Education.2 Consequently, program directors now face 
the challenge of delivering streamlined training that produces a 
competent generation of surgeons in a shorter time frame.
Obtaining surgical proficiency with temporal bones or actual 
patients provides a nonstandardized paradigm of skills acquisi-
tion that lacks objective feedback. Operating time constraints as 
a result of limited faculty reimbursement, growing complexity 
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Abstract
Objective. Targeted parathyroidectomy is the gold standard for 
localized parathyroid disease. A robotic-assisted approach has 
not been investigated. The aim was to assess the feasibility of 
a robotic technique that avoids a neck scar.
Study Design. Feasibility study.
Setting. Tertiary referral center.
Subjects and Methods. Eleven patients with primary hyper-
parathyroidism were prospectively evaluated. Triple modal-
ity concordant localization was a prerequisite. All patients 
underwent robotic-assisted parathyroidectomy (RAP). Out-
come variables assessed were operative time, voice change, 
biochemical cure, and histopathological confirmation. Patient-
reported outcome measures (PROMs) included subjective 
assessment of pain and scar cosmesis, Voice Handicap Index 
2, and EQ-5D quality-of-life assessment. Mean follow-up was 
6 months (range, 3-12 months).
Results. The parathyroid adenoma was successfully excised in all 
cases with negligible blood loss (<5 mL). There was 1 conversion. 
There was no voice change in any case. Robot docking time pla-
teaued to 10 minutes after 8 cases. Mean exposure and console 
times (31 and 51 minutes, respectively) were affected by body 
habitus. The mean visual analog scale for scar cosmesis was 75% 
on the first postoperative day, improving to 92% at 6 months 
and 95% at 1 year. Pain scores decreased to 8% at 2 weeks. All 5 
EQ-5D quality-of-life parameters significantly improved following 
surgery.
Conclusion. The robotic approach is feasible for performing tar-
geted parathyroidectomy that avoids a neck scar. The clinical 
efficacy and cost-effectiveness of the robotic approach com-
pared with conventional targeted parathyroidectomy warrant 
further evaluation to establish if this represents a viable alter-
native to the existing targeted techniques.
Keywords
robotic surgery, da Vinci surgical system, targeted parathy-
roidectomy, parathyroid adenoma, patient-reported outcome 
measures (PROMs), quality of life (QoL), scar cosmesis
Received  November 21, 2010; revised  January 25, 2011; accepted  
February 8, 2011.
Parathyroid surgery for primary hyperparathyroidism (pHPT) has changed considerably since 1925, when Felix Mandel was somewhat controversially credited 
with performing the first successful parathyroidectomy.1 Over 
subsequent decades, the surgical strategy and technique 
evolved into a collar incision and bilateral neck exploration 
aimed at identifying all 4 parathyroid glands with removal of 
the abnormal one(s). In the past 2 decades, significant 
improvements in the quality of preoperative localization stud-
ies have facilitated further evolution in surgical management. 
Accurate and reliable preoperative localization allows a tar-
geted surgical approach, and several techniques have become 
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5th VR INTEGRATED TEMPORAL BONE 
STUDY DAY  
1st Feb 2011 
ST. MARY’S HOSPITAL 
 
 
 
 
Venue 
 
Clinical Skills Centre 2rd Floor Patterson Wing: Virtual and Real 
Temporal bone drilling  
 
 
Faculty 
 
Group A      Group B 
  
N Tolley      A Singh 
G Rowlands      N Bhatti    
A Cruise      S Khemani  
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Delegates  
 
Group A      Group B 
  
Nick Hamilton     Peter Radford 
Robert Nash      Anand Kasbekar 
Sunil Sharma     Serge Pal 
Rajeev Mathew     Vaibhav Sharma 
 
 
 
 
Programme 
 
 
Lectures  
 
08.30    Welcome & Introduction (NST)     
 
08.40    VoxelMan Simulator (AP)    
 
09.00 Coffee 
 
09.05  Surgical anatomy: How to do a cortical 
mastoidectomy (AS)     
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09.45 - 13.00 Drilling:  Group A  Temporal bone Lab  
          Group B  Temporal bone Simulator 
 
 
12.30 - 13.30 Buffet lunch    Grp A  12.30-13.00 
       Grp B  13.00-13.30 
  
 
13.00 - 16.15 Drilling: Group A  Temporal bone Simulator    
      Group B  Temporal bone Lab  
 
 
16.15   Coffee 
 
 
16.15 - 17.00 Feedback and Data Collection: Group A  
VR curriculum: Group B 
    
17.00 - 17.45 Feedback and Data Collection: Group B  
VR curriculum: Group A 
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St. Mary’s Paddington Charitable Trust 
(Formerly St. Mary’s Hospital Special Trustees) 
 
     Charity No. 229849 
  
Chairman:            Professor Matthew Swindells  Ground Floor 
Chief Executive: Jane Miles     Clarence Memorial Wing 
        St. Mary’s Hospital 
Telephone:          020 7886 2037    Praed Street 
Fax:                      020 7886 2100    London W2 1NY 
Mr Neil Tolley 
Consultant ENT/Thyroid Surgeon 
ENT Dept 
St Mary’s Hospital 
3r October 2008 
Dear Mr Tolley 
Project Title: Applications of Telerobotics in Head & Neck Surgery 
Applicants:   Mr Neil Tolley, Lord Prof Ara Darzi 
I am pleased to confirm that the Trustees of St Mary’s Paddington Charitable Trust have agreed 
to award £50,000 in support of the above mentioned project.  The funding is intended to cover 
the salary and related costs of the proposed research fellow, Mr Asit Arora for one year. The 
grant is made subject to our standard terms and conditions (copy attached).  I would be grateful 
if you could sign and return a copy of the terms and conditions to indicate your acceptance of this 
award.  In addition all research fellows are required to report back to the Charitable Trust at the 
end of the year of funding and may be asked to make a verbal presentation to the Trustees.  I will 
send a reporting form to the researcher nearer the time.  
 
For the avoidance of doubt, please note that Mr Arora is not an employee of St Mary’s 
Paddington Charitable Trust.  The award is effective immediately and we will expect to be 
invoiced quarterly in arrears based on actual costs incurred 
Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any queries. 
Yours sincerely 
Sandy Scott 
Administration Manager 
cc     Mr Asit Arora, ENT Dept, St Mary’s Hospital 
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Moorfields & Whittington Research Ethics Committee 
Royal Free Hospital 
Pond Street 
London 
NW3 2QG 
 
 Telephone: 020 7794 0552 Mr Neil S Tolley 
ENT Consultant 
Imperial NHS Trust 
St Mary's Hospital 
Praed St 
London, W2 1NY 
 
16 February 2009 
 
Dear Mr Tolley 
 
Full title of study: Application of Telerobotics in Head&Neck Surgery: A 
Prospective Randomised Clinical Study  
REC reference number: 08/H0721/97 
 
Thank you for your letter of 06 February 2009, responding to the Committee’s request 
for further information on the above research and submitting revised documentation. 
 
The further information was considered at the meeting of the Sub-Committee of the REC 
held on 13 February 2009.  A list of the members who were present at the meeting is 
attached. 
 
By taking the Committee’s advice, this should be a much more robust study.  The 
Committee look forward to the progress reports 
 
Confirmation of ethical opinion 
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On behalf of the Committee, I am pleased to confirm a favourable ethical opinion for the 
above research on the basis described in the application form, protocol and supporting 
documentation as revised, subject to the conditions specified below. 
 
Ethical review of research sites 
 
The favourable opinion applies to the research sites listed on the attached form. 
Confirmation of approval for other sites listed in the application will be issued as soon as 
local assessors have confirmed they have no objection. 
 
Conditions of the favourable opinion 
 
The favourable opinion is subject to the following conditions being met prior to the start 
of the study. 
 
Management permission or approval must be obtained from each host organisation prior 
to the start of the study at the site concerned. 
 
Management permission at NHS sites (“R&D approval”) should be obtained from the 
relevant care organisation(s) in accordance with NHS research governance 
arrangements.  Guidance on applying for NHS permission is available in the Integrated 
Research Application System or at http://www.rdforum.nhs.uk.  
 
Approved documents 
 
The final list of documents reviewed and approved by the Committee is as follows: 
  
Document    Version    Date    
 Questionnaire: Validated - EQ-5D    11 November 2008  
 Questionnaire: Non-validated  1  11 November 2008  
 Compensation Arrangements    05 November 2008  
 Peer Review       
 Letter from Sponsor    11 November 2008  
 Covering Letter    11 November 2008  
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 Investigator CV       
 Application    11 November 2008  
 Letters from Funder    03 October 2008  
 Letter of Rejection    31 July 2008  
 Student CV    11 November 2008  
 Letter from Lay person    07 November 2008  
 Letter from MHRA    22 August 2008  
 Response to Request for Further Information    06 February 2009  
 Participant Consent Form  2  05 February 2009  
 Participant Information Sheet  2  05 February 2009  
 GP/Consultant Information Sheets  2  05 February 2009  
 Letter of invitation to participant  2  05 February 2009  
 Statistician Comments       
 Protocol  2  05 February 2009  
  
Statement of compliance 
 
The Committee is constituted in accordance with the Governance Arrangements for 
Research Ethics Committees (July 2001) and complies fully with the Standard Operating 
Procedures for Research Ethics Committees in the UK. 
 
After ethical review 
 
Now that you have completed the application process please visit the National Research 
Ethics Website > After Review  
 
You are invited to give your view of the service that you have received from the National 
Research Ethics Service and the application procedure.  If you wish to make your views 
known please use the feedback form available on the website. 
 
The attached document “After ethical review –guidance for researchers” gives detailed 
guidance on reporting requirements for studies with a favourable opinion, including: 
 
19. Notifying substantial amendments 
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20. Progress and safety reports 
21. Notifying the end of the study 
 
The NRES website also provides guidance on these topics, which is updated in the light 
of changes in reporting requirements or procedures. 
 
We would also like to inform you that we consult regularly with stakeholders to improve 
our service. If you would like to join our Reference Group please email 
referencegroup@nres.npsa.nhs.uk. 
 
08/H0721/97 Please quote this number on all correspondence 
 
With the Committee’s best wishes for the success of this project 
 
Yours sincerely 
 
Mr John Farrell 
Chair 
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Research Participant Information Sheet 
 
Protocol Reference Number: 08/H0721/97 
 
Applications Of Telerobotics in Head & Neck Surgery: 
A Prospective Randomised Clinical Study  
 
We would like to invite you to take part in a research study. Before you 
decide, you need to understand why the research is being done and what it 
involves. Please take time to read the following information carefully. Talk to 
others about the study if you wish. Part 1 tells you the purpose of the study 
and what happens if you take part. Part 2 gives you more detailed information 
about the study. Please do ask us if there is anything that is not clear or if you 
would like more information. Do take your time to decide whether or not you 
wish to participate.  
 
Part 1 
 
What is the purpose of the study? 
 
Introduction 
Telerobotic assisted surgery has been used in the UK as part of routine 
clinical practice for many years in operations involving the heart and prostate 
gland. It has been successfully used in tens of thousands of procedures 
worldwide and is established as the best way to operate on patients with 
prostate cancer. This is because of better patient outcomes including fewer 
complications and less hospital stay compared to conventional surgery. 
 
Telerobotic assisted head & neck surgery has also been carried out by some 
Ear Nose &Throat / Head & Neck specialists in the USA for 2-3 years. The 
initial results of around two hundred procedures suggest that it may improve 
the way we are able to treat certain conditions. However, in the UK it is not yet 
being routinely performed by specialists.  
 
Aim 
We want to assess whether there will be any potential benefits of telerobotic 
assisted surgery in certain head&neck operations. For example, operations 
involving the thyroid gland, parathyroid glands (4 pea sized glands located 
near the thyroid gland which control body calcium levels), throat and voice-
box.  Our aim is to improve the way in which we are able to treat our patients.    
 
 What is Telerobotic surgery? 
 
A specially designed surgical system is used to perform telerobotic assisted 
surgery. It is completely controlled by the surgeon. It consists of a telescope 
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arm and other arms with surgical instruments. These are controlled by the 
fingers and wrists of the surgeon who performs the surgery in the operating 
room. The system gives the surgeon a very good view and allows the 
operation to be carried out through tiny incisions. The system is designed to 
allow the surgeon to operate in smaller spaces with maximum accuracy. 
 
   
 
Why me? 
 
We believe that your condition requires surgery which we can perform in the 
conventional way or using the telerobotic system. We have had the necessary 
telerobotic training and have performed several operations using this system 
already. We intend performing telerobotic assisted operations in 
approximately 60 patients. 
 
     
 Do I have to take part? 
 
No, it is up to you to decide. We will describe the study and go through this 
information sheet, which we will then give to you. If you are interested in 
taking part, we will ask you to sign a consent form to show you have agreed to 
take part. You are free to withdraw at any time, without giving a reason. This 
will in no way affect the standard of care you receive.  
 
The Design of the Study 
Sometimes we don’t know which way of treating patients is best. To find out, 
we need to compare different treatments. To see whether there are any benefits 
of telerobotic assisted surgery compared to conventional surgery, we need to 
compare people in the two treatment groups. Everyone joining the study will be 
put into 2 groups and each group will receive treatment either by conventional 
or telerobotic assisted surgery. Results are compared to see if one is better. To 
try to make sure the groups are the same to start with, each patient is put into 
a group by chance (randomly) using a computer programme. There is an equal 
(50%) chance that you will have your operation performed in the conventional 
way or that it is performed with telerobotic assistance. Both groups will be 
followed up in the same way (see below)  
What will happen to me if I take part?  
 
You will be asked to sign a consent form so that we can perform your 
operation either conventionally or using the telerobotic surgical system. After 
your operation, we will ask you to fill in a questionnaire before you are 
discharged from hospital. This will take about 10-15 minutes to complete. 
After you have gone home, we would like to see you in the outpatient clinic 
which is what normally happens to all patients who undergo operations in our 
department.  We will arrange to see you 2 weeks after your operation to make 
sure there are no problems. After this, we will arrange for you to be seen 
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again in 3 months, 6 months and finally 1 year after your operation. In most 
cases, these follow up appointments do not mean that you are having any 
extra appointments than normal. We will ask you to complete a questionnaire 
each time you are seen in a follow up clinic. Each visit is likely to last around 
15 minutes. You will be involved in our study for 12 months. 
 
Your normal treatment will not be affected before, during or after this study.   
 
We will take pictures during your operation. This may be used for education 
purposes. Patient confidentiality will be maintained at all times. We will only 
use these pictures after we have asked for your written permission.  
 
 
What are the alternatives for treatment? 
 
Following a discussion with your surgeon regarding the pros and cons of an 
operation, you may decide that you do not want to go ahead with surgery. 
Alternatively, you may wish to have the operation performed in the 
conventional way. Whatever you decide, this will in no way affect the standard 
of care you receive. 
 
 
What are the possible disadvantages and risks of taking part?  
 
Following a discussion with your surgeon, the risks of the operation you are 
considering will be explained. Based on current information, there are no extra 
risks or disadvantages using the telerobotics surgical system over and above 
conventional surgery. This is based on our experience and supported by the 
medical literature published in this field. The system is FDA approved for open 
and key hole (endoscopic) surgical procedures. In the event that your 
operation cannot be completed, we will act in your best interests and may 
need to finish the operation in the conventional way.  
 
 
What are the possible benefits of taking part? 
 
We cannot guarantee that the study will help you but hopefully the information 
we get from this study will help improve the future treatment of people with a 
variety of head & neck conditions. Potential benefits to patients who undergo 
telerobotic assisted surgery are: shorter hospital stay, less pain, less risk of 
infection, less blood loss, fewer transfusions, less scarring, faster recovery 
and a quicker return to normal daily activities. However, none of these 
benefits can be guaranteed because every case is different. 
 
 
What happens when the research study stops?  
 
Both during and after the study has finished, your care will not differ from that 
normally expected for your medical condition. 
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What if there is a problem? 
 
Any complaint about the way you have been dealt with during the study or any 
possible harm you might suffer will be addressed. The detailed information on 
this is given in Part 2. 
       
Will my taking part in the study be kept confidential? 
Yes. We will follow ethical and legal practice and all information about you will 
be handled in confidence. The details are included in Part 2. 
 
If the information in Part 1 has interested you and you are considering 
participation, please read the additional information in Part 2 before 
making any decision. 
 
Part 2 
 
What if relevant new information becomes available? 
 
Sometimes we get new information about the treatment being studied. If this 
happens, your research doctor will tell you and discuss whether you should 
continue in the study. If you decide not to carry on, your research doctor will 
make arrangements for your care to continue. If you decide to continue in the 
study he may ask you to sign an updated consent form.  
 
If new information does arise, your research doctor might consider you should 
withdraw from the study. He will explain the reasons and arrange for your care 
to continue. If the study is stopped for any other reason, we will tell you and 
arrange your continuing care. 
 
 
What will happen if I don’t want to carry on with the study? 
 
If you decide to withdraw from the study before the scheduled surgery date, 
your research doctor will make arrangements for your care to continue. Your 
care will not differ from that normally expected for your medical condition. 
Whatever you decide, this will in no way affect the standard of care you 
receive.  
 
Whether your operation is performed by the conventional or telerobotic 
assisted way, continued follow-up is genuinely in your own best interest. You 
can withdraw from treatment but keep in contact with us to let us know your 
progress. Information collected may still be used. You retain the right to 
decide if data from further postoperative follow up visits can be used in the 
study.    
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What if there is a problem? 
 
If you have a concern about any aspect of this study, you should ask to speak 
to the researchers who will do their best to answer your questions (contact Mr 
Asit Arora  telephone number: 0207 886 7566). If you remain unhappy and 
wish to complain formally, you can do this through the NHS Complaints 
Procedure. Details can be obtained from the hospital through PALS (Patient 
Advice Liason Service). 
 
 
What if I get harmed? 
 
In the event that something does go wrong and you are harmed during the 
research, we will do everything we can to make sure that you receive the best 
possible care and recovery. If the problem is related to your surgery, you may 
have grounds for legal action to claim compensation from Imperial Healthcare 
NHS Trust. You may have to pay your legal costs. This is the same for all 
patients who have an operation and the normal National Health Service 
complaints mechanisms will also be available to you.  
 
 
Will my taking part in this study be kept confidential?   
 
If you join the study, some parts of your medical records and the data 
collected for the study will be looked at by authorised persons. They may also 
be looked at by representatives of regulatory authorities and by authorised 
people to check that the study is being carried out correctly. All will have a 
duty of confidentiality to you as a research participant and we will also do our 
best to meet this duty.  
 
All information which is collected about you during the course of the research 
will be kept strictly confidential. Any information about you which leaves the 
hospital will have your name and address removed so that you cannot be 
recognised.  
 
 
All procedures for handling, processing, storage and destruction of research 
data will match the Caldicott principles and the Data Protection Act 1998. 
Data collection will be stored securely. The Principal Investigator and 
research doctor will act as custodians of this data (Mr Neil Tolley, Mr Asit 
Arora). Data storage will be electronic, subject to local Research Ethics 
Committee review. Any stored data will only be identifiable by your research 
doctors. Your name and date of birth will be replaced with a code number 
allocated to each research participant in our database. If data is retained for 
use in future studies, further Research Ethics Committee approval will be 
sought.  
 
Access to view data which identifies you will only be made available to 
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authorised persons such as researchers, regulatory authorities and Research 
& Development audit (for monitoring of the quality of the research). As a 
research participant, you have the right to check the accuracy of data held 
about you and correct any errors.  
Stored data will be retained for a period of 3 years after which it will be 
disposed of securely. 
 
Involvement of the General Practitioner/Family doctor (GP) 
 
Your GP will be notified of your participation in this study. We will give you a 
copy of this GP letter for your records.  
 
 
What will happen to the results of the research study? 
 
The results of this study will be published in relevant medical journals and will 
also form part of a research thesis (Doctorate degree) registered at Imperial 
College London. Your identity will not be made available in any report / 
publication unless you have given us permission to do so by signing an 
additional consent form. 
 
The results relevant to everyone taking part in this research will be made 
available in the form of a summary sheet of the findings. This will be drawn up 
once the study has finished. Participants and patient groups can access these 
results by getting in touch with the investigators. 
 
 
Who is organising and funding the research? 
 
Imperial Healthcare NHS Trust is the organisation sponsoring and funding the 
research. The doctor conducting this research is not being paid by the da 
Vinci manufacturing company (Intuitive Surgical) for including and looking 
after the patients in the study. 
 
 
Who has reviewed the study? 
 
All research in the NHS is looked at by independent group of people, called a 
Research Ethics Committee to protect your safety, rights, wellbeing and 
dignity. This study has been reviewed and given favourable opinion by 
Moorfields & Whittington Research Ethics Committee. 
 
 
Further information and contact details 
 
For general information about the telerobotics surgical system, please visit the 
website: www.intuitivesurgical.com  
 
If you require specific information about this research project or advice as to 
whether to 
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participate, please contact Mr Neil Tolley or Mr Asit Arora for further 
information (contact  
no: 0207 886 7566). You can also contact us on this number if you have any 
concerns with or  
if you are unhappy with the study. We will do our best to address any issues 
you may have.      
 
In the event that you agree to participate in this study, you will be given 
a copy and a signed consent form to keep. 
 
Appendix 14 
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Research Protocol 
 
 
REC Ref Number 
08/H0721/97 
 
Title 
Application of Telerobotics in Head & Neck Surgery: A Prospective 
Randomised Clinical Study  
 
Chief Investigator 
Mr Neil Tolley ENT/Thyroid Consultant, St Mary’s Hospital, London  
 
Others 
Mr Asit Arora (ENT Research Fellow)  
 
 
Background 
 
The desire for minimal invasive surgery, and the associated improved patient 
outcomes, has been the driving force for the development of telerobotic 
assisted surgery over the last 20 years. St Mary’s Hospital along with Imperial 
College London has been at this forefront (1). In the last decade, telerobotic 
assisted surgery in heart and urological surgical specialties has become well 
established within routine clinical practice. It is now recognized as the best 
way to treat conditions such as heart valve disease and prostate cancer (1-4). 
The application of this technology to head & neck surgery holds great promise 
yet has not been investigated in the UK or Europe.  
 
Surgery to the thyroid and parathyroid glands can potentially involve large 
surgical incisions and may be associated with significant complications such 
as airway obstruction, permanent hoarse voice and low blood calcium levels. 
Using the telerobotics system in appropriate cases can improve patient 
outcomes and satisfaction (5-7). For example, telerobotic assisted thyroid 
surgery allows the neck to be approached from a small chest incision, which 
is not otherwise possible. The superior cosmetic appearance associated with 
‘scarless’ neck surgery improves patient satisfaction (8).  
 
Transoral (through the mouth) throat and voice box surgery has, for many 
decades, been performed with the use of fine instruments and a microscope. 
A limitation of this technique is that it is sometimes impossible for the surgeon 
to completely visualise the abnormal area. This limitation, due to 'line of sight' 
issues, can be overcome with telerobotic assisted surgery due to the system's 
special design (9-11).        
 
Worldwide, there are no published case series in the ENT (Ear Nose and 
Throat) / Head&Neck surgical field. The world literature (approximately 30 
publications) is predominantly mannequin, cadaveric or animal model based. 
These studies confirm the feasibility and safety of telerobotic assisted 
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transoral and neck surgery (9-13). The only clinical trial has been initiated by 
US investigators in Pennsylvania and their final results have not yet been 
published. Their preliminary experience in 40 patients led them to assert 
‘robotic surgery over the next 10 years will change the face of how we perform 
minimally invasive and endoscopic head & neck surgery’. This is supported by 
the evidence in other surgical specialities which confirms that operative time, 
intensive care unit stay and overall patient hospital stay can all be reduced 
when telerobotic assisted surgery is applied in appropriate cases. It has been 
successfully used in tens of thousands of minimally invasive procedures 
worldwide. Based on current data, there do not appear to be any additional 
adverse risks or disadvantages using the telerobotics system over and above 
traditional open techniques. (14-15). 
 
The associated reduction in morbidity and improved patient outcomes reflect 
the principal benefits of telerobotics; improved surgical precision and minimal 
access capability. It gives the surgeon 3D vision, reduces hand tremor and 
improves dexterity. The system is designed to allow the surgeon to operate in 
smaller spaces with maximum accuracy. It also allows the possibility of 
‘telepresence’ and ‘telementoring’ whereby robotic surgery is performed from 
a geographically remote site and surgical techniques disseminated in real 
time (16).  
 
We envisage utilizing the advantages of this surgical system to push the 
boundaries of current best practice in ENT / Head&Neck surgery. For a 
century, ENT surgeons have been using minimal access techniques to 
operate within confined spaces. Historically, we have been reliant on 
technological advances such as the development of the microscope and 
telescopes to evolve surgically and improve the treatment we can offer our 
patients. The telerobotic system represents a further evolution in surgical 
technology and we believe it will allow us to continue to deliver further 
improvement in patient care.  
 
In October 2007 we undertook telerobotics training in Strasbourg and 
successfully performed a telerobotic assisted thyroidectomy in an 
anaesthetised animal model. Since this time, we have continued to develop 
our experience and expertise in this field. To date, we have successfully 
performed head & neck robotic surgical procedures in several patients at St 
Mary’s Hospital, London. Our initial experience confirms the feasibility and 
broad application of telerobotic assisted surgery in appropriately selected 
cases. Based on the experience of nearly a decade within other surgical 
specialties and the rapidly growing body of evidence within our field, we 
believe the application of telerobotics has the potential to revolutionize the 
practice of head & neck surgery. 
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Hypothesis 
 
 Telerobotic assisted surgery can be successfully applied in; 
 minimally invasive parathyroidectomy 
 minimally invasive thyroidectomy 
 transoral laryngeal (via the mouth voice box) surgery 
 transoral pharyngeal (via the mouth throat) surgery 
 
 Compared with conventional surgery, telerobotic assisted surgery can 
improve patient outcome by improving patient satisfaction and reducing 
the risk of complications.     
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Study Objectives 
 
Primary: 
 
 To use the telerobotic surgical system to successfully perform minimally 
invasive thyroidectomy & parathyroidectomy and  transoral laryngeal & 
pharyngeal surgery 
 
 
Secondary: 
 
 Compare patient outcome between telerobotic assisted and conventional 
surgery  
 Cost benefit analysis of performing telerobotic assisted surgery 
 
 
Study Design 
 
 Prospective randomised study comparing telerobotic assisted vs 
conventional surgery in: 
 thyroidectomy  
 parathyroidectomy 
 transoral laryngeal surgery 
 transoral pharyngeal surgery 
 
 Duration: 12 months 
 
 Number of participants undergoing telerobotic assisted surgery: 60 
 thyroidectomy: 15  
 parathyroidectomy: 15 
 vocal cord surgery: 20 
 transoral pharyngeal surgery: 10 
 
 Control group (n=60): patients undergoing conventional surgery matched 
for age, sex and indication of surgery 
 
 
Study Outcome Measures 
 
Primary endpoints: 
 
 Adequate exposure and access to successfully perform telerobotic 
assisted surgery 
 Completeness of resection margins 
 Conversion rate of telerobotic assisted to conventional surgery   
 
Secondary endpoints: 
 
 Patient factors 
o safety 
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o satisfaction 
o complications 
o quality of life 
 Procedure factors: 
o anaesthetic time 
o surgical time 
o cost 
 
 
 
Measurable outcomes: 
 
 Telerobotic assisted vs conventional surgery assessment: 
 anaesthetic and surgical times 
 volume of intra-operative blood loss 
 completeness of resection 
 conversion rate 
 cost 
 
 Telerobotic assisted vs conventional surgery patient outcome: 
 pain: assessed by visual analogue scale  
 satisfaction: assessed by questionnaire on patient experience  
 quality of life: assessed by EQ 5D validated health questionnaire  
 complications/morbidity:  
 thyroid & parathyroid surgery: nerve palsy, 
hypocalcaemia, wound haematoma, infection rates   
 transoral laryngeal/pharyngeal surgery: tooth damage, lip, 
pharyngeal, laryngeal trauma, mandibular joint 
dysfunction  
 
 
Participant Entry 
 
Inclusion Criteria: 
 
 Patients>21yrs at the time of treatment competent to consent 
 Patients with indications for diagnostic and / or therapeutic surgery for: 
 benign thyroid disease: 
 solitary nodule < 3cm / <25mls 
 benign parathyroid disease: 
 adenoma < 3cm pre-operatively localised with concordant 
ultrasound & sestamibi scans 
 benign laryngeal & pharyngeal conditions: 
 polyp 
 cyst 
 dysplasia  
 
 
Exclusion Criteria: 
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All patients;  
 
 <21yrs age 
 with significant co-morbidity contraindicating general anaesthesia  
 ASA grade IV or V 
 with previous head and neck surgery 
 with previous radiotherapy to the head and neck  
 
 
 
 
Specific exclusion criteria; 
 
 Thyroid: thyroiditis, previous surgery, retrosternal thyroid extension, thyroid 
malignancy 
 Parathyroid: failure of pre-operative localization 
 Laryngeal/Pharyngeal: retrognathia, mandibular joint dysfunction, 
restricted mouth opening, dental crowns  
 
 
Withdrawal Criterion 
 
Unequivocal evidence of a significant increase in adverse patient outcome 
 
 
Recruitment, Randomisation, Assessment and Follow-up 
 
Recruitment: 
 
 Research patient participants selected from NHS patients referred by GP 
to ENT Dept, St Mary’s Hospital London for specialist management of 
head/neck conditions. 
 Participants, including control group, identified from surgical waiting list of 
principal investigator. Eligible surgical candidates invited to participate in 
study.  
 Eligible patients given a standard letter of invitation to participants 
following verbal invitation and full explanation of proposed management. 
 Recruitment guided by informed consent and participant information 
document. 
 Interested individuals given a consent form to take away with them and 
read through. One week later, individual contacted for confirmation of 
participation.  
 Confirmed participants seen again at time of pre-assessment for informed 
written consent. 
 
Randomisation:  
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 We will perform a stratified randomisation with a small block size of 4 for 
each operation type to ensure approximately equal sample sizes in each 
treatment arm given the small overall sample size. 
Assessment and follow-up: 
 All participants, including the control group, followed up in outpatient clinic 
2 weeks after the surgery and subsequently at 3 months, 6 months and 
then 1 year after your operation. Questionnaire focusing on patient 
experience completed at each visit by all participants. 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
Statistics and Data analysis 
 
There are 60 patients, 15 of each of 4 types of operation. 
For each analysis we shall perform a pooled analysis and a separate sub-
analysis for each operation type. We will present uncorrected p-values but will 
note that our study is hypothesis generating and not confirmatory. 
Primary endpoints: There are 3 primary endpoints to be compared 
1) Proportion of successful operations 
2) Proportion of complete resections 
3) Proportion of conversions 
 
Each outcome is binary so we shall present a 2x2 cross-tabulation of the 
counts of the 2 outcomes per treatment arm. Given the small sample size, 
particularly in each sub-analysis we shall compare the proportions of each 
outcome between the two treatment arms by a Fisher Exact test. We shall 
perform a secondary analysis to adjust for possible confounders using logistic 
regression with occurrence of outcome as response variable and treatment 
and confounders as explanatory variables. 
 
Secondary endpoints: There are several secondary patient and procedural 
endpoints to be compared between treatments. The patient factor occurrence 
of complications is binary and will be compared by the Fisher exact test. The 
measures of satisfaction, safety and quality of life are quantitative and will be 
(logarithmically) transformed to normality and compared by the unpaired 2 
sample t-test. Procedure factors of anaesthetic and surgery time and cost will 
also be (logarithmically) transformed to normality and compared by the 
unpaired 2 sample t-test. We will also perform a treatment comparison 
adjusted for confounders by logistic regression, for the binary complication 
outcomes, and analysis of covariance for the quantitative outcomes. 
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Repeated measure endpoints: There are several outcomes such as QOL, 
perception of pain which are recorded several times over the follow up period 
for each patient. We will assess slopes of change over time and comparison 
of slopes between treatment using mixed models for continuous outcomes 
transformable to normality or generalised linear mixed models for discrete 
outcomes on a 1 to 4 scale.  
Measurable outcomes: There are several other measureable outcomes to 
be compared between treatments. These are quantitative such as volume of 
blood loss and completeness of resection and will (logarithmically) 
transformed to normality and compared by the unpaired 2 sample t-test 
together with a secondary analysis of covariance to adjust for confounders. 
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Appendix 21:  
Video of console surgery during robotic thyroidectomy (refer Section 
2.4.1.5) 
 
Appendix 22: 
Video of console surgery during robotic parathyroidectomy (refer 
Section 4.4.1) 
 
 
 
